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In certain applications, calculations of axial pile capacity 
need to be verified by load testing a pile on site. The results of 
such a load test are usually presented as a load-deflection curve 
{Figure 1), a curve which relates the load applied to the pile butt 
to the a xi a 1 deflections of the pi 1 e butt and the pi 1 e tip. If 
necessary, the axial capacity determined from this curve can be used 
to provide the basis for making changes to the initial design assump-
tions. 
The engineer charged with analyzing the results of a pi 1 e 1 oad 
test is forced to make many assumptions and provide answers to the 
following questions: {1) What methods are available for selecting 
the working load from the load-deflection curve? (2) How should the 
effects of varying groundwater levels within a particular job site be 
accounted for when comparing the results of many pi 1 e 1 oad tests? 
{3) To what extent do different loading procedures affect the results 
of load tests performed on similar piles? ( 4) Do battered piles 
perform similarly to vertical piles of the same axial length? {5) 
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Figure 1. Typical Load-Deflection Curve 
for a Pile Load Test 
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The purpose of this thesis is to discuss various methods avail-
able to determine the axial capacity from load deflection curves, 
explaining the assumptions made in the method. These methods are 
applied to the results of 16 pile load tests and the results com-
pared. A method for normalizing the axial capacity to account for 
differences in the water table location is presented. The effects of 
two different 1 oadi ng procedures and differing pi 1 e batters on the 
axial capacity are discussed. A method to interpret strain rod data, 
including development of load distribution curves, unit skin friction 
curves, and load transfer curves, is presented. Finally, a computer 
program which applies the methods of 1 oad deflection curve analyses 
discussed above is presented and the use of a 11 Spread-sheet 11 program 




A driven pile derives its capacity from a combination of tip 
bearing and skin friction. The load applied to the pile butt is dis-
tributed along the pile shaft in a fashion dependent on the soil con-
ditions. If the strain of a particular section of pile is known, 
then the average 1 oad in that section can be determined. Seed and 
Reese (26) provide the required theory: 
where 
P = E A dw I d z (1 ) 
P = load remaining in the pile; 
E =modulus of the pile material; 
A = cross-sectional area of the pile; and 
w = movement of the pile at depth z. 
The change in P with respect to the change in depth is equiva-
lent to the skin friction at that point and can be expressed 
(2) 
The unit skin friction is obtained by dividing Osf by the shaft area 




where As is the perimeter of the pile shaft multiplied by the length 
of the pile section involved. 
The relation of f 0 with depth along the pile is known as the 
transfer function, f 0 (z). As long as the load in the pile decreases 
with depth, Osf and f 0 (z) remain positive. Generalized shapes of 
dP/dz and the related transfer function f 0 (z) are plotted side by 
side in Figure 2. Vesic (33} presents equations which describe the 
transfer function. These equations can be used to determine the 
transfer function for the given foundation conditions, in turn 
allowing the magnitude and distribution of the skin friction to be 
estimated. 
The use of the subgrade-reaction method as described by Seed and 
Reese (26} is more prevalent than the transfer function for predict-
ing pile capacity. The subgrade reaction (t-z) method uses Equations 
(1) and (2) to determine a family of load distribution curves for 
applied loads ranging from small magnitude to the ultimate capacity 
of the pile. From each of these load distribution curves, the unit 
skin friction is determined for each pile section and divided by the 
assumed shear strength acting at that depth. This percentage of 
developed shear strength is then plotted against the corresponding 
movement of that pile section. This results in the load transfer 
curve; a typical example for a steel pile in sand is shown in Figure 
3 as presented by Coyle and Sulaiman (8). This family of load trans-
fer curves is used to relate pile movement to mobilized skin friction 
at various depths between the ground surface and pile tip. 
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Figure 3. Load Transfer Curves for a Steel Pile in Sand 
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Test Pile Instrumentation and Procedures 
Many 1 oad tests reported in the 1 iterature present only 1 oad 
deflection data measured at the pile butt. While meeting the 
requirements of the particular job, these results do not allow for 
analyses other than determination of a pi 1 e capacity, determination 
of failure modes (general, local, or punching failure), and rough 
estimates of the total skin friction and tip load. 
In attempting to offset the disadvantages created by the lack of 
thorough instrumentation, unload/reload cycles have been included in 
the test procedures to allow for estimation of tip deflections. This 
method assumes that all elastic compress'ion/tension of the pile is 
recovered upon unloading and that the permanent set of the pi 1 e butt 
is equal to the pile tip deflection. Unfortunately, negative skin 
friction forces may restrict the pile rebound, causing tip deflec-
tions to be overestimated (21). Furthermore, the unload/reload 
cycles, intended to overcome one shortcoming, can change the proper-
ties of the soil adjacent to the pile 9 thereby affecting the perfor-
mance of the test pile. 
Many load tests were considered complete when the applied load 
reached 200 percent of the required capacity. In these cases, the 
ultimate capacity of the test pile was not determined. Depending on 
the foundation conditions at the test site, it may or may not be 
possible to extrapolate the existing data to estimate the ultimate 
capacity. 
Fellenius (9) suggests that pile load tests performed as part of 
a field investigation prio~ to the installation of production piles 
9 
be loaded to failure or to at least 300 percent of the possible 
maximum applied load. Loading the test pile to failure will allow 
the maximum amount of data to he extracted from the load test 
results. In addition to the minimum recommended load levels, it 
seems reasonable to recommend a certain minimum level of instrumenta-
tion on test piles. This would consist of a load cell at the pile 
butt, and devices to measure pi 1 e butt and pi 1 e tip deflection. In 
addition to load deflection data at the pile butt, this would pro-
vide the engineer with measurements of pile tip deflection which can 
be used with \fan Weele•s (30) method to estimate skin friction. Even 
with this minimum level of instrumentation, the engineer•s situation 
is only improved; he must still assume the distribution of skin fric-
tion along the pile. 
A fully instrumented pile is considered to be one which is fur-
nished with the devices necessary to provide the deflection and/or 
1 oad at several points along the embedded 1 ength. Examples of 1 oad 
test programs using such technology can be found in papers by Mansur 
and Kaufman (23), Seed and Reese (26), and Hanna (13). These papers 
present not only load deflection curves, but the load distribution 
along the embedded portion of the test pile, the unit skin friction 
of the soil along the pile shaft, and the load transfer curves of the 
soil at various depths. 
Capacity of Test Pile 
Load deflection curves have been interpreted in many different 
ways to arrive at the working capacity of the test pile. Vesic (31) 
lists 15 different methods; Chellis (6) lists 16; AISG (1) lists 11; 
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and Fellenius (10) lists 9. Many of these methods are taken from 
local building codes and are relevant only if the load test is per-
formed in an area in the jurisdiction of that particular building 
code. Others are subjective, depending on the user to determine the 
point where the additional settlement becomes disproportionate to the 
load increment. Still other methods may give different results, 
depending on the choice of scale used to plot the data. 
Mansur and Focht (22) and Mansur and Kaufman (23) used a variety 
of methods to determine pile c~pacity and reported the average of the 
results. The methods used were: (1) tip settlement of 0.25 inch; 
(2) load at which the slope of the net settlement curve equals four 
times the elastic slope of the test pile; (3) increase in the net 
settlement curve was disproportionate to the increase in the applied 
load; (4) increase in the gross settlement curve was disproportion-
ate to the increase in the applied load; and (5) an intersection 
method. 
Fell eni us (10) presents nine different methods which are based 
more in mathematical and sound geotechnical theory and 1 ess on sub-
jective decisions made by the engineer. These methods will be pre-
sented in detai 1 in Chapter IV and applied to the results of these 
new pile load tests. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT, FOUNDATION CONDITIONS, 
ANO PILE LOAD TEST PROGRAM 
Project Description 
Construction of Locks and Oam No. 26 (Replacement) was author-
ized by Public Law 95-502 in October, 1978. The new locks and dam 
will replace the existing Lock and Oam No. 26, an aging structure put 
into operation in the late 1930 1 s. Located approximately two miles 
downstream of the existing project near Alton, Illinois (Figure 4), 
Locks and nam No. 26 (Replacement) joins a system of locks and dams 
on the Middle and Upper Mississippi River which provides a navigable 
waterway for harge traffic. All planning, design, and engineering 
during construction was done by the United States Army Engineer Dis-
trict, St. Louis. 
The project consists of a concrete gated spillway with nine 
tainter gates, a concrete stilling basin, one 1200-foot long main 
lock and one 600-foot long auxiliary lock, an overflow section, and a 
closure section. The foundation for the concrete structures will 
consist of vertical and battered HP14*73 and HP14*ll7 steel pi 1 i ng 
driven to rock or to predetermined tip elevations. 
The project is being constructed within the Mississippi River in 
three separate stages, each within a temporary cofferdam constructed 
11 
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Figure 4. Location of Locks and Dam 26 
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of sheet pile cells. The first stage (now complete) included con-
struction of six and one-half gatebays of the gated spillway and the 
included stilling basin. Figure 5 shows the relationship of the 
first stage construction site to the river. The second stage (pre-
sently under construction) includes construction of the main lock, 
two and one-half gatebays, another portion of the stilling basin, and 
the overflow section. The remaining structures, including the 
auxiliary lock and the remainder of the stilling basin, are presently 
in the design stage. 
The pile load test program described herein was performed during 
the first stage construction contract. Figure 6 shows the locations 
of the load test areas within the cofferdam. 
Foundation Conditions 
General 
The construction site is located on the Mississippi River at the 
northern extension of a broad alluvial valley known locally as the 
American and Columbia Rottoms. The river flows in a general south-
east direction at the site. The southwestern flood plain (Missouri 
side) is a flat, featureless surface five to six miles wide used pri-
marily for agriculture. The northeastern flood plain (Illinois side) 
is relatively narrow and is primarily industrialized. The valley is 
bordered on the Ill i oi s side by steep 1 imestone b 1 uffs rising 200 
feet or more above the flood plain. The valley bedrock at the site 
underlies 70 to 120 feet of overburden and consists primarily of 
hard, competent limestone. 
14 
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Figure 6. Locatjon of Pile Load Test Areas 1 and 2 
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Overburden 
The stratigraphy of the overburden at the site may be divided 
into two broad categories: alluvial deposits and glacial deposits. 
The alluvial deposits include those known as Flood Plain Deposits, 
Recent Alluvium, and Alluvial Outwash; the glacial deposits.include 
those known as Wisconsinan Outwash, Illinoian Ice Contact neposits, 
anrl Illinoian Till. 
Flood Plain Deposits. These consist of clays, silts, and sands, 
and form the uppermost soil deposits. These materials occur at and 
landward of the natural levee in thicknesses of up to 50 feet but are 
not present at the test sites. 
Recent Alluvium. The Recent Alluvium is composed of accumulated 
and river worked sediments which are generally clean, poorly graded 
sanrls (SP), varying in particle size from fine to coarse grained. 
Some samples are gravelly while materials such as si 1t, cobbles, or 
boulders may occur. Tree trunks, rip rap, cable, scrap metal, rust-
ing automobiles, and other debris associated with the environment of 
a heavily industrialized river are randomly encountered in this unit. 
The thickness of the Recent All uvi urn varies between 15 and 30 feet 
with Standard Penetration Test resistances typically between 15 to 35 
blows per foot. 
Alluvial Outwash. This unit is a gradational zone between the 
overlying Recent Alluvium and the underlying Wisconsinan Outwash. 
These rnateri al s are generally medi urn to coarse sands and gravelly 
sands (SP) with some fine sands. Any materials found in either the 
17 
Recent Alluvium or the Wisconsinan Outwash could occur in this unit. 
Standard Penetration Test resistance values are typically between 15 
and 40 blows per foot but may vary at specific locations. 
Wisconsinan Outwash. The Wisconsinan Outwash is a glacial 
deposit composed of materials carried beyond the glacial terminus by 
meltwater streams. This unit has been subjected to less fluvial 
action than the two units above and, therefore, has greater varia-
bility in sorting and particle size. These materials are generally 
medium to coarse sands and gravelly sands (SP or SW), and sandy 
gravels (GP); but fine sands, silty sands, and silts may be encoun-
tered. Horizons of cobble-sized pieces with occasional boulders have 
been encountered and can be expected to occur throughout this unit. 
The thickness of this unit varies between 20 and 30 feet and the 
Standard Penetration Test resistances are typically between 15 and 60 
blows per foot with occasional refusal (more than 100 blows per 
foot). 
Illinois Ice Contact neposit. This is a stratified glacial 
drift which accumulated at the edge of a stagnant ice front. Mate-
rials in this deposit range from clays to large boulders. Recause of 
this extreme particle size variability~ this deposit is regarded as 
one in which any type of material may be encountered. The thickness 
of this unit varies between 20 and 35 feet. Standard Penetration 
Test resistances are typically between 25 to 70 blows per foot with 
occasional refusal. 
18 
Illinoian Till. The Illinoian Till is composed of ice-laid 
debris which exhibits little or no sorting. It consists primarily of 
a hard, compact, slightly fissile clayey silt matrix {up to 5 feet 
thick within the test site) containing varying amounts of sand and 
gravel with occasi anal cobbles and boulders. Typical Standard Pene-
tration Test resistances vary from 25 blows per foot to refusal. 
Redrock 
The bedrock underlying the site is primarily limestone and shale 
of the ~1i ssi ssi ppi an Age which were found to be dense and hard with 
no evidence of extensive weathering or solution activity. 
Conditions at Load Test Sites 
The load tests were performed in two locations as shown in 
Figure 6. Test Area 1 was 1 ocated in a generally cobble-free area 
closer to the Missouri bank of the river, and Test Area 2 was located 
more toward the center of the channel where intermittent cobbles and 
boulders were expected to cause more difficult driving. The strati-
graphy of these two areas is represented by the plotted boring 1 ogs 
shown in Figure 7. 
Laboratory Tests 
The strength parameters for the foundation sands were determined 
by a series of consolidated-drained (S) triaxial shear tests on sam-
ples reconstituted from selected bag samples. Although the results 
of the shear strength testing and analyses of the Standard Penetra-
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angle of the sands is approximately 40°, a friction angle of 35° was 
chosen to represent the 1 owest strength that could be expected to 
occur. Unit weights of 110 pounds per cubic foot (dry) and 131 pcf 
(saturated) were chosen to represent the foundation materials. All 
work done herein used a friction angle of 40° and a saturated unit 
weight of sand of 131 pcf. 
Pile Load Test Program 
General 
The 1 oad test program included tension and compression tests, 
test piles of variable embedded lengths (driven to rock or driven to 
an elevation above rock), variable pile batters (vertical or 1V:2.5H) 
and differing load procedures (ASTM "Standard" or ASTM "Quick" proce-
dures). The load tests performed in this test program are summarized 
in Table :1. 
Axial loads were applied to the test pile by means of a hydrau-
lic jack acting against a reaction beam spanning between pile groups 
driven adjacent to the test pile. Pile butt deflections were measur-
ed by dial gage extensometers and axial pile deflections were measur-
ed using a system of strain rods and dial gage extensometers. The 
applied loads were mei').sured by hydraulic load cells located between 
the jack and the butt of the test pile. Ouri ng the 1 oad tests, the 
following quantities were measured with the addition of each new load 
increment: (l) applied load to the test pile; (2) deflection of the 
pile butt; and (3) relative movement between the end of the strain 








PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF TEST PILES 







BATTER PROJECTED SURFACE TIP 
1H OH 77V LENGTH ELEVATION ELEVATION 
1-1 8111/82 8118182 LOHG VERTICAL STRHDRRD TENSION HP11M?3 60.?5 ~ERTICAL 60.?5 359.00 298.25 
1-2 8/25182 8129182 SHORT VERTICAL STRHDRRD TENSION HP11Mn 51.00 VERriCRL 51.00 35?. ?0 303. ?0 
1-3A 8126182 912/82 SHORT VERTICAL STRHDARD COI1PRES5IOH HP11•73 51.00 VERTJCRL 51.00 • 351. ?0 303. ?0 
1-1 9/10182 91111~ LGHG BRTTERED STAHDRRD TENSION HP11•?3 65.00 2.50 60.35 351.10 291.05 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------l-5 9/10182 9118182 LOHG VERTICAL QUICK TENSION HP11•?3 60.50 VERTICAL 60.50 35?.10 29?.20 
1-6 1017182 10118/82 SHORT VERTICAL QUICK COI1PRESSIOH HP11M?3 53.00 VERTICAL 53.00 35?.10 301.10 
1-7 9/21/82 1011/82 LOHG VERTICAL QUICK COI1PRESSION HPI1M?3 59.00 VERTJCRL 59.00 351.60 298.60 
1-1 9122.,.82 9121/82 LOHG BRTrERED QUICIC COHPRESSIOH - HP11•?3 66.00 2.50 61.28 35?.10 296.12 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------------1-9 9/23182 9/30/82 SHORT BATTERED GUICIC COHPRESSION HP11•73 58.00 2.50 53.85 357.60 303.15 
2-1 1125182 8/30182 SHORT VERTICAL QUICIC TENSION HPI1•73 55.00 VERTICAL 55.00 357.30 302.30 
2-2 1118182 8121182 SHORT BATTERED GUJCIC TENSION HP11•73 59.00 2.50 51.78 359.00 301.22 
2-3 1127.182 913182 LONG BRTrERED QUICK TENSION HP11•73 69.20 2.50 61.25 358.10 291.1:5 
2-1 1126182 8131182 ~T BATTERED STANOARO TENSION HP11M73 58.00 2.50 53.85 359.00 305.15 
-------------------------·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2-S 9128112 1016182 SHORT BArTERED SfRHDRRO , .. lttPRESSIOH HP11M73 59.00 2.50 51.?8 358.,0 303.82 z-• 9113112 9123182 LOtiG BftffERED STftHORRD tuttt>RESSIOH HP11•13 71.11 2.50 66.08 351.70 291.&2 




A schematic view of the reaction frames used for compression and 
tension load tests is shown in Figure 8. Two rows of four piles each 
were driven on either side of the test pile and utilized as reaction 
piles. A steel beam was welded across the top of each row of piling 
and then the main reaction beam was bolted transversely to these four 
heams such that the test pile was centered under the main reaction 
beam. 
Compression 1 oads were applied to the test pi 1 es by means of a 
500-ton capacity hydraulic jack placed between the main reaction beam 
and the pile butt. Tensile loads were applied to the test pile by 
means of a 300-ton capacity jack placed on top of the reaction beam. 
A steel yoke was used to transfer the 1 oad around the reaction beam 
to the test pile. A spherical bearing was always included between 
the jack and the test pile to reduce the effects of eccentricities in 
the applied loads. 
In each load test, the reaction frame, test pile, reference 
beams, jack, pump, and all instrumentation were shielded from sun-
light and direct effects of the elements. 
Instrumentation 
Load Cells. The applied loads were measured with hydraulic load 
cells and indicated by electronic digital readout devices. To assure 
the accuracy of the load measuring system, the load cells and readout 
devices were calibrated as pairs before the load test program by the 
23 
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Figure 8. Schematic View of Reaction Frames 
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National Bureau of Standards. Each load cell was used only with the 
electronic readout device with which it was calibrated. 
Pile Butt Movement Measurement. Dial gage extensometers with 3-
i nch capacity were used to measure the movement at each of the four 
corners of the pile butt as shown in Figure 9. These gages were 
firmly attached to independent reference beams, the ends of which 
were supported at 1 east 10 feet from the test pi 1 e. To reduce the 
effects of pile bending or twisting, the mean of these four corner 
measurements was reported as the pile butt deflection. 
Strain Rods. A system of steel rods and dial gage extensometers 
was utilized to measure axial deflection at the pile tip and at five 
equally spaced points along the embedded length of the pile. The 
lowest strain rod was attached to the pile approximately six inches 
from the pile tip. The strain rods were 9/16 inch diameter by 10 
feet long, and were provided with matching male and female threads at 
either end. The required strain rod length was obtained by screwing 
the 10-foot sections together and then trimming the end. Six strain 
rod anchors, small steel blocks, each with a threaded hole cut in it 
(matching the threads at the male end of the strain rod), were welded 
to the pile web at the correct location before the pile was driven. 
These anchors served as attachment points for the strain rods. Steel 
channels, welded to both sides of the pile web, extended from just 
above the pile tip to a point above the ground surface and provided 
an unobstructed path for the strain rods. Three strain rods were 
attached to each side of the pi 1 e web. After the test pi 1 e was 
driven, each of the six strain rods was 11 fished 11 down within the 
Pile Butt 
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protective channel and screwed into its strain rod anchor. Figure 9 
shows a schematic diagram of the strain rod instrumentation. 
The relative movements between the top of each strain rod and 
the pile web were measured by a dial gage attached to the web of the 
test pile directly above the end of the strain rod. Using the 
measured deflection of the pile butt and the measured movement of the 
strain rods, the movement of the embedded portion of the test pile 
was determined at six points. 
Test Pile Installation 
Pile Driving Equipment. All of the test piles were driven with 
an International Construction Equipment (ICE) No. 640 hammer. This 
is a double acting diesel hammer with a rated energy of 40,000 foot 
pounds. Other pertinent data on this hammer are as follows: 
Ram Weight 6,000 pounds 
Rated Equivalent Ram Stroke 80 inches 
Operating Speed 74-77 blows per minute 
The hammer and pi 1 e were supported in 104-foot long, fixed, extended 
1 eads. The top of the 1 eads were attached to the crane boom and the 
bottom of the leads were attached to a telescopic spotter. This sup-
port system provided the leads with controlled movement in three 
directions: 
batter. 
vertical, side to side batter, and forward and aft 
Pile Driving. All of the test piles were driven to the desired 
tip elevation which required pile embedments of 53 to 71 feet. Bar-
ring mechanical difficulties, all of the test piles were driven their 
27 
entire length without interruption. Driving records were maintained 
for each test pile, which included the penetration resistance in 
blows per foot, blows per inch for the last foot, the date, the time 
taken to drive the pile, the elevations of the ground surface and the 
pile tip, the location of the pile, and the amount, if any, that the 
pile was out of plumb. Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the driving 
records of the Group 1 and Group 2 test piles. Within each group the 
driving resistances were similar,_with the exception of the driving 
resistances of the 1 ower 20 feet of the Group 2 pi 1 es which were 
slightly greater than the Group 1 piles. 
All of the test piles were continuously monitored during driving 
with a dynamic pile driving analyzer. The analyzer was used to moni-
tor the performance of the hammer, check the pile for subsurface dam-
age incurred during driving, and estimate a static axial capacity of 
the pile at the end of driving. nue to the possibility of a pile 
being driven into a boulder and the fact that half of the piles were 
to be driven to refusal on bedrock, all of the test piles were equip-
ped with pile points to reinforce and protect the pile tip. 
Load Test Procedures 
General. The procedures outlined in ASTM Designation Dll43-74, 
"Piles Under Static Axial Compressive Load" {2) were used as a frame-
work for the compression and tension loading procedures. 
ASTM Standard Procedure. The load was applied in 25-ton (com-
pression) or 15-ton (tension) increments at a rate of two tons per 
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tons tension. Each increment was maintained for one hour and if the 
pile butt deflection did not exceed 0.01 inch for that load increment 
the next increment was added. If the deflection exceeded 0.01 inch, 
the load increment was left on for one additional hour at which time 
the next load increment was applied. 
At 225 tons compression, or 90 tons tension, the load was left 
on the pile for 24 hours at which time the test pile was completely 
unloaded. The test pile was then reloaded at the rates listed above 
to the maximum load or until pile failure occurred. 
ASTM Quick Loading Procedure. The load was applied in 10-ton 
(compression) or 5-ton (tension) increments at a rate of two tons per 
minute up to a maximum load of 400 tons compression or 150 tons ten-
sion. Each increment was maintained for two and one-half minutes at 
which time the next increment was applied regardless of the behavior 
of the pile butt. There was no unload/reload cycle. 
Differences From ASTM Standards. Although ASTM 01143-74 was 
used as a framework for these 1 oadi ng procedures, some changes were 
made to completely satisfy the objectives of this load test program. 
These rleviations were as follows: 
1. ASTM Dll43-74, described above, was used for both the com-
pressive and tensile load tests. 
2. The dial gage system was required to be the primary system 
used to measure pile butt movement. The independent, secondary 
measurement system was required to have the same accuracy as the 
primary system. Dial gages used in the primary measurement system 
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were required to have 0.001-inch accuracy and 3-inch travel capacity 
instead of 0.01 and 2.0 inches as required by the ASTM standard. 
3. Measurements of applied 1 oads, pi 1 e butt movements, and 
strain rod deflections were made immediately before each load incre-
ment application, and at 1-, 2-, 4-, 8-, 15-, 30-, and 60-minute 
intervals following the load increment. Additional measurements were 
made at successive 1-hour intervals during 24-hour holding periods. 
4. The rate of load application during any load test was limit-
ed to two tons per minute. 
5. The maximum standard compressive and tension loads were 
required to be left on the pile for 24 hours instead of 48 hours. 
6. The time interval between load decrements during unloading 
was reduced from 60 to 20 minutes. 
CHAPTER IV 
DATA ANALYSES 
Determination of Axial Capacity 
Ultimate Capacity Methods 
General. The axial capacity may be defined as the ultimate 
capacity of the pile divided by a suitable factor of safety. The 
term 11 Ultimate capacity .. is defined here as the load which initiates 
plunging failure in a compression test or rising failure in a tension 
test. Determination of the ultimate capacity from existing data may 
not be possible if the maximum specified load allowed during the load 
test did not cause such failure (rising or plunging failure). The 
following methods provide a means for generating ultimate pile 
capacity from existing but incomplete data. The capacities predicted 
by these methods may be close to the maximum 1 oad actually applied 
during the load test. The ultimate capacity as determined by these 
methods for each load test is presented in Table 2. 
Chin's Method. As presented by Fellenius (10), Chin's method 
assumes that the load deflection curve is hyperbolic and generates a 
11 best fit .. hyperbola for the load deflection curve, the horizontal 
asymptote of which is considered to be the ultimate capacity. This 
hyperbolic function is expressed as: 
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in which P is the applied load at the pile butt, ~Butt is the butt 
deflection, and a and b are constants. Rearranging terms leads to: 
~ButtiP = a + b~Butt (5) 
which is the equation of a straight line relating P and ~Butt· 
Accordingly each butt deflection value is divided by the corre-
sponding applied load and this quotient is plotted against the 
deflection as shown in Figure 12. After some early irregularities, 
this group of points should form a straight line. A line of best fit 
is determined for the upper portion of the resulting graph, the slope 
and intercept of which are the constants b and a, respectively. The 
ultimate pile capacity is considered equal to 1/b. 
Hansen's 80% Method. The Hansen 80% method (15) assumes the 
load deflection curve to be parabolic and develops a best fit para-
bola, the horizontal asymptote of which is considered to be the 
ultimate capacity. This parabolic function is expressed as 
P = (~Butt) 112 /(a + b~Butt) 
Rearranging terms leads to 
(~Butt) 112 /P = (a + b~Butt) 
(6) 
(7) 
which is the equation of a straight line relating P and ~Butt· 
Accordingly the square root of each deflection is divided by the 
applied load, and this quotient is plotted against ~Butt as shown in 
Figure 13. After some initial irregularities the data will become 
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value of the horizontal asymptote is calculated by the following 
expression: 
Pult = 1/[2 (a b)112] (B) 
where b and a are the slope and intercept of the line of best fit for 
the plot. 
Van derVeen•s Method. As presented in Winterkorn and Fang (34), 
the following relationships were developed to describe the behavior 
of the pile tip. The deflection of the tip is assumed to be related 
to the load at the tip by the following logarithmic function: 
where 
e-w t.Ti P) PTip = Pult-Tip (1 -
PT; P = tip 1 oad; 
Pult-Tip = ultimate capacity of the soil at the pile tip; 
t.Tip = tip deflection; and 
w = constant. 
A rearrangement of terms leads to 
= e -w t.Ti P 
Taking the natural log of both sides leads to 




At this point, the assumption is made that Equation (11) also de-
scribes the behavior of the pile butt. Accardi ngly, values for 
Pult-Butt are assumed, and all values of ln (1 - PsuttiPult-Butt) are 
plotted against the corresponding butt deflection. Psutt is the 
applied load at the pile butt. When the most correct value of 
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Pult-Butt is used, the plot becomes very nearly a straight line. Van 
derVeen•s method is illustrated in Figure 14. 
Working Load Methods 
General. Working load methods define the axial capacity of the 
pile as functions of deflection, geometry of the load deflection 
curve, or the shape and size of the pile. The capacities defined by 
these methods are usually much less than the ultimate capacity of the 
pile. The axial capacities determined by these methods for each load 
are presented in Table 2. 
Deflection Criterion Methods. These methods (28) define the 
axial capacity as that applied load which causes a predetermined 
deflection, usually at the pile butt or at the pile tip. Deflections 
of 1/4 inch at the pile butt or 1/4 inch at the pile tip were 
criteria used in evaluating these pile load tests. Use of the 1/4 
inch tip deflection criterion requires that direct measurements of 
tip movement be available. The deflection criterion methods are 
illustrated in Figure 15. 
Davisson•s Limit Method. As presented by Leonards and Lovell 
(21), Davisson • s 1 imit method defines the compressive axial capacity 
to be the applied 1 oad which causes a pi 1 e butt deflection equal to 
the sum of an assumed elastic pile compression and a critical tip 
deflection. The elastic compression of the pile shaft is calculated 
using the theoretical equation for elastic compression: 
0Pile = (P L)/(A E) (12) 
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INITIAL ESTIMATE OF ULTIMATE CAPACilY = 150 TONS 
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Figure 15. Load-Deflection Data Plots for Deflection 
Criterion Methods 
where 
A = cross-sectional area of the pile; 
L = pile length; 
P = applied load (assumed to remain constant throughout 
entire embedded length of the pile); and 
E = Young's modulus of elasticity. 
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The critical tip deflection (quake) is defined as the summation 
of an elastic compression and a limiting plastic compression of the 
soil at the tip typically set equal to 
oouake = 0.15 + 081120 in. (13) 
where o8 is the pile diameter in inches. 
The method is typically presented in graphical form as shown in 
Figure 16. On a plot of the load deflection curve, the elastic line 
of the pile is plotted offset from the plot origin a distance equal 
to the quake. The axial capacity is that applied load where the load 
deflection curve intersects the offset elastic line. 
This method has been revised to make it more appropriate for use 
with the results of tension load tests. The assumption that the 
applied load remains constant within the pile shaft in a tension test 
is invalid. Since tip loads in a tension test must be zero (assuming 
the tip is not stuck and neglecting any residual stress effects), it 
is reasonable to assume that the load in the pile decreases linearly 
from the applied load at the pile top to zero at the pile tip. The 
elastic extension of the pile shaft is then calculated as 
oPile = (P L)/(2 A E) (14) 
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The quake was revised to include only an elastic extension of 
0.15 inches of the soil at the pile tip; no plastic deformation 
occurred under the pile tip. As in Davisson•s method, the elastic 
line of the pile is plotted on the load deflection curve offset from 
the origin a distance equal to the quake. The tensile axial capacity 
is that applied load at which the load deflection curve intersects 
the offset elastic line. This revised version was used to analyze 
the results of the tension pile load tests. 
DeBeer•s Method. When plotted to arithmetic scales, the load 
deflection curve appears to consist of three distinct parts: a steep 
initial portion, a flat terminal portion, and a smooth transition 
between the two. neBeer•s method provides a rationale for selecting 
the applied load which separates the steeper, initial portion of the 
load deflection curve from the flatter, terminal portion of the 
curve. 
As presented by Fellenius (10), DeBeer•s method assumes that the 
load deflection curve is composed of two exponential curves connected 
by a transition curve. If the load deflection curve is drawn on 
double 1 ogarithmic paper, these exponential curves wi 11 approximate 
two straight lines. If these lines are extended so that they 
intersect, this intersection defines the axial capacity. DeBeer's 
method is presented in Figure 17. 
Method of Intersections. As presented by Mansur and Focht (22), 
Mansur and Kaufman (23), and Sherman et al. (28), the method of 
intersections is similar to DeBeer's method in that it defines the 
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arithmetic plot of the load deflection curve rather than from a 
logarithmic plot. A line is drawn which best represents the initial 
portion of the load deflection curve, and a second line is drawn 
which best represents the terminal portion of the load deflection 
curve. These two lines are extended and their intersection is 
considered to be the axial capacity. This method is illustrated in 
Figure 18. 
But 1 er and Hoy's Method. But 1 er and Hoy's ( 5) method defines 
the axial capacity as the intersection of the following two lines: 
the first is drawn tangent and parallel to the initial portion of the 
load deflection curve, and the second is drawn tangent to the point 
on the curve where the slope is 0. 05 inch per ton. But 1 er and Hoy 
state that this method should be applied only to results of pile load 
tests performed using quick loading procedures. Butler and Hoy's 
method is presented in Figure 19. 
Water Table Correction Factor 
During this load test program, a dewatering system maintained 
the groundwater a depth of 5 to 8 feet below the surface at the Group 
1 test site, and 13 to 21.5 feet below the surface at the Group 2 
test site. This represents a significant difference in the physical 
conditions at the two load-test sites. 
Addition ally, when the completed structure is put into opera-
tion, the pile foundation will be totally submerged. The "as-tested" 
results from the test program represent a capacity of the pile with 
the water table located from 5 to 21 feet below the surface. It was 
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Figure 19. Load-Deflection Data Plot for Butler and Hoy's Method 
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assumed that submergence of the pile foundation would reduce the 
axial capacity of a pile to some level below the as-tested results. 
To provide a way to make confident comparisons between test 
results of the two groups, and account for the assumed reduction in 
axial capacity, a method was needed to normalize the test results so 
the effects of differing groundwater levels would be essentially fac-
tored out of the analyses. It was decided to adjust all test results 
downward to a level which would represent the pile capacity with the 
groundwater at the surface. This would provide a basis for determin-
ing the operational capacity of the pile foundation while removing 
any effects of differing water table depths. To this end, the Water 
Table Correction Factor (11, 28) curve shown in Figure 20 was devel-
oped which correlates the depth to the water table at the time of the 
pile load test to a percentage decrease in the as-tested axial 
capacity. 
The water table correction factor is defined as the ratio of the 
ultimate pile capacity determined for the water table at zero depth 
to that determined for the water table at a given depth z. Equation 
{15) was used to determine compressive capacities for the water table 
at depths between zero and 25 feet: 
where 
Oult = AT No T + Pp L Kc tan s 
0 = friction angle of sand on pile, 25°; 
Kc =coefficient of lateral earth pressure, 1.25; 
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crr,crs = effective vertical overburden pressures at the 
pile tip and along the pile shaft; assumed to 
initially increase for a depth of 15 pile dia-
meters at which point the pressure becomes con-
stant for greater depths; Ysat andy', the sat-
rated and buoyant unit weights of sand, were 
assumed to be 131 and 68.6 pcf, respectively; 
Ar,Pp = tip area and pile perimeter based on the rec-
tangle bounded by the pile corners; and 
L = pile length, 75 ft. 
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Given the. depth to the groundwater for a given load test, the 
corresponding correction factor was obtained from Figure 15 and 
applied to all ultimate and working pile capacities determined for 
that test pi 1 e. 
Analyses of Strain Rod Data 
nevelopment of Load Distribution Curves 
General. A load distribution curve is a plot of the load re-
maining in the pile with respect to length. If a load is applied to 
a pile driven to a firm bearing layer through a soft soil, which is 
incapable of developing significant skin friction loads, the load in 
the pile tip and at all points along the pile would be equal to or 
very close to the load applied to the pile butt. This would occur 
because of the inability of the soft soil deposit to develop skin 
friction. In a stiffer soil deposit, one capable of generating sig-
nificant skin friction, the load remaining in the pile will decrease 
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from a maximum value at the pile butt to a minimum value at the pile 
tip as load is transferred to the soil through skin friction. 
Reduction of Strain Rod Data. The deflection of the pile at the 
ground surface is the summation of the pile tip deflection and the 
elastic compression of the pile shaft. This is represented by 
where 
6Gs = movement of the pile at the ground surface; 
6Tip = movement of the pile tip; and 
oTip-GS = elastic compression of the pile between the 
ground surface and the pile tip. 
(16) 
This relationship may be extended to the deflection of any point 
along the pile and the elastic compression between that point and the 
ground surface as 
(17) 
This equation can be rearranged to obtain the deflection at any point 
if the pile deflection at the ground surface and the elastic compres-
sion of the pile shaft are known: 
6i = 6GS - 0i -GS {18) 
In these 1 oad tests, pi 1 e butt deflections were measured at a 
point located above the ground surface. The deflection of the pile 
at the ground surface may be obtained by subtracting the theoretical 
pile compression of the pile above the ground surface from the 
deflection measured at the pile butt: 
~GS = 6Butt - 0GS-1 {19) 
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The strain rod dial gages were attached to the pile above the 
point where the butt deflection measurements were made as shown in 
Figure 9. The strain rod gages measure the elastic compression of 
the pile betwen these gages and the strain rod anchor. This compres-
sion is represented in the following equation: 
where 
oi_2 = elastic compression of the pile between the 
strain rod anchor and the point where the 
strain rod dial gages are attached; 
oi-GS = elastic compression of the pile between the 
strain rod anchor and the ground surface; and 
oGS-2 = elastic compression of the pile between the 
ground surface and the point where the strain 
rod dial gages are attached. 
Rearranging Equation {20) results in 
0i-GS = 0i-2 - 0GS-2 
{20) 
( 21) 
Substituting Equations (19) and (21) into Equation (18) and collect-
ing terms gives 
(22) 
which defines the movement of any point on the pile where a strain 
rod is connected with respect to the surface reference beams. o1_2 
is the theoretical compression of the pile between the point where 
the butt measurements are made and where the strain rod dial gages 
are attached. 
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load Distribution Curve. In the following discussion, a pile 
section is defined as a portion of embedded pile bounded by two adja-
cent strain rod anchors. The average load in a pile section may be 
determined by the theoretical equation: 
Pi = (oi A E)/l (23) 
where 
A = cross-sectional area; 
li = length of the section; 
E = Young's modulus; and 
oi = elastic compression of the pile section. 
The area, modulus, and length of the pile section are known quanti-
ties. The elastic compression is equal to the difference in the 
deflections measured by strain rods 1 ocated at the top and bottom of 
the pile section: 
(24) 
where An and An+l are deflections of the top and bottom of the 
pile section as measured by the strain rods. By substitution of 
Equation (22) for ~ and An+l' the average load in the pile section 
is 
(25) 
where on and on+l are measurements obtained directly from the strain 
rods. 
Equation (25) is valid for all pi 1 e sections bounded by two 
strain rods. The uppermost pile section, bounded by the ground sur-
face and the uppermost strain rod anchor is a special case. The 
movement of the bottom of the section is defined by Equation (22), 
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but the movement of the top of the section is 6r,s, defined by Equa-
tion (19). By substituting Equations (22) and (19) into Equation 
(24), and collecting terms, the average load in the uppermost pile 
section is 
(26) 
Using the equations described above, the average load in each 
pile section can be determined and plotted at the depth of the sec-
tion midpoint, resulting in a load distribution curve. 
Development of Unit Skin Friction Curve 
The difference between the average loads determined for two 
adjacent pile sections is equal to the skin friction load developed 
along that length of pile. The unit skin friction along this length 
of pile is equal to the developed skin friction divided by the shaft 
area of the included length of pile: 
•d = (Pn - Pn+l)/Ashaft (27) 
The length of pile used to determine Ashaft in this equation is the 
distance between the midpoints of the pile sections involved. Plot-
ting the unit skin friction values with respect to depth will result 
in a unit skin friction curve. 
Development of Load Transfer Curves. 
A load transfer curve is the plot of the movement of a point on 
the pile against the percent shear strength developed at that point. 
The percent shear strength developed is the value of the unit skin 
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friction divided by the available shear strength assumed to exist at 
that point. 
The available shear strength of the sands surrounding the embed-
ded pile has been assumed to be 
(28) 
where a~ is the vertical effective overburden pressure, and 4> is the 
internal friction angle of the soil. The percent shear strength 
developed along the pile is the unit skin friction determined in 
Equation (27) divided by the assumed available shear strength at that 
location. 
Because the 1 ocati on of the developed shear stress corresponds 
to the point where a strain rod is attached to the pile, the movement 
of the point is defined by Equation (22). 
Presentation of Data 
Load deflection curves, load distribution curves, unit skin 
friction curves, and· load transfer curves obtained from each pile 
1 oad test are presented in Appendix A. For each test pi 1 e, a family 
of five load distribution curves and unit skin friction curves were 
calculated, corresponding to applied loads of 50, 100, 200, 300, and 
400 tons compressive or 30, 60, 90, 120, and 150 tons tension. For 
each test pile, five load transfer curves were developed, represent-
ing the load transfer mechanism in effect at the indicated depth. 
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Computer Programs Used to Analyze Data 
Analyses of Strain Rod nata 
The strain rod data were analyzed using MicroSoft SuperCalc, 
Version 4 on an IBM PC. Although originally written for business 
applications, the spread-sheet program with its built-in graphics 
package makes it a very powerful engineering tool. The spread sheets 
developed for each load test are presented in Appendix B. 
Analyses of Load Deflection Data 
The computer program PANALYS was written in Tektronix BASIC in 
1982 for use on a Tektronix 4054 computer. PANALYS analyzes the load 
deflection data according to Chin's, Van derVeen's, Hansen's, Davis-
son's, revised Davisson's, Intersection, and Rutler and Hoy's 
methods. Documentation of PANALYS is presented in Appendix c. 
CHAPTER V 
OISCUSSION OF DATA AND RESULTS 
Determination of Axial Capacity 
Ultimate Capacity Methods 
Chin's Method. The method was not successful when applied to 
the results of compression tests on piles driven to rock. Upon 
inspection of this load deflection curve, it is apparent that the 
load test was more of an elastic compression test on the pile than a 
failing of the soil. Chin's method was not successful in analyzing 
these results because there was essentially no curvature in the load 
deflection curve with which to approximate a hyperbola. It has been 
shown that any curve can be successfully extrapolated by an asymp-
totic function (hyperbolic, parabolic, exponential) only if the curve 
can be fitted by a higher order polynomial (21). 
In cases where there is sufficient curvature of the load deflec-
tion curve, the slope and y-intercept of Chin's plot is obvious and 
the ultimate prediction is easily determined. A false value can be 
determined if the method is applied to early data points or if the 
load test was terminated before the load deflection curve exhibited 
sufficient curvature ( 1 0). This is apparently the case for the pre-
diction obtained for tension test 1-1. The method predicted an 
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ultimate capacity of 47q tons, more than two to three times Chin • s 
predictions of other tension tests which ranged between 74 and 192 
tons. 
In all cases where the load test was carried to ultimate fail-
ure, the ultimate capacity predicted by the method was from 16 to 50 
percent greater than the ultimate capacity obtained by that load 
test. This is not surprising since the method is predicting the 
asymptote of a best-fit hyperbolic curve, a point that the fitted 
curve will never reach. In a discussion of hyperbolic modeling of 
shear strength, Mosher (24) points out simi 1 ar unconservati ve pre-
dictions and suggests that only 75 to 90 percent of the asymptotic 
value be used as the predicted shear strength. The data obtained in 
this load test program affirm this suggestion. 
Van derVeen's Method. The method was successful in predicting 
an ultimate capacity for all load tests except compression tests on 
piles driven to refusal on rock. Apparently, Van derVeen's method is 
subject to the same limiting requirement as Chin's method: i.e., the 
curve must be one of a high order polynomial. 
Like Chin's predictions, Van derVeen's predictions were greater 
than the actual ultimate capacity obtained from the load tests, al-
though only 3 to 21 percent greater. This indicates that the 1 oad 
deflection behavior of these test piles may be more correctly repre-
sented by this logarithmic function than by a hyperbolic function. 
As stated, Van derVeen's method assumes that the behavior at the tip 
adequately describes the behavior at the butt, implying that the pile 
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is a rigid structure. The method might be improved by the inclusion 
of an elastic term in the right-hand side of Equation (11). 
Choosing the "correct" curve out of the family of generated 
curves was not a straightforward task. Some judgment is required to 
rlo so. Qualitatively speaking, it was considerably easier to find 
the line of best fit in Chin's method than to select the 11 Straight-
est" line in Van derVeen's plot. 
Hansen • s 80% Method. The 80% method was of 1 imited useful ness 
in predicting ultimate capacities in this series of load tests. When 
the load deflection data were plotted according to Hansen's assump-
tions, behavior of the plotted points varied. Some sets of data 
points exhibited negative slope; other sets continued to curve, never 
exhibiting the required straight line behavior; and other sets were 
so scattered that a confident choice of a best fit line was difficult 
to make. When successful, Hansen's method had accuracies comparable 
to Van derVeen's method. 
Working Load Methods 
l/4 Inch Tip and l/4 Inch Butt Deflection. The 1/4 inch butt 
deflection criteria can be applied to the results of all load tests, 
although it is quite conservative. The method will severely penalize 
the compressive capacity of a pi 1 e driven to refusal on rock. In 
this case, butt deflection is due solely to elastic compression of 
the pi 1 e, as evidence by the slope of the butt 1 oad deflection curve 
being equal to the slope of the elastic line of the pile. The use of 
a geotechnically-based failure criterion does not seem appropriate; 
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rather, the capacity should be based on the structural capacity of 
the pile. 
Assuming the test pile is instrumented such that tip deflection 
measurements can be made, the 1/4 inch tip deflection criteria can be 
applied to all load test results with the exception of a pile driven 
to rock or other firm bearing surface. It is well documented that 
the ultimate bearing capacity of the soil at the pile tip is fully 
developed after deflections equal to 10 percent of the pile diameter, 
and that skin friction is fully mobilized after 0.25 to 0.30 inches 
of shaft movement. Given that the shaft deflection is always greater 
than the tip deflection, use of the 1/4 inch tip deflection criteria 
will ensure that all skin friction is developed and that only a por-
tion of the tip capacity is developed. 
Davisson's Limit, Revised Davisson's Limit. No distinction will 
be made between these methods as they are based on the same theory. 
Since these methods depend in part on the tip deflection, they are 
not successful when applied to piles driven .to refusal on rock 
because the load deflection curve of a pile founded on rock will 
never intersect the offset elastic line of the pile. These methods 
are similar to tip deflection criterion methods except that data from 
the pile butt are used to obtain the required tip deflection. As 
such, these methods furnished results simi 1 ar to those of the 1/4 
inch tip defl~ction criteria. 
DeBeer's Method. This method was useless when applied to the 
results of compression tests on piles driven to refusal on rock. The 
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load deflection curves of such piles were straight lines, without the 
required transition curve. 
The applicability of the method to tension tests may have been 
artificially limited by contractual limitations on maximum applied 
loads. When plotted on a logarithmic scale, the linear distance be-
tween the locations of early data points and those at the onset of 
the transition curve is small, making it difficult to confidently 
select lines of best fit for the initial portion of the load deflec-
tion curve. To a lesser extent, this was also a problem on the 
terminal portion of the curve. 
DeBeer• s method was easier to apply to the results of quick 1 oad 
tests because there were more data points on the data plots. For 
example, a compression test carried to 400 tons using ASTM standard 
load procedures produces 16 data points compared to the 40 data 
points obtained from such a test run using the ASTM quick load proce-
dures. 
The method clearly indicated the point within the transition 
which best represented the intersection of the initial and terminal 
portions of the load deflection curve. 
Intersection Method. A major shortcoming with this method is 
that different results can be obtai ned if one or the other axis is 
drawn at a different scale (31). Another problem is that the choice 
of the straight line is subjective. In the case where the terminal 
portion of the load deflection curve is never quite linear, a differ-
ent straight line and thus a different axial capacity could be chosen 
by another engineer. 
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Butler and Hoy•s Method. Being applicable only to the results 
of quick load tests (5), the method was applicable to only half of 
the load tests included here. Of these eight tests, the terminal 
portion of four of them never achieved a slope as flat as 0.05 inch 
per ton. The axial capacity determined by Butler and Hoy•s method for 
the remaining four was the highest of the three transition zone 
methods used. 
Butler and Hoy•s method has an advantage over the intersection 
method in that the subjective choice of one of the straight lines has 
been replaced by a mathematical constant. Fellinius (10) has pro-
posed that the elastic line of the pile be used to represent the, 
initial portion of the load deflection curve, thus removing all 
subjectivity from the choice of an axial capacity. 
Effects of Load Procedure and Pile Batter 
on Axial Capacity 
Effects of Load Procedure 
The results of 12 1 oad tests, normalized for the effects of 
groundwater, are presented as pairs in Table 3. Within each pair, 
the ·1 oadi ng direction, pi 1 e 1 ength, and batter are the same but the 
1 oading procedures are different. The results of compression 1 oad 
tests on long piles driven to rock are not included here because 
these results are not affected by loading procedures. 
The percent change (plus or minus) of the ultimate and 1/4 inch 
tip deflection criterion capacities of the pile tested under quick 
load procedures were developed with respect to the capacities of the 
TABLE 3 
COt~PARISON OF NORMALIZED CAPACITIES OBTAINED WITH 




Ultimate l/4 Inch Ti2 
Test Capacity % Change Capacity % Change 
2-l VQST 73 -17 42.1 +12 
l-2 VStST 89 26.9 
2-2 BQST >782 >+25 59.8 +45 
2-4 BStST 62 32.8 
l-5 VQLT >108 77.8 +28 
1-l VStLT > 112 56.0 
2-3 BQLT >81 37.8 -205 
l-4 BStLT >1083 115.2 
l-6 VQSC >288 >+23 130.0 +0 
l-3a VStSC 234 129.6 
l-9 BQSC >223 >+68 159.8 39.4 
2-5 BStSC 133 96.8 
1The following notations are used in this table: 
V = Vertical B = Battered 
Q = ASTM Quick St = ASTM STandard 
S = Short Pile L = Long Pile 
T = Tension C = Compression 
2"Greater than" signs (>) indicate the pile did not fail under the maxi-
mum applied load. Maximum applied load is 400 tons compression and 150 
tons compression. 















COMPARISON OF NORMALIZED CAPACITIES OF 
VERTICAL AND BATTERED PILES 
Test Ultimate 
Description1 Capacity % Change 




VStST 89 +43 ,,0 
BStST 62 
VStLT > 112 
BStLT >108 
VQSC >288 +29.0 
BQSC 223 
VStSC 234 +76.0 
BStSC 133 
1see Table 3 for notes. 
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similar pile tested using the standard load procedures. With the 
exception of test pile 1-4, these results indicate that greater ulti-
mate and 1/4 inch tip deflection capacities are obtained when a pile 
is tested using quick loading procedures. These results indicate 
that the initial portions of load deflection curves obtained with 
quick load procedures may be steeper and the terminal portion higher 
than load deflection curves obtained with standard load procedures. 
Effects of Pile Batter 
The same 12 test results were reordered and are presented in 
Table 4. As before, each pair is similar except that one test is 
from a vertical test pile and the other is from a battered test pile. 
The results of long piles tested in compression are not presented. 
The percent change {plus or minus) of the ultimate and 1/4 inch 
tip deflection criterion capacities of the vertical test pile were 
developed with respect to the same capacities of the battered pile. 
These results are inconclusive as to whether there are signifi-
cant differences in the axial capacities of battered or vertical 
piles. These comparisons may show that the ultimate capacity of a 
vert i ca 1 pile is greater than the capacity of a battered pile of 
similar length. 
Discussion of Load Distribution, Skin Friction, 
and Load Transfer Curves 
Errors in the Measured Data 
Errors Oue to Disregarding Residual Loads. Many of the load 
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distribution curves showed erratic loads in the uppermost pile sec-
tion and in the midpoint section where the strain rods switched from 
one side of the pile to the other. Similarly shaped erratic loads 
have been measured in other 1 oad test programs but these have been 
attributed to residual stresses in the pile. 
Recause the instrumentation system was attached to these test 
piles after they were driven, there is no way to measure the distri-
bution of residual stresses remaining in the pile after driving. 
While residual stresses are not accounted for in these analyses, they 
are assumed to be present in the test piles, and if properly consid-
ered, would no doubt change these load distribution and unit skin 
friction curves. Proof of the existence of residual loads can be 
seen in the large tip loads occurring in some of the tension tests. 
The magnitude of such tip loads is equal to the compressive residual 
loads present at the pile tip (21). Tip loads of up to 65 tons were 
measured at the tips of these test piles. 
At zero applied load, pile equilibrium requires that residual 
compressive stresses in the lower portions of the pile be balanced by 
residual tensile stresses in the upper portions with a neutral point 
(zero residual loads) at some intermediate point on the pile (4). 
Due to the granular nature and relative uniformity of the foundation 
stratigraphy, it is expected that the distribution of residual 
stresses along the pile would develop smoothly without any sharp 
increases or decreases in magnitude. The driving records of these 
pi 1 es and the exploratory borings taken in the test areas do not 
reveal any continuous, fine-grained foundation strata capable of 
causing the localized residual loads needed to affect the test 
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results to the degree indicated. This does not discount the exi s-
tence of 1 ocal i zed pockets of such material which could have been 
missed by these two borings, although such pockets of soi 1 are not 
believed to exist based on the results of over 400 other borings 
taken at the job site. It does not seem pl ausi bl e that the very 
localized discrepancies in these load distribution curves are caused 
by residual loads. 
Errors Due to Mechanical Devices. The calculated load in the 
uppermost pile section is either significantly greater or lower than 
the applied load, although in most cases the calculated load in the 
second pile section appears reasonable when compared to the applied 
load. The equation for the load in the uppermost section involves 
the strain rod dial gage, the dial gages at the pile butt, and the 
ruler used to make measurements during fabrication of the test pile 
instrumentation system. Given that an elastic compression of 0.010 
inch in a 10-foot long pile section corresponds to a load of 26 tons 
within that section, slightly differing accuracies in any of these 
measurement systems may contribute to these unreasonable loads in the 
uppermost pile sections. 
These errors could be reduced by mounting all strain rod dial 
gages and butt deflection measurement dial gages at the same level as 
close as possible to the ground surface. This would improve the cal-
culations by reducing any errors introduced by transferring data mea-
sured at one 1 evel to another 1 evel. Although such a 1 ocati on will 
increase the difficulty of obtaining the dial gage readings, doing so 
will eliminate the need for including theoretical elastic compression 
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or extension of the above ground pile portions into the equations. 
This will improve both the accuracy of the calculated average load in 
the uppermost pile section and calculated deflections along the 
embedded portion of the pile. 
As previously described, three strain rods are attached to 
either side of the pile web and the corresponding dial gages are 
mounted back to back on both sides of the pile web. Like the calcu-
lated loads in the uppermost pile sections, the load at the pile 
midpoint is dependent upon measurements supplied from two separate 
systems, i.e., the different dial gage groups. This analysis assumes 
that these dial gages are attached at the same level on the pile but 
in actuality may not be. These differences may be contributing to 
the erratic loads at the pile midpoint. 
Measurements of compression or extension of a pile section by 
strain rods located on opposite sides of the pile web will contain 
slight errors if there is any sweep in the pile after it is driven 
(sweep is defined as bending along the weak axis). This error is 
caused by the strain rod on the inside of the swept curve being moved 
upward and the rod on the outside of the swept curve being moved 
downward. Measurements made by strain rods located on the same side 
of the web wi 11 not be affected in this manner because such a bend in 
the pile would cause no relative movement between the rods. Errors 
introduced by pile bending can be reduced by installing all strain 
rods on one side of the H-pile web. The symmetry of the section must 
be maintained by the addition of a second protective channel on the 
uninstrumented side of the web. 
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Load Distribution Curves 
Because no measurements or distribution of residual loads are 
available, the load distribution curves presented here represent only 
the distribution of the friction loads mobilized during the load 
test. The load distribution curves have a shape similar to the gen-
eralized load distribution curve shown in Figure 2d. 
Unit Skin Friction Curves 
The general shape of the load distribution curves suggests that 
the skin friction curves should be parabolically shaped. Salient 
values of the unit skin friction curves are presented bel ow on a 
pile-by-pile basis (Table 5). The data have been broken into two 
groups of tension and compression tests and further categorized by 
long and short test piles. Portions of many curves are masked by the 
erratic loads encountered in the load distribution curves. Where 
this is the case, a note is included to this effect. The data 
presented represent the skin friction curve developed at the ultimate 
capacity of the pile or from the skin friction curve developed at the 
maximum applied test load. 
Except for test pile 1-4 (the tip of which was stuck in the 
rock), both long and short tension test piles developed the para-
bolically shaped skin friction curves. Average maximum skin friction 
values of 0.95 tsf (with standard deviation of 0.33 tsf) developed in 
the middle to upper portion of the pile, while average values of 0.34 
tsf (with standard deviation of 0.18 tsf) developed in the lowest 
pile section. 
TABLE 5 
9ESCRIPTION OF SKIN FRICTION DATA AVAILABLE FROM PILE LOAD TESTS 
Tension Tests 
Short Piles 
Test 1-2 Erratic loads mask all of the data. No good data 
are available. 
Test 2-1 Maximum skin friction developed of 0.5 tsf in the 
upper portion of the pile and minimum of 0.1 tsf 
in the lowest pile section. Portion of curves be-
tween 15 and 22 ft depth masked by erratic loads. 
Test 2-2 Maximum of 1 tsf skin friction in middle portion 
of pile decreasing to 0.4 tsf in the lowest pile 
section. Parabolic shape of skin friction appar-
ent. 
Test 2-4 Maximum skin friction of 1 .6 tsf developed in the 
middle portion of pile. Other data partially 
masked by erratic loads. 
Long Piles 
Test 1-1 Maximum mobilized skin friction of 0.8 tsf in up-
per portion of pile and minimum of 0.5 tsf in the 
lowest pile section. 
Test 1-4 Tip stuck in rock causing the pile to act like a 
pinned member. Skin friction of less than 0.2 
tsf developed along all points of the pile. 
Test 1-5 Maximum skin friction developed is 1.0 tsf in the 
middle portion of the pile and minimum is 0.5 tsf 
in the lowest pile section. Upper portion of the 
curve masked by erratic loads but parabolic shape 
apparent below 20 ft. 
Test 2-3 Maximum skin friction of 0.8 tsf in middle por-
tion of pile and minimum of 0.2 tsf in the lowest 













Maximum skin friction of 1.8 tsf developed in 
upper portion of pile and minimum of 0.8 tsf in 
the lowest pile section. Data points between 
masked by erratic loads. 
Maximum skin friction greater than 2 tsf in mid-
dle portion of pile and minimum skin friction 
of 0.4 tsf developed in the lowest pile section. 
Parabolic shape of skin friction curve obvious. 
Major portions of curves masked by erratic 
loads. No data are available. 
Maximum skin friction of 1 .0 tsf developed in 
upper portion of pile and minimum of 0.6 tsf in 
lowest pile section. No parabolic shape appar-
ent. 
Maximum skin friction masked by erratic loads. 
Minimum skin friction of 0.3 tsf in lowest pile 
section. 
Maximum skin friction of greater than 2 tsf de-
veloped in upper pile section. Relatively con-
stant skin friction of 0.1 to 0.4 tsf developed 
at other points along pile. Upper portion of 
curves masked by erratic loads. 
Maximum skin friction of greater than 2 tsf de-
veloped in upper portion of pile and minimum of 
0.2 tsf at pile tip. Data in middle portion of 
curves masked by erratic loads. 
Maximum skin friction of 1.6 tsf developed in 
upper portion of pile and minimum of 0.3 tsf 
at lowest pile section. Data in middle portion 




Short compression test pi 1 es developed the parabolically shaped 
skin friction curves. Average maximum skin friction values of 1.6 
tsf (with standard deviation of 0.4 tsf) developed in the upper por-
tion of the piles and minimum skin friction of 0.6 tsf (with standard 
deviation of 0.16 tsf) developed in the lowest pile section. Long 
compression test piles developed relatively constant skin friction 
values of 0.4 to 0.8 tsf over the pile shaft. 
Load Transfer Curves 
The erratic loads in the load distribution curves also strongly 
affect the load transfer curves as indicated by the wide scatter of 
points in some of the load transfer curves. In these instances, a 
subjective curve was drawn through the points and represents the load 
transfer curve. Since a minimum of confidence is placed in these 
curves, only a general discussion of the results follows. 
The mobilized skin friction at shallow depths is many times 
greater than the shear strength assumed to occur at that depth. Soil 
densification and/or increases in lateral earth pressure coefficients 
caused by the pile installation are suggested as two possible causes 
of this apparent strength increase. A more significant shortcoming 
may be the use of a constant earth pressure coefficient K to deter-
mine the available shear strengths. Kulhawy (20) has shown that the 
earth pressure coefficient in overconsol i dated sands is a maximum 
(greater than two) at the surface and tends to reduce to the at-rest 
coefficent with increasing depth. 
In general, the load transfer curves at shallow depths mobilize 
more of the avai 1 able shear strength than curves at deeper depths. 
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Maximum mobilized skin friction was developed at deflections of less 
than 0.5 inches in many cases, although some curves continued to 
mobilize skin friction at deflections of one inch and beyond. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
Ultimate Capacity Method 
When the maximum load applied to the test pile during a load 
test is less than the ultimate capacity of the pile (i.e., the pile 
does not fail), methods are available which extrapolate the existing 
data so that the ultimate capacity of the pile can be estimated. 
Three methods (Chin, Van derVeen, and Hansen•s methods) were 
presented and used to estimate the ultimate capacity of the test 
piles. Chin and Van derVeen•s methods were the most useful in evalu-
ating the data. When load deflection curves from test piles loaded 
to failure were evaluated, both methods overestimated the ultimate 
capacity. Although Chin•s method tended to overestimate the ultimate 
capacity to a greater extent than Van derVeen•s method (Chin, 16 to 
50% greater; VanderVeen, 3 to 21% greater), Chin•s method is much 
'I 
easier to use and the. most correct. prediction is quite obvious. Van 
derVeen•s method required quite a bit of engineering judgment to 
select the correct value from the generated family of curves. Han-




Working Capacity Methods 
Six methods (1/4 inch tip deflection, 1/4 inch gross deflection, 
Davisson's limit, DeBeer's method, Butler and Hoy's method, and an 
intersection method) were presented and used to determine working 
loads for these test piles. All of these methods were relatively 
successfully, where applicable, for providing values of working capa-
city for the test piles. 
The intersection and Butler and Hoy's methods can be affected by 
subjectivity on the part of the engineer's evaluation of the data. 
The 1/4 inch gross deflection method is too conservative, actually 
penalizing longer piles. DeBeer's method provides a good way to 
determine the 'location of the transition between the inital and ter-
minal portion of the load deflection curve. The 1/4 inch tip deflec-
tion method is the most useful method. Davisson's limit can be used 
to estimate the tip deflections from the load deflection curve of 
compression load tests. A variation of Davisson's limit, dubbed the 
Conroy/Wolff method, was used to evaluate the results of tension load 
tests. 
Effects of Loading Procedures and 
Pile Batter on Pile Capacity 
The initial portion of load deflection curves obtained from load 
tests performed using quick loading procedures are steeper than those 
obtained from load tests performed using standard loading procedures. 
The ultimate capacities of piles tested using quick load procedures 
are greater than similar piles tested using standard load procedures. 
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There are inconclusive data which suggest that a vertical pile 
may be stronger than a similar battered pile when both are driven to 
the same tip elevation. 
Load Distribution, Unit Skin Friction, 
and Load Transfer Curves 
Although residual stresses were not directly measured, their 
existence is confirmed by the significant tip loads measured in some 
tension tests. While not accounted for in these analyses, residual 
stresses have no doubt affected these results to some magnitude. 
nata presented here represent functions of skin friction mobilized 
during the application of the test loads. 
The load distribution curves developed by these test piles indi-
cate parabolically shaped skin friction curves for all tension test 
piles and short compression test piles. The unit skin friction 
curves of the tension test piles were parabolically shaped with aver-
age maximum skin friction values of 0.95 tsf in the upper portions ,of 
the piles and average minimum values of 0.3 tsf near the pile tips. 
The unit skin friction curves of the short compression test piles 
were P!irabolically shaped with average maximum skin friction values 
of 1.6 tsf in the upper portions of the piles and average minimum 
values of 0.6 tsf near the pile tips. 
Piles driven to refusal on rock and tested in compression gener-
ally developed less skin friction than other piles, and the load 
distribution curves indicated relatively constant skin friction 
values. Maximum mobilized skin friction values of 0.4 to O.A tsf 
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were measured in long compression test piles. These values were 
relatively constant over the entire length of the pile. 
The 1 oad transfer curves obtai ned from shall ow depths show that 
developed shear stresses are larger than the assumed shear strengths. 
In general, less of the assumed shear strength was utilized as the 
depth was increased. Skin friction was totally mobilized with 0.5 
inch or less of deflection. 
Recommendations 
Maxi mum App 1 i ed Test Load 
To maximize the amount of test data, pi 1 e 1 oad tests should be 
carried to ultimate failure of the test pile. If financial or sched-
uling constraints do not all ow for this, the 1 oad test should be 
carried to a 1 oad level equal to 300 percent (9) of the maximum 
design load or to pile failure, whichever occurs first. 
Ultimate and Working Capacity 
When the maximum applied load is less than the ultimate capacity 
of the test pi)e, it is recommended that Chin's or Van derVeen's 
method be used to predict the ultimate capacity from the incomplete 
data. These predictions wi 11 need to be reduced by a factor of 3 to 
50 percent, depending on the judgment of the engineer, the amount of 
data available, and the method used. 
The working capacity should be based on the 1/4 inch tip deflec-
tion criteria. Allowing l/4 inch deflection at the pile tip assures 
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that most of the skin friction along the pile shaft and only a frac-
tion of the tip bearing capacity has been mobilized. 
If measurements of tip deflection are not available, then Oavis-
son•s limit should be used to determine the working load for compres-
sion tests and Conroy/Wolff•s method should be used to determine the 
working load for tension tests. 
Piles driven to refusal on rock and tested in compression should 
not be analyzed by geotechnically-based failure criteria. The work-
; ng capacity of these pi 1 es should be determined through the use of 
structural engineering criteria. 
Levels of Instrumentation 
The minimum level of instrumentation should include load and 
dial gages to measure the applied loads and deflections at the pile 
butt. Additionally, at least one strain rod should be included which 
will provide measurements of pile tip deflections. To provide redun-
dancy in case of mechanical failure and as a check on the data, two 
. strain rods should be included to measure the tip deflections. 
If dial gages are used to measure movements of the pi 1 e butt 
along with strain rods, they should be mounted at the same level, 
preferably as close to the ground surface as possible. 
Recommended Water Table Correction Factor 
While the use of a method to correct the pile capacity for the 
location of the water table is recommended, correction factors of 
0.52 to o. 70 as presented here seem overly conservative. A method 
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presented by Mosher (24) results in water table correction factors of 
0.80 to 0.90 for water table depths similar to those reported here. 
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RAW DATA AND COt~PUTATION SPREAD SHEETS 
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A :: 8 i i C :I D I: E :: f :: S :: H :: 1 :: J :: K :: L :: " :: N :: 0 :: P :: 0 :I R : i S :I T :I U :: V :I W :: X :: l' :: Z :: AA :: oB :: AC :: Au :: AE :: AF :: AS :: AH :: AI :: AJ :: AI: :: AL 
"" COII'RESSION TEST 1-1 . 
DAD DISTRIBUTION CURVES 
m DRIVEN =14 AUG 82 
ATE TESTED •IS AUG 82 
ILE AREA ISO INCHES I = 21.4 
JIJIISS MDULIJS ITS!! • ISH! 
IIAL LENGTH IFEETI = 61.75 
ROD II 





LENGTH OF TELLTALE RODS 
ROD 13 ROD 14 ROD 15 ROD 16 
32.25 43.18 53.!5 64.75 
387 5!6. !6 647.4 777 
FOR PlOT PURPaS<S Olft.Y 
SAT!mATED UN!T IIEISHT OF SOIL IPCFI = 131 
INTERNAL FRICTION ANGLE IOESRE£5! • 41 IRADIAIIS!• .6981 













:LE PERiftETER !IMCHESI .. , .................... , 56 
; TO TELLTALE DIALS IJNCHESI .................. , 54 TEllTALE DIALS TO BUTT JI£ASliRE"ENTS iiNCHESI .... 18 .3234 
PILE BUTT DEFLECTION I INCHES! : 
'I'll ED : IIPSTREA" CORNERS DOWNSTREM CORNERS AVERAGE : TELLTALE TEll TALE 
LOAD : niSSOURI SlOE ILLINOIS SIDE niSSOURI SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE PILE lUll : tal. I N0.2 
TONS I : DR OUTA DR DEll~ OR Dill A OR DELTA llllV£!ENT : DR DELTA DR DELTA 
.II : 2.5!7 I 2.541 I 1.838 I 2.974 I I : .6 I .261 I 
15.11 : 2.559 .138 2. 524 .!17 I. 8t7 .13! 2.952 .122 .127 I • 614 .114 .269 .1!8 
31.11 : 2.515 .182 2.4!7 .144 1.766 .172 2.923 .151 .1623 I ,618 .118 .276 .115 
45.11 : 2.433 .164 2.439 .112 !.691 .147 2.867 .117 .13 : .613 .Ill .288 .127 
61.11 : 2.197 .4 2.337 .214 1.475 .363 2.765 .219 .m : .62 .12 .298 .837 
75.11 : 2.182 .515 2.239 .313 1.362 .476 2.665 .il9 .4118 : .626 .126 • 388 .147 
9!.11 : 2.111 .5m 2.169 .372 1.281 .557 2.587 .387 .4782 : .63 .13 .317 .156 
15.11 1.817 .78 1.118 .5411 1.!15 .733 2.424 .55 .6511 : .635 .m .326 .165 
26.11 : 1.691 .916 1.884 .657 . 979 .859 2.311 • 663 .7713 : .644 .144 .34 .179 
35.18 : 1.584 1.113 l. 794 • 747 .878 .96 2.222 .752 .868 : .64! .m .349 .185 
58.18 : 1.462 1.135 1.682 .859 .765 1.873 2.119 • 865 .!83 : .654 .154 .358 .897 
DEPTHS TO "IDPOINTS OF PILE SECTIONS IFEETI 
S<CTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 
ITT1-TT21 !TT2-TT31 ITT3-TT41 ITT4-TT51 
-11.5 -22.4 -33.2 -44.1 
11.5 22.35 33.17 44.12 





SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
-17.1 -27.8 -38.6 -49.5 -61.3 
~~ n~ ~~ ~~ ~B 
ESTIMTED SHEAR STRENGTH AT BOTTO! Of S<CTIONS ITSfl 
.6326 .9389 1.246 1.551 1.861 
HEASURED TELLTALE DATA IJIICHESI 
TELL T~LE TELLTAlE TELLTALE 
110. 3 Ntl. 4 NO. 5 
DR DELTA OR DELTA lift DELTA 
.585 I .191 I • 75 I 
.5!3 .188 .211 .82 • 769 .119 
.611 .m .229 .138 .792 .142 
.619 .134 .25 .159 .817 .167 
.634 .149 .271 .18 .84 .19 
.647 .162 .287 .196 .858 .118 
·'' .m .3!4 .113 .876 .126 .672 .187 .319 .125 .894 .144 
.69 .185 .34! .15 .917 .167 
.712 .117 ,356 .165 .934 .184 



















.DAD AT : 
iROOIII) : 
iURfACE LOAD IN PILE AT SECTION ftiOPOINT : 
ITOIISl SECTION 1 SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 : 
.II I I I • I I 15.11 6.529 9.817 I 29.64 -2.46 2.477 : 
31.11 13.16 17.18 9. 917 46.93 9.844 7.431 : 
45.11 24.11 34.36 17.34 61.75 19.69 14.86 : 
61.11 43.81 11.72 29.71 76,57 24.61 17.34 : 
75.11 59.17 51.54 37.15 83.98 29.53 17.34 I 
91.11 65.71 63.81 17.16 93.86 31.99 17.34 : 
115.11 76.65 73.62 54.49 111.3 39.37 14.86 
121.11 115.3 85.89 64.41 111.1 11.81 19.81 : 
135.1! 116.2 95.71 71.83 118.6 46.76 22.29 : 
151.11 127.2 115.5 81.74 126.1 51.68 24.77 : 
AVERAGE DEVELOPED SHEAR STRESS ITSFI 
SEC GS-2 SEC 2-l SEC 3·1 SEC 1·5 SEC 5-b 
TAU l TAU I TAU I TAU 1 TAU 1 
I I I I I 
.1966 .1939 -.587 ,6341 -.198 
'2389 '1136 -. 734 .7321 ,1177 
.1983 .3361 -.8BI .8317 .em 
.3416 .2371 -.928 1.126 .1438 
.4372 .2811 -.928 1.175 .2411 
.4BBI .3318 -.927 1.222 .2898 
.5846 .3779 -.927 1.222 .!BIB 
.6355 .4245 -. 926 1.369 .ms 
.7l21 .4717 -.926 1.418 .4839 
.8181 .4699 -.876 1.461 .5322 
1 Of ESllftATEO SHEAR STRENGTH 
SEC 1·2 SEC 2-J SEC H SEC 4·5 
1 I I 1 
I I I i 
.1986 .3165 -.626 .5088 
.7l87 .1271 -. 781 .5875 
,6131 .5114 -.937 .6667 
1.151 .3746 -.989 .em 
l.J52, .4491 -. 988 .863! 
1.519 .512'1 -. 988 .9B86 
!.BIB .5974 -.9B7 '9811 
1.965 .6711 -.9B7 1.199 
2.264 .7456 -.986 1.135 


















'OR VIEW I FOR VIEW 2 LOAD IIOVEIIENT AT BOTTO" OF PILE SECTION lllltHESI 
11NIIIllll DEPTH • I "INIIIIIII DEPTH • I ITONSl SECIIDN I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTIONS SECIIOH ! 
1Ali11Un DEPTH• 75 !AIIIIUII DEPTH • 7S .11 I I I I I I 
11NIIUI LOAD = I mi"UII 1 STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 15.11 .1238 .1198 .11!8 .1178 .1188 .1179 
14\I!PIJII LOAD • 511 Mli!UII l STRESS TO STRENSTH • I lUi .ISS! .1189 .em .12Sl .1219 .1189 
.DAD IN TONS l OF 51RENGTH 45.1!1 .1195 .1155 .!985 .ms .1!5S .IS9S 
lfPTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET 61.11 .2774 '2614 .2184 .2171 .2171 . 2184 
75.81 .3791 '3581 .l43i .3198 .m1 .me 
91.8 .4533 '1273 .1183 .3713 '3573 .lSI) 
OR VIENS l TO 8 115.11 .!219 '5919 .5!99 .5289 .5129 .51!9 
'lNTPRJII IKlVEII!'NT = I 12Ui .7341 .m1 .6731 .6181 .!Ill .6131 
'All Ml" IIO'IEIIEMT = 3 IJS.II .8266 '7816 '7586 .71!6 .6916 .6826 
INIPRJII 1 STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 151.11 .9311 .8941 .8!14 .8184 .7891 ,7791 
'AIIMJn l STRESS TO STRENSTH , 
OF STREli&TH 
D'IEnEWT IN INCHES 
-z CURVE 
(J"1 ..... 
: A :: 8 :: C :: D :I E I I f :: G :: H /I I :: J /: K :: L :: ~ :: N :: 0 :: P :: Q :: R :: 5 :: T :: U :: V :: W :: X :: Y :: l :: AA I: AB I: AC :: AD :: AE :I Af :: AS : I AH :: At :: AJ :: AK :I Al 
lltlft COIIPRESSIO!I TEST t -2 
cOlD DISTRIBUTION CURVES 
lATE DRIVEN •25 AIJ6 82 
'i11TE TESTED •29 AtJII 82 
'ILE AREA ISQ INCHES! = 21.4 
!01.11165 ~DllUS ITSII • 15111 







LEWSTK OF TELLTALE RODS 
ROO 13 ROD 14 ROD IS ROD 16 
21.5 :J8 . 47.5 57 
:142 451> 571 684 
FOR PLOT PIIRPOSES ONLY 
SATIIRATED UllrT IIEI&HT OF SOIL IPCFI • Ill 
IMTERNAL FRICTlOH AltSLE IDE&REESJ • 41 tRADIAJISI• .6981 











FOR PLOT PIJilPOSES ONLY 6 
'ILE PERiftETER !INCHES I ...................... ., 56 
;s TO TELLTALE DIALS IINCHESI ................. .. 42 TELLTALE DIALS TO BUTT HEASIIREIIEJITS IINCHESI .... .3272 
PILE IIJTT DEFLECTION IIIICIESJ 
~PLIED lfSTREAM COR1CERS DDWIISTREAft CllllllfRS 11'8!A6E TELLTALE TELLTALE 
LOAD ftiSSIMU SIDE lll!NDtS SIDE mSOURI SID£ IlliNOIS SIDE PILE IUTT 1«1. t NO.2 
I TOllS I DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DfLTA IIIJY[IIEM! Df! DflTA DR DELTA 
.n 2.532 I 2.498 I 2.517 I 2.955 I I .288 I .35 I 
t5.H 2.513 .119 2.483 .115 2.m .m 2.942 .Ill .1175 .291 .Ill .m .115 
li.H 2. 484 .148 2.4b .138 2.466 .151 2.918 .137 .1435 .295 .117 .362 .112 
45.8 2.29B .234 2.282 .216 2. 282 .235 2.738 .217 .2255 .m .Itt .37 .12 
61.H 2.176 .456 2.1b7 .431 2.!bl .456 2.521 .434 .4443 .114 .116 .37B .128 
75.11 1.8B9 .643 1.884 .614 1.873 .644 2,339 .616 .6291 .liB .12 ,3B5 .135 
91.11 I. 718 .824 l.b9 .818 I. 6B5 .832 2.147 .818 .BIB .112 .124 .394 .144 
115.11 1.327 1.215 1.33 t. 168 1.313 1.214 1.7931.162 t.IB7 .317 .IIi .413 .153 
121.11 .897 t.m .915 1.593 .B71 I. 646 1.246 1.119 1.646 .322 .134 .413 .163 
124.11 , 614 I, 918 .623 1.875 .5B6 1.931 1.187 t.86B t.B98 .125 .137 .419 ,169 
128.18 .362 2.17 .374 2.124 .m 2.182 .839 2. tt6 2.148 : .325 .137 .m .169 
D£PTHS TO HIDPDINTS OF PILE SECTlOO IFEETI 
SECTIOii 2 SECTION 3 S<CTIOH 4 SECTlON 5 
ITTI-TT21 1112-TTll ITTl-1141 IT14-TT51 
-11.8 ·21.1 -29.8 -39.3 
11.75 21.25 29.75 19.25 





SECTION 2 SECTtON l SECJ!D11 4 SECTION 5 SECTtDN 6 
·15.5 -25 -14.5 -44 -53.5 
15.5 25 34.5 44 53.5 
ESTIMTED SHEAR STR£115TH AT 1011111 ilf SECTtOHS ITSFI 
.6361 .9154 1.175 1.444 1.714 
IIEASU!IED TELLTALE DATA !INCHES I TELLTALE 
TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTALE NO. 6 
NO. 3 llil. 4 Jlil, 5 ITIPI 
Dfl DELTA Df! DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA 
.921 I .859 I .m I .344 I 
.m .116 .87 .Ill .m .liB .357 .Ill 
.m .lt4 .BB2 .123 .457 .m .374 .13 
.946 .125 .897 .138 .414 .143 .393 .819 
.rn .m .911 .152 .49 .159 .419 .165 
.967 .i4! .924 .165 .515 .174 .425 .181 
.971 .15 .m .ee .521 .19 .441 .197 
.97 .149 .955 .196 .539 .liB .459 .ItS 
.97 .m .972 • ttl .555 .124 .476 .132 
.97 ,149 .982 .m .56o • tl5 .487 .143 




lAD AT : 
iOOIID : 
JRFACE lOAD IN P.llE AT SECTII!fl niDPOINT : 
IT OilS) SECTII»l I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 : 
.u e I I I I I : 
15.11 4.625 S.b32 2.816 14.18 -8.45 14.18 : 
3!.11 13.71 14.18 5.632 25.34 8.447 11,26 : 
45.11 22.79 25.34 14.18 36.61 14.18 16.69 : 
61.11 36.33 33.79 19.71 47.87 19.71 lUI : 
75.11 45.42 42.24 31.97 53.5 25.34 19.71 : 
91.11 54.5 50.32 16.89 64.47 28.16 19.71 : 
IS.U 68.14 67.58 -11.3 132.3 33.79 19.71 : 
21.H 81.58 81.66 -39.4 181.2 31.97 22.53 : 
24.11 92.63 91.11 -56.3 218.4 33.79 22.53 : 
28.11 91.29 91.11 -56.3 218.4 33.79 14.18 : 
AI'ERASE DEI'Elllf'ED SIIEM STRESS ITSfl 
: 
: 
SEC SS-2 SEC 2-3 SEC l-4 SEC 1-5 st:C 5-6 : 
TAU 1 TAU I TAU l TAU 1 TAU I : 
I I I I I : 
.1867 .1635 -.254 . 5181 -.SIB 
.3114 .1915 -.445 .3811 -.164 
.3919 .2541 -.SIB .Sf~ I -.164 : 
.5225 .3176 -.635 .6351 .1635 : 
.6531 .2541 -.518 .6351 .1271 : 
,6714 .8!192 -I .52 1.271 .1915 : 
. 7459 1.178 -3.24 2.223 .3176 : 
• 7643 2.131 -4.95 3.366 .1915 : 
.6756 3.313 -5.97 3.9l8 .2541 
.7554 3.383 -5.97 3.938 .4446 : 
1 OF ESmATED SHEAR STRENGTH 
SEC 1-1 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-5 
l l l l 
8 I I I 
.5717 .1999 -.281 .4325 
.9098 .2'196 -.491 .3244 
1.197 .3995 -.561 . 4325 
1.597 .4994 -.712 .5416 
1.996 .3995 -.561 .~•eo 
2.152 1.398 -1.68 1.181 
2.279 2. 796 -3.58 1.892 
2.336 4.29S -5.47 1.865 
2.165 s.m -6.59 3.352 

















FOR VIEW I 
!INIIIUII Dt:PTH • 
MIIIMI Dt:PTH• 
!INII'illl LOIUl • 
lAIIIIUII LOAD • 
LOAD IN TONS 
ii£PTH IN FEET 
'OR VIENS 3 TO 8 
1!NIIItl! IIOYEI£NT ' 





IINIIIU! l STRESS 10 STREN&TH , 
IAI!IIUII l SIRESS TO STRENSTH , 
• IF STRaGTH 
li!VEIIENT IN INCitES 
-1 CUM 
FOR YIEi 2 
!INI!IJII DEPTH ' 
ltAII!Im DEPTH ' 
!INIKIJII l STRESS TO STRENGTH • 
!Ali!UII l STRESS TO STRENGTH , 
l OF STRENGTH 


















KOYEKEMT AT BOTTOH Of PILE SECTION CINCIESJ 
SECTION 2 SECT!Oii 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 
I i I I 
.1128 .I liB .!lbS .1198 
.1321 .1311 .1211 .1181 
.2163 .2lll .1883 .1833 
.4174 .4114 ,3934 ,3864 
.5m .5817 .5657 .5567 
.7757 .7697 • 7397 • 7297 
1.136 1.!41 1.193 1.181 
1.585 1.599 1.535 1.524 
1.831 1.851 1.777 1.765 















: A l: B l: C : l D I l E l I F :: 6 l: H :I I :: J I I K : l L l: ft :: N : l 0 :: P I: D : l R I I S I: T l: U :: V l: N :: I :: Y : l. Z I; AA l: AB : l At ll AD l: AE :! AF :: A6 : l AH l: AI :: AJ I I AK I l AI.. 
Mft COIII'RESSIOH TEST 1-3• . 
LOAD DISTRIBUTION CURVES 
DATE DRII'EH •26 AilS 81 : LENSTH !IF TELLTALE RODS DEPTHS TO ftiDPOIHTS Of PILE SECTIIIIIS !FEET! 
MTE TESTED •2 SEPT 82 : ROD II ROD 12 ROD 13 ROD 14 ROD 15 ROD 16 6ROUHO SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION l SECTION4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
IFEE!l 9.8 19.3 28.8 38.4 47.9 57.4 SURFACE ISS-Till IIT!-TT21 ITT2-llll lll3-ll4l lll4-1151 1115-1161 
IINCHESl 117.6 231.6 345.6 461.8 574.8 688.8 I -2.98 -11.7 -21.2 -29.8 -39.3 -48.8 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY I 2.983 11.72 21.22 29.77 39.32 48.82 
'ILE IIREA lSi INCHES! = 21.4 SATIJI!ATEO UIIIT IIEI6HT Of SOIL IPCFI • Ill I DEPTHS TO BOTTO! Df PILE SECTIONS IFEETl 
IOlJijSS ftODI.lUS 11511 = 15111 INTERNAL FRICTION All6lE IDE6REESl • 41 IRAOIANSJ• .6981 : SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTIOII 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
\IIAL LEII6TH IFEEIJ • 54 D£l'TH TD !lATER !AILE IFEEIJ = -7 I -5.97 -15.5 -2M -lU -44.1 -53.6 
Flltl PLOT PllllPOSES OIILY 5.967 15.47 24.97 34.57 44.17 53.57 
'ILE PERiftETER IINCHESJ ........................ 56 : ESTIIIATED SHEAR STRENGTH AT 81lllllll DF SECTIONS I!Sfl 
;s TO TELLTALE DIALS IINCHESI ................... 46 TEllTAlE DIAlS TO IU11 IEWEftENTS IINCHESl .. .. 2. 75 I .3254 .6219 .8914 1.164 1.433 I. 712 
----------------------------------------------------D·---------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
mE 81l1T DEFLECTION IIIICI£Sl IIEASI.I!ED TELLTALE DATA IIIICIII:SJ TElLTAlE 
~PLIED lfSTREAII ClltlNERS DllaSTREM CORIIERS AVERAGE TELLTAlE TELLTALE TaL TALE TELLTALE TELLTALE NO. 6 
LIIAII NISSOIIU SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE !ISSOURI SIDE ILLIIIIIIS SIDE PILE lt!IT 110. I N0.2 110. 3 NO. 4 ND. 5 Ill PI 
ITIIJISJ DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA IIII'IEIIENT DR DELTA Dfl DELIA Dfl DELTA DR DELTA DR DELIA Dfl DELTA 
.u .271 I .217 I .182 I .295 I I 1.542 I 1.657 I 1.346 I 1.11'1 I 1.152 I 1.336 I 
25.11 .m .123 .22 .113 .163 .m .352 .157 .128 1.532 ,II 1.644 .113 1.332 .114 .997 .112 1.136 .116 1.314 .122 
51.11 .329 .158 .246 .139 .188 .116 .39 .1'15 .ms 1.523 .119 1.631 .126 1.314 .132 .978 .131 1.114 .138 1.288 .148 
75.11 • 381 .Ill .294 .187 .234 .152 .444 .149 .1998 1.515 .127 1.618 .m 1.196 .IS .956 .153 1.188 .164 1.259 .177 
111.11 .437 .166 .358 .151 ,293 .111 .m .228 .164 1.m .133 1.616 .lSI 1.178 .168 .m .175 1.161 .191 1.227 .1!9 
t25.U .ISS .214 .44 .233 .371 .189 .578 .283 .2298 I.SI2 .14 1.591 .166 1.257 .18'1 .91 .199 1.135 .117 1.2 .136 
151.11 .564 .293 .535 .320 .471 .289 .65 .355 .3163 1.495 .147 1.575 .182 1.235 .Ill .883 .126 1.117 .145 1.171 .165 
175.18 .688 .417 .612 .415 .54 .358 .78 .485 .4163 1.484 .158 1.559 .198 1.215 .131 .861 .148 .976 .176 1.135 .211 
218.11 • 781 .511 .714 .497 .m .m .875 .58 .5188 1.475 .167 1.545 .112 t.m .m .837 .172 .948 .114 1.115 .231 
225.11 • 858 .587 .811 .614 • 736 .554 .955 ,66 .6113 1.468 .174 1.531 .126 1.175 .171 .811 .198 .922 .13 1.177 .259 
156.11 I. 249 .978 1.us .m 1.166 .884 1.33 1.135 .9588 1.m .183 1.515 .142 1.156 .I! • 785 .224 .887 .265 1.136 .3 
275.11 1.71.429 1.591 1.3.84 1;m 1.331 1. 78 !.IllS 1.417 1.451 .191 1.581 .156 1.138 .218 • 763 .216 .86 .292 1.117 .329 
iiUB 2.149 1.878 2.143 1.836 1.956 1.774 2.245 1,95 1.861 1.436 .116 1.m .m 1.11 .236 • 732 .277 .823 .329 .m .111 
!25.11 2. 777 2.516 2.669 2.462 2.584 2.412 2.891 2.596 2.492 1.42 .122 1.m .m 1.181 ,265 .1 .m .783 .m .92 .416 





ruRFACE LOAD IN PILE AT SECTION ftiDPOINl 
ITDIISl SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTIDII S SECTION 6 
.II I I I I I I 
25.11 28.77 8.417 2.816 -5.57 11.26 16.89 
51.11 53.16 19.71 16.89 -2.79 19.71 28.16 
75.11 72.86 3l.71 31.97 8.359 31.97 36.61 
111.11 83.71 51.68 47.87 19.51 45.15 5t.68 
125.11 9'1.12 73.21 64.76 27.86 51.68 53.5 
151.11 114.3 98.55 81.66 41.81 53.5 56.32 
17S.H 141.6 112.6 92.92 47.37 78.84 71.39 
lii.H 171.9 116.7 119.8 58.52 91.JJ 76.13 
2~.11 187.2 146.4 126.7 75.23 91.11 91.66 
251.11 211.5 166.1 135.2 ,.,74. 115.4 98.55 
275.11 231.3 183.1 146.4 115.9 129.5 114.2 
lH.II 182.5 215.6 161.5 114.1 14o.4 118.3 
325.11 338.2 228.1 174.6 122.6 168.9 132.3 
.H 117.6 -2.82 161.5 -173. 31.97 31.97 
AVERAGE DEVELOPED SHEAf! STRESS ITSF l 
SEC GH SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-5 SEC 5-6 
TAU 1 TAU I TAU I TAU I TAU I 
I i I I I 
. 3311 .1271 .1881 -.378 -.117 
.6157 .8635 .4416 -.SIS -.In 
.8241 .em .5114 -.587 -.127 
.'1861 .!635 .6364 -.573 -.127 
l.llo .19&5 .8219 -.512 -.164 
1.119 . 3811 .8944 -.263 -.164 
1.247 .4446 1.122 -. 716 .1915 
1.465 .3811 1.151 -.719 .3176 
1.571 .4446 1.155 -.334 .1915 
1.617 .6987 .9169 -.465 .3811 
1.839 .8257 .9196 -.531 .5716 
1.889 1.110 1.138 -.112 .4351 
1.938 1.217 1.166 -1.14 .8257 
,1563 -3.68 7.418 -4.57 ))))) 
I OF ESmATED SHEAR STRENGTH 
SEC 1·2 SEC 2-3 SEC l-4 SEC 4-S 
1 I I I 
I I I I 
1.117 .2143 .1112 4 .325 
1.861 .1!21 • 4954 -.434 
2.532 .1121 .569l -,436 
3.131 '1121 .1141 -.493 
3.182 .3164 .9289 -.441 
3.161 .6128 1.113 -.116 
3.832 .1149 1.141 -.681 
4,513 .6128 1.291 -.619 
4.828 .7149 1.296 -.187 
5.1Sl 1.123 1.117 -.399 
5.651 1.328 1.121 -.456 
5.813 1.634 1.164 -.421 
5.955 1.m 1.318 -.894 






















FOR VIEW 1 fOil VIEW 2 LOAD 
"!HIM DEPTH : e ft!NIIIt.!l DEPTH = I !TONS I 
~Alli!IJ!I DEPTH= 55 nAI!I!UII DEPTH = 55 .N 
~IMINUN LOAD = I NINIIMI I STRESS TO SIRENSTH • I 25.H 
1AI!IMI LOAD = 4U IIAXInlllt I STRESS TO STRENGTH • 1 51,11 
.DAD IN TOllS ! Of STRENGTH 1S.H 
lEPTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET 111.11 
125.11 
!SUi 
'OR VIENS 3 TO 8 175.!1 
llNIIIJft IIOYEII£NT : I 211.11 
!Alli!IJ!I ftOYEftENT = 3 225.11 
!INIII.Jn I STRESS TO STRENSTH = I 251.81 
M!I!UII l STRESS TO STRENGTH = I 275. II 
. OF STRENSTH 311.11 
•OVEI!ENT IN INCHES 325.11 
., CURVE ,II 
MVEmT AT BOTTON Of PILE S!:CTIO!I I!NCHESI 
SECTIQN I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTllltl 5 
I I I I I 
.1182 .1152 .1142 .1162 .1122 
.1319 .1239 .1179 .1189 .1119 
.173! .1614 . 15!4 .1474 .1364 
.1319 .rm .1969 .1899 .!739 
.m8 .1648 .1118 .1318 .1138 
.27!5 • 2355 .2165 .1m .1125 
.3597 .3197 .2867 .2697 .2417 
.4435 .3985 .3595 .3385 .38>5 
.5292 .4772 .1322 .4152 .3732 
.8779 .8189 . 7119 • 7369 .6959 
1.319 1.254 1.2!2 1.164 1.118 
1.756 1.683 1.626 1.585 1.533 
2.372 2.291 2.229 2.185 2.125 




















" I 1 " I • .. • • iJ II c. . , r I. t1 I, n • , 1 i, " •; J.. i; L ; ; n i • h ; i u :; r i: u ; i n ; ; :, i: 1 ; ; u :; ., ; ; • :: 1 :: r ; : L ; ; AH :; Rt :: ii.L :: ltb :: kt. :; Hr ; ; K6 : i ilH :: hi ; : AJ ; : A~ :: Al 
>An TENSION TEST PILE H 
GAD DISTRIII!ITIOI CURVES 
ATE llfiii'Ell •II SEl'T 82 : LENGTH OF TELLTALE RODS 
·ATE TESTED •14 SEPT 82 : ROlli ROD 12 ROD 13 ROD 14 ROD IS ROD 16 GIIOUND SECTION! 
IFEETI 11.43 23.33 35.13 46.93 58.83 71.63 SI!RFACE IGs-TTII 
IINCHESl 137.2 281.1 421.6 563.16 716.1 817.6 I ·2.65 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY I 2.65 
!LE ARf! fSQ IIICHESl • 21.1 SATURATED UNIT !lEIGHT OF SOIL IPCFI • 1lt 
»>SS 11001!!15 !TSIJ • !Sill INTERNAL FRICTION ANGLE fii£6REESl • 41 IRADIAHSl• • 6981 
UAL LEliSTH lFEEn • 51 DEPTH TO MATER TABlE !FEETl • ·1 




iLE PERIIIfTEH fiNCHES! • .. • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • 56 
l TO TELLTAlE DIALS III!Ctl£Sl..... .... • .. • .. • • .. 73. 5.1 TELLTALE DIALS TO BUTT II£ASUI!EHENTS !INCHES) .... 11.25 
PILE IUTT DEfLECTION IIIICHESI 
'PLIED lfSTREAH CORNERS OONNSTREM CORNERS AYEI!AliE TELLTALE 
LOAD ft!SSOUI!I SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE HISSOURI SIDE IlLINOIS SIDE PILE BUTT 110. I 
TilliS I Ill! DELl! DR DElTA DR DELTA DR DElTA IIIIYEI£MT DR DELTA 
.11 2.91 I 2.m I 3.115 I 2.!32 I I .137 I 
IS.H 2.932 .118 2.943 .126 2.983 .122 2.927 .115 .1153 .143 .116 
31.11 2.92 .12 2.925 .141 2.954 .151 2.919 .Ill .132 .15 .113 
45.11 2.914 .136 2.899 .17 2.925 .18 2.915 .127 .1533 .155 .118 
61.11 2.879 .161 2.866 .113 2.888 .117 2.883 .849 .1825 .163 .126 
75.11 2.858 .182 2.843 .126 2.164 .141 2.665 .167 .114 .1b7 .13 
91.11 2.835 .115 2.811 .ISS 2.832 .113 2.812 .19 .1318 .174 .137 
ls.tl 2.822 .118 2.813 .166 2.815 .19 2.836 .196 .1425 .171 .14 
21.11 2.791 .I49 1.11 .m 2. 78 .225 2.817 .125 .1145 .182 .145 
35.1! 2.751 .189 2. 728 .211 2.735 .27 2. 768 .164 .216 .189 .152 















DEPTHS TO HIDPOINTS Of PILE SECTIONS !FEET! 
SECTION2 5£CTION3 SECTIOH4 SECTIDII S SECTION 6 
ITTI-TT21 ITT2-TT31 ITTHT41 ITT4-TT51 ITT5-TT61 
-11.3 -23.1 -31.9 ·16.8 -58.6 
11.25 23.1 31.9 46.75 5!1.6 
DEPTHS TO BOTTOH liF PILE SECTIONS IFEETl 
S£CTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 S£CTION S SECTION 6 
-17.2 ·29 -41.8 ·52.7 ·61.5 
17.2 29 41.8 52.7 64.5 
ESTIMTED SHEAR STRENGTH AT 8DTTOH OF SECTIONS !TSFl 
.6711 1.1!6 1.341 (,678 2.113 
IEASURED TELLTALE IiATA fiNCHES I TELLTALE 
TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTALE NO. 6 
110. 3 NO. 4 wo. 5 fliP I 
DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA 
.12 I .47 I .349 I .Ill I 
.m .111 .18 .11 .36 .111 .154 .ill 
.Ill .121 .m .m .377 .m .173 .132 
.152 .132 .SIB .138 .394 .115 .192 .151 
.169 .149 .528 .158 .41! .17 .22 .179 
.18 .16 .511 .173 .435 .186 .24 .m 
.195 .175 .559 .189 .457 .118 .262 .121 
.215 .185 .576 .116 .m .m .29 .149 
.211 .m • 588 .118 .495 .146 .311 .17 
.232 .112 .b!B .138 .518 .169 .337 .196 





SURFA!:E LOAD IN PilE AT SECTION ~IDPOINT 
ITDIISl 5£CTIDN 1 SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
.n I I I I I • 15.11 12.93 4.410 6.811 ·2.27 2.248 4.534 
31.11 31.92 11.24 6.811 4.534 11.24 9.168 
45.11 38.81 21.23 11.ll 13.6! 15.74 13.6! 
61.11 b1.93 2U2 22.67 21.41 26.97 21.48 
75.11 64.67 38.21 29.47 29.47 29.22 29.47 
!I.U 92.65 44.96 41.81 31.74 42.71 29.47 
115.11 81.44 56.21 45.34 47.61 49.45 47.61 I 
121.11 88.33 65.19 52.14 47.61 62.94 54.41 I 
1l5.H 116.3 76.43 sa. 94 58.94 69.68 61.21 I 
151.11 114.2 17.67 65.74 65.74 74.19 65.74 I 
AVERASE DEVELOPED SHEAR STRESS ITSFI 
SEC SS-2 SEC 2-l 5£C 3·4 SEC 4-5 5£C S-6 
TAU I TAU I TAU I TAU I TAU I 
I I I I I 
• 21!1 -.142 .1647 -.182 ·.141 
.3573 .1813 .1412 -.121 .1393 
.4719 .16!9 -.141 -.m .1386 
.5862 .1185 .1412 ·.119 .1188 
.11!7 .1581 )})}) .HIS -.114 
.8579 .1751 .1647 -.198 .2394 I 
.9296 .1964 -.141 -.m .1334 I 
1.144 .2361 .1823 -.277 .1543 I 
l.llO .3162 ))}}) -.194 .1533 I 
1.197 .3965 ))))) -.ISJ .1526 I 
I Of ESTIMATED SHEAR STRENGTH 
SEC 1-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-5 
I I I I 
I I I I 
• 6922 -.162 .1637 -.161 
1.236 .1196 .em -.191 
1.632 . 2397 -.141 -.129 
2.129 .1706 .em -.189 
2.424 .2356 )}))) .em 
2.968 .1119 .1637 -.148 
3.216 .2926 ·.141 ·.125 
3.612 .3516 .1819 -.217 
3.859 .4712 ))))) -.145 


















OR YIEN I FOil VIEi 2 LOAD 
INIIRift DEPTH • I ftiNiftUII DEPTH = I I TONS! 
AIIIIUft DfPTH• 75 KAIIKUI! DEPTH = 75 .II 
INiftUft LDAII • I ftiNiftllll t STRESS TO STRENSTH • I 15.11 
UII:UIILDAI • 151 IIAI!ftUII I STRESS TO STRENSTH • I 31.11 
DAD IN TONS I Of STR£N6TH 45.11 
oPTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET 61.11 
75.11 
91.11 
JR VIENS 3 TO 8 115.!1 
INIIIUK I!OVEIIENT = I 12UI 
llii!UK ftOV£11£NT = 3 135.11 
iNIIRift I STR£55 TO STREHSTH = I 151.11 
lll ftUft I STRESS TO STRENSTH = 
OF STRENSIH 
JVEIIfNT IN INCHES 
., CURVE 
ftO'IEIIENT AT IOTTOft OF PILE SECTIOII !INCHES! 
SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 
I I I I I 
.1198 .1178 .1148 .1158 .1148 
.1211 .1151 .1121 .1111 .1151 
.1368 .1278 .1228 .IIMI .11!8 
.1586 .1456 .1356 .1266 .1116 
.1766 .1596 ,14!6 .1336 .1216 
.H69 .1769 .1589 .1449 .1259 
.1162 .1812 .1612 .1412 .1182 
.1337 .1147 .1817 .1687 .1327 
.1687 .1347 .1187 .1827 .1517 
















A :: B :: C :: D :: E :: F :: 6 :: H :: I :: J :: K :: L :: ft :: N :: D : : P :: 0 : : R :: 5 : : I : i U :: V :: N :: l : : Y : : 1 : : All :: AB : : AC :: AD : : AE :: AF :: AS :: AH :: AI : i AJ :: AK :: AL 
"'" CDfti'RESSIDN TEST 1-S 
DAD OISTRJBUTJDN CURVES -------- ----------------------- -------------------------- -- -------------------------------------- ----------------------- ---- ---------------------------------- _.,. _______________ --------------------------------------
ATE DRIVEN •II SEPT 82 LENSTH OF TELLTALE RODS DEPTHS TO nJDPDJNTS OF PILE SECTIONS IFEETI 
ATE TESTED •18 SEPT 82 ROD II RDD 12 ROD 13 ROD 14 ROD IS ROD 16 &IIDUND SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECIION 5 SECTION 6 
!FEET! 12.2 23.1 33,9 44,7 55.6 A6.4 SURFACE I&S-ITII ITII-!121 ITI2-IT31 ITI3-THI ITTHTSI ITIS-TT61 
!INCHES! 146.4 277.2 486.8 536.4 A67,2 796.8 I -2.BS -11.2 -22 -32.8 -43.7 ·54.5 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY ! 2.85 11.15 22 32.8 4l,65 54.S ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·--·-----------·-·-----------------------------·--------------------
ILE AREA ISO INCHES! ' 21. I SATURATED UNIT NEISHT OF SOIL IPCFl • 131 I DEPTHS TO IOTTOft OF PILE SECTIONS I FEET! 
JUNSS ~OOI!LUS ITSJI • Ill&! INTERNAL FRICTION ANSLE IDE&REESI • 41 IRADIANSI= ,69BI l SECTION I SECTlON 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION S SECTION 6 
HALLENSTH !FEET! • !!.1 DEPTH TO WATER TABLE IFEETI = -7 I -5,7 -16.6 -27.4 -38.2 -49.1 -59.9 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY 5.7 16.6 27.4 38.2 49.1 59.9 
;LE PERiftETER I INCHES! ....... , ......... , • .. .. • 56 : ESTJnAIEO SHEAR SIRENSTH AT BOITDft OF SECTIONS ITSFl 
i-~~-~~~~~~~~-~~==-:~~=~=~::::::::::::::::::: ... --~~------~~~=~~==-~~~==-~J~~-~~=~=~=~~-:~~~=~-~:: ____ ~_ .. : _________ :~~~~-------:~~~~-------:~~~~-------~:~~~-------~:~:~-------~:~~-----·---------·-·--
PILE BUTT DEFLECTION IINCHESl I IIEASURED TELLTALE DATA IINCHESI TELLTALE 
'PliED : lli'STREAft CORNERS DDNNSTREAft CORNERS AVERASE TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTALE NO. 6 
LOAD : ftiSSOUIU SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE ftJSSliURI SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE PILE !UTI llll. I N0.2 NO. 3 NO. 4 NO. 5 ITIPI 
TONS! i 'DR DELTA OR DELTA DR DELTA OR DELTA lllli'£11ENT DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA OR DELTA DR DELIA OR DELTA 
.II I 2.9B3 I 2,862 I 2.655 I 2.9JB I I .153 I .117 I .IBS I .41 I ,273 I .m I 
5.11 l 2.9B3 I 2.868 .116 2.657 .112 2.923 .liS .1133 ,154 .111 ,JIB .111 .187 .112 .41 I .275 .1!2 .493 .112 
1!.11 i 2.9B2 .!II 2,863 .111 2.652 .• 113 2.921 .113 .H2 .156 ,113 ,121 .114 .191 .116 .415 .1!5 .279 .116 .498 .117 
15.11 l 2.977 .116 2.B59 .113 2.647 .118 2.915 .Ill ,115 .158 .115 .124 .117 .195 .II .42 .11 .2BS .112 .514 .113 
21.11 l 2.966 .115 2.6S3 .119 2.64 .115 2.916 .112 .1128 .1~9 .116 .127 .11 .I .liS ,425 .115 .292 .119 ,512 .121 
25,11 : 2.956 .125 2.BH .118 2.633 .122 2.B96 .122 .121B .161 .118 .13 .113 .114 .119 .431 .121 .299 .126 .52 .129 
31.11 : 2.951 .132 2.836 .126 2.626 ,129 2.887 .131 .1295 .163 .11 .134 .117 ,119 .Ill ,437 ,127 .317 .134 .528 .137 
35.11 : 2.m .14 2.822 .14 2.616 .m 2.B7S .143 .1415 .165 .112 .Il7 .12 .114 .m .m .133 .314 .141 .535 .144 
41.11 : 2.932 .151 2,814 .15B 2.613 .152 2.8 •• 158 .154B .166 .Ill .14 .123 .119 ,134 .45 .14 .321 .14B .544 .153 
1s.11 • 2.921 .m 2.7BB .174 2.591 .164 2.847 .111 .167B .168 .m .w .126 .123 .138 .m .146 .m .156 .552 .161 
su1 2.m .11 2.ns .187 2.5B2 .173 2.837 .181 .177B : .169 .116 .146 .12'1 .t2B .m .461 .1s1 .335 .162 .ss9 .161 
SS.II 2.913 .IB 2.761 .111 2.565 .19 2.128 .19 .1913 i .171 .118 .IS .133 .13J .148 .46B .158 .34l .17 .568 .177 
61.11 2.893 ,19 2,748 .114 2.5S1 .114 2.12 ,198 ,IllS .173 .12 ,JS3 .136 .138 .153 .474 .164 .3Sl .17B .577 .186 
6S.II 2,B82 .111 2.735 .127 2.S38 .117 2.81 ,JIB .1133 .175 ,122 .157 .14 .144 ,159 ,4BJ .171 .359 .IB6 .SB6 .195 
11.11 2.869 .114 2.m .145 2.519 .136 2.m .121 .12'1 .m .12l .16 .m .149 .161 .488 .17B .365 .m .594 .113 
7S.II 2;843 .14 2.694 .J6B 2.49& .159 2.776 .142 .1523 .JIB .125 ,164 .147 .JS3 .16B .494 .184 .372 .199 .612 .Ill 
aua 2.811 .112 2.653 .219 2.m .2 2.741 .m .1895 .179 .116 .J6B .lSI .m .m .s .!9 .379 .116 .619 .118 
iS.Ii 2.774 ,219 2.61 ;:m 2.414 .241 2.712 .216 ,2295 .lBI .12B ,171 .154 .Ill .17B .SIS .1!5 .385 .112 .614 .123 
!1.11 2.733 .25 2.56 .312 2.366 .289 2.655 ,263 ,276 .JB3 ,ll .175 .!58 .16B .IB3 .512 .112 .391 .JIB .621 .13 
15.11 2.7 ,283 2.514 .3-48 2.325 .33 2.623 .295 .314 ,JBS .Ill .179 .162 .174 .189 .517 .1!7 ,397 .124 .625 .134 
11.11 2.671 .312 2.484 .37B 2.2'13 .362 2.592 .326 .3445 .186 .133 .1B2 .165 .178 .193 .522 .112 .413 .ll .63 .139 
!5.11 2.63 .353 2.432 .43 2.25 .415 2.555 .36l .3178 .188 .135 .186 .169 .1B4 .199 .529 .119 .41'1 .ll6 .637 .146 
11.11 2.59B .385 2.391 .471 2.21 .m 2.s22 .396 .4243 .:89 .136 .tB9 .112 .189 .114 .53S .12s .m .142 .m .1s2 
15.11 2.56 .423 2,339 ,523 2.162 .493 2.48 ,438 ,4693 .191 .138 .193 .176 .195 .11 .541 .Ill .421 .14B .649 .158 
11.11 2.529 .m 2.294 .568 2.12s .s3 2.m .m .517 .1,3 .14 .197 .IB .2 .IIS .547 .Jl7 .m .ts4 .654 .163 
!5.11 2.499 .484 2.26 .m 2.1B9 .566 2.m .499 .5378 .m .141 .2 .IB3 .m .m .552 .142 .m .ts9 .659 .168 
ll.ll 2.455 .52B 2.22 .642 2.147 .1>18 2.313 .535 .5783 : .195 .142 .213 .186 .21 .m .559 .149 .m .Ju .665 .174 
1s.n 2.m .57 2.1s6 .716 J.98t .m 2.m .589 .6348 : .19'1 .m .2n .192 .m .134 .s1 ,J6 .m .176 .675 ,JB4 
11.11 2.m .61B 2.1'15 .767 1.m .728 2.21s .ill .684 1 .2 .147 .m .m .225 .14 .m .166 .m .JB3 .682 .I9I 
45.11 2.326 .657 2.13 .Bl2 1.882 .773 2.254 .664 .7315 I .211 ,148 .217 ,I ,231 ,116 .SBS .175 .465 ,192 .68'1 .1911 
sue : 2.212 .111 t.965 .B97 J.B22 .B3l 2.219 .719 .785 1 .212 .m .22 .113 .m .1s2 .59 .IB .47 .197 .m .213 
__, 
C) __, 
OAO AT I 
~001111 I 
URFACE LOAD IN PILE AT SECTION !IDPOINT i 
!TDNSI SECTION 1 SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 I 
.II I I I I I I i 
S.ll -1.11 8 2.477 -4. IS 4. liB I i 
11.11 2.m 2.454 4.154 -2.48 2.454 2.477 I 
15.11 6.301 4.918 7.431 7e-14 4.118 2.477 I 
11.11 5.351 9.817 12.38 3e-H 9.817 4.954 i 
25.11 9.135 12.27 14.86 4.954 12.27 7.431 i 
31.11 12.71 17.18 17.34 7.431 17.18 7.431 . 
35.11 16.41 19.63 22.29 I, 117 19.63 7.431 
41.11 15.31 24.54 27.25 14.66 11.63 12.38 I 
45.11 11.18 27.11 2U2 19.81 24.54 12.38 i 
51.11 19.17 31.91 34.68 1'-81 27.11 14.86 i 
55.11 21.75 36.81 37.15 24.77 2~.45 17.34 : 
61.11 25.44 31.27 42.11 27.25 34.36 19.81 l 
65.11 29.12 44.17 47.16 !Y.71 36.81 22.21 I 
71.11 28.11 49.18 52.11 34.68 34.36 27.25 : 
7S.H 31.81 53.99 52.11 39.63 36.91 29.72 I 
BI.H 31.71 61.35 51>.97 39.63 39.27 21.72 : 
85.11 34.47 63.81 59.44 42.11 41.72 27.25 
11.11 38 •. 16 68.72 61.92 47.16 31.27 21.72 I 
95.11 41.84 7l.62 66.88 44.58 41.72 24.77 : 
H. II 41.83 78.53 69,35 47.16 44.17 12.29 : 
IS. II 44.51 83.44 74.31 41.54 41.72 24.77 : 
11.11 43.51 88.35 71.26 51.11 41.72 24.77 : 
15.11 47.19 13.26 84.21 51.11 41.72 14.77 : 
21.11 SUB 98.17 86.69 54.41 41.72 21.11 : 
25.11 49.87 113.1 8'1.17 56.97 41.72 12.19 : 
31.11 48.86 118.1 96.61 51.44 41.72 11.81 : 
35.11 61.93 112.9 114.1 64.41 39.27 19.81 : 
41.11 61.91 121.3 111.1 64.41 41.72 19.81 : 
45.11 59.11 127.6 113.9 71.83 41.71 14.86 I 
51.11 58.91 132.5 121.4 69.35 41.72 14.86 : 
AYERASE DEYELOf'ED Sllt:AR STRESS ITSF I 
I 
I 
SEC SS-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-S SEC 5-6 I 
TAU ! TAU I TAU 1 TAU ! TAU I i 
I I I I I i 
.1161 -.141 .1474 -.m .1961 
.1451 -.149 .1474 -.m -4e·4 l 
.1939 ·.lSI .1474 ·.197 .1481 
.1957 ·.lSI .2457 ·.194 .1961 i 
.2446 ·.lSI ,1966 ·.liS .1156 I 
.14!4 -.Ill .1966 -.1!3 .1925 I 
• 2953 -.153 .2457 -.192 .2411 I 
.2971 -.153 .2m -.194 .1432 I 
.3461 -.154 .1166 -.193 .2411 l 
.34)8 -.155 .2941 -.142 .2317 I 
.3495 -.!!7 .2457 -.112 .2312 I 
.3185 -.156 .2m -.141 .2872 I 
.4182 -.157 .3441 -.141 .2868 I 
.4121 -.158 .3441 .li6l .IllS I 
.4138 .1391 .2457 .1556 .1411 I 
.3584 .1866 .3441 .1172 .1885 I 
.4173 .1862 .3441 .H76 .2851 I 
.4891 .1342 .2949 .1539 .1885 I 
.me .1333 .4423 .1565 .3349 I 
.4126 .1913 .4423 .1571 .4312 : 
.4143 .1814 .4914 .1544 .3348 : 
.4161 .1795 .5416 .2133 .334B : 
.4179 .1786 .6389 .2133 .334B 
.4196 .2166 .6389 .2522 .3837 
.4114 .2747 .6389 .3111 .3837 : 
.4232 .2248 .7371 ,3511 .4326 : 
.4249 .1751 • 7863 • 4964 .3842 : 
.3795 .2226 .8846 .4479 .432! : 
.3341 .2712 .8354 .5946 .5315 : 
.3359 .2214 1.132 .5457 .5315 : 
1 OF ESmATED SHEAR STRENGTH 
SEC 1-2 SEC 2-l SEC l-4 SEC 4-S 
I I ! I 
I i I I 
.mt ·.175 .1535 -.154 
.4665 -.175 .1535 -.177 
.6239 ·.176 .1535 ·,177 
.ms -.176 .1559 -.153 
• 7861 -.178 • 2147 -.114 
• 7126 -.liS .2147 -.152 
.9511 -.181 .2551 -.152 
• 9556 -.182 .2551 -.174 
1.113 -.182 .2147 -.174 
1.119 -.184 .3171 -.112 
1.124 -.111 • 2559 -.173 
1.282 -.186 .3171 -.Ill 
1.287 -.187 .3582 -.111 
1.213 -.181 .3582 .1151 
1.299 .1597 .2559 .1439 
1.153 .1324 .3582 .!157 
1.311 .lll7 • 3582 .1161 
1.316 .2152 .3171 .1215 
1.311 .2138 • 4615 .1446 
1.327 .2772 .4615 .1451 
1.333 .2758 .5117 .1219 
1.338 .1745 .5611 .1685 
1.344 .27!1 .6651 .1615 
1.351 .3465 .6652 .1991 
1.355 ,4199 .6651 .1377 
1.361 .3438 • 7676 .2764 
1.367 ,2676 .BIBB .3919 
1. 221 .3483 .9211 .3536 
1.175 ,4131 .9699 .4694 






































'OR YIEN 1 Filii VIEi 2 lllt1D 
UNIIIUH DEPTH • I ft1MIItll1 DEPTH • I (TONS I 
!IWIJH DEPTH• 75 IIAIIHIRI DEPTH • 75 .u 
I!NIIIJ!I lOAD • I ftiNIIUI l STRESS TO STRENSTH • I 5.U 
'AIIIIUft lllAD • 211 IIAI!HIJII l STRESS TO STRENSTH • 1 11.11 
.DAD IN TONS l Of STREIIIlTH 15.11 
EPTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET 21.11 
25.11 
31.11 
OR VIEiS 3 TO 8 3S,U 
INIIIJH HOI'£IIEJIT • I 41.11 
· Al!ftUft IIOYEIIEHT • 3 45.H 
INIIIUII l STRESS TO STRENSTH • I 51.11 
4l!IIUII l STRESS TO STRENSTH : 1 55.11 
OF STRENSTH 61.11 
il\I£11ENT IN INCHES 65.81 

















HOYmNT AT BOTTOH OF PILE SECTION UNCH£51 
SECTION 1 SECT!Otl 2 SECTION 3 SECT!Dtl 4 SECTIONS 
I I I I I 
.H23 .1123 .1113 .HlJ .1113 
-.111 -.IIi -.114 -.113 -.114 
.1112 -.112 -.liS -.liS -.117 
.1171 .1131 -.112 -.112 -.116 
.1141 .6891 .1131 .1111 -.114 
.120 .1131 .1161 .H31 -.114 
.1291 .1211 .1121 .UBI 5t-5 
.1424 .1324 .1214 .1154 .H74 
.1535 .8425 .1315 .1225 .1125 
.1625 .em .em .1275 .1165 
.em .1581 .1131 .m1 .1211 
.1824 .8!64 .8491 .1384 .1244 
.em .1743 .em .1433 .1283 
• 1171 .1871 .1661 .1521 .Jl81 
.1284 .1864 .1854 .1694 .1544 
.1647 .13!7 .1167 .1117 .1847 
.2128 .1768 .1528 .1358 .1188 
.2474 .2194 .1944 .1754 .1594 
• 2835 .2535 .2265 • 2185 .1915 
.3131 .2811 .2531 . 2341 .2161 
.3544 .3214 .2m .2714 .2534 
.3911 .3511 .3221 .Jill .2841 
.4331 .3951 ,3611 .34H .32ll 
.4689 .4289 .3939 .1719 .3549 
.4987 • 4567 . 4217 .3917 ,3817 
.5383 .4943 .4553 .4313 .4143 
.5919 .5449 .5129 .4769 .4619 
.6392 .5912 .5462 .5212 .5132 
.6858 .!338 .5878 .5588 .5418 




































; A :; (1: ii ' : i C: ; i t ; i F :; 6 :: H :: 
Mn CD~PRESSION TEST l-6 
I:: l :: J :: L :: ~ :: N :: a:: P :: ~ :: ':: 5 :: r :: u :: v :: w :: x :: , :: t i i llA :: Ab i i AC : l AD l: AE :; AF :: A~ i: AM : i AI 
LDAD DISTRIBUTION CURVES 
.................................... -: .... -.... -................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. _ ........................................................................................ 
DATE DRIVEN •7 OCT 82 : LENGTH OF TELLTALE RODS DEPTHS TO ftiDPOINTS OF PILE SECTIOiiS TfEETI 
OtiTE TESTED •18 OCT 82 I ROD II· ROD 12 ROD ll ROD U ROD t5 ROD 16 &ROUND SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION l SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECIION o 
IFEETI 11.2 21.7 ll.2 l!,7 4!.2 58,7 SURFACE 165-TTII ITT I-TT21 ITT2-1Tll 1Tll-TT41 ITT4-ITSI ITT5-IT6l 
IINCHESI ll4. 4 24&.4 l62.4 476.4 m.4 714.4 I -2.85 -1M -21.1 -21.5 -l!.l -48.5 
FOR PLOT PI!RI'OSES OliLY I 2.15 11,45 19.95 29.45 l&.95 48,45 
.................... --........ -................................. ---- ........ ----- ...................... --............................................................................................................................................................. -- .. ----.... -- ............................ -- .............................................. -- ................... -- ............ -.......... --
'ILE ARU lSD INCHES! ' 21.4 SATURATED UNIT NE16HT Of SOIL IPCFI • Ill : DEPTHS TO &OTTUn OF PILE SECllONS IFEEII 
IOUM&S nODULUS 11511 • !Sill INTERNAL FR!CllON AH&lE IDE&R£ESI • II IRADIANSl• .i981 I SECllON 1 SECllDN 2 SECllON 3 SECTION 4 SECllON 5 SECliON o 
UIAL LENSIH IFEEII • 5l. 7 DEPTH TO MATER TAILE IFEETI • -7.5 : -s. 1 -15.2 -24.7 -l4.2 -4l.7 -5l.2 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES DilLY 5.7 15.2 24.7 l4.2 4l.7 5J.2 
'ILE PER!nEIER llNCHESl """""""""""" 56 : ESIIIIAIED SHEAR STRENGTH AI OOITOft Of SEClJONS IISFI 
iS TO TELLTALE DIALS IINCHfSl,,.,,,,,,,, 66 TELLTAlE DIALS TO lUll ~ASUIIEIIENTS IINCHESI , .. 11 : .lUI .6274 ,8919 1.106 1.m 1.715 
..... ·--~ ..... .. .................. -- ................... -- ...... -----·-· ............................................................................................. ·-----................. -........................ ---.......... -.. -................ -........ -........... ---...... -............................................... ----...... --·- .. -.............................. 
PILE lUll DEFLEClJON lliiCHESl : nmum TELLTALE om llNCHESl TELLTALE 
IPPLIED UPSIRfM CORliERS OOIIIISIREM CORHERS AYERA6E : TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTAlE TELLTALE TELLTAlE NO. 6 
LOAD NISSOIJIU SIDE ILL11101S SIDE ft!SSOOI!I SIDE · ILUIOIS SIDE PILE lUll : NO, 1 110.2 110. l 110. 4 110, 5 Ill PI 
nom DR DELTA DR DELIA DR DELTA DR tELTA IIOYUENI : DR DELIA DR DELIA DR DELIA DR DELTA DR DELIA OR DELIA 
.II .274 I .208 I .25i I .273 I I : 1.!5l I 1.85l I 1. 714 I 1,49 I !.lSI I l.ll7 I 
11.11 .279 .liS .271 .u .262 .116 .284 .111 ,liB l 1.!51 .112 1.118 .115 I, 711 .117 1.482 .IIi 1.351 .us 1.ll .117 
21.11 .297 .Ill .H .122 .271 .115 .294 .121 .1178 I 1,94! .115 1.143 .11 I. 7 ,114 1.m .m 1.l42 .117 1.l21 .116 
ll.ll .291 .124 .ll4 .1~ .283 .127 ,ll7 .ll4 .llll : 1.944 ,.., !.Ill .115 1.692 .122 1.m .121 1.ll4 .125 l.lll .126 
41.11 .31 .lli .317 .14! .2t4 .138 .321 .141 .142& : 1,943 .II !.Ill .12 1.685 .129 1.451 .Ill 1.l24 .ll5 l.lll .136 
51.11 .m .15 .l35 .167 .31 .154 ,:ll7 .164 .1588 l 1,!4 .Ill 1.121 .125 1.677 .ll7 1.45 .14 J,l14 .145 1.29 .147 
61.11 .l4 .160 .m .184 .m .• 11 .m .m .1755 : 1.m .111 1.m .13 1.67 .144 1.442 .148 1.ll4 .ISS 1.279 .158 
71.11 .lSI .184 .l7S '117 .l47 .It! .m .I .1955 1 1.m .11a 1.111 .m 1.662 .152 1.4l2 .158 1.29l .166 1.207 ,17 
81.11 .m .111 .416 .Ill .l7S , 11t ,394 .121 .1215 : 1.m .12 1.812 .141 1.65l .161 1 .• 422 .161 1.28 .179 1.254 .18l 
91.11 .m • 121 .m .164 .311 '142 .42 .147 .em l l.ll .m 1.817 .146 1.616 .169 1.41l .177 1.201 .I! 1.241 .1!6 
111.11 .42 .146 '464 '196 .m .111 .m .li ,172l l l.ll .Ill 1.811 .152 1.6l7 .177 1.412 .188 1.256 • Ill 1.227 .11 
111.11 .44 .166 ,494 .226 .m .111 ,484 .211 .1915 : 1.928 ,125 1.7!5 .151 J.m .1as l,l94 .196 1.247 .112 1.216 '121 
121.11 .466 .192 .521 .261 .m ·.2u .m .m .228 I 1.925 .123 1.781 .104 l. 62 .194 l.l&l ,117 1.m .121 1.212 .m 
m.u '488 .214 .501 .m .495 .239 .547 .274 .m : 1.922 .131 1.71l .17 1.61l '111 l.l7S .115 1.226 'Ill l.l9l .144 
141.11 .516 '242 .511 .m .525 .m .578 .liS .2848 : 1,12 .m 1.778 .175 1.615 .119 1.m .125 1.215 '144 1.17! .ISS 
151.11 .54 .266 .619 ,35[ .549 .29l .614 .lll .l113 : 1.m .m 1.772 .181 1.598 .116 l.lSO .134 1.215 '154 I. 169 • 168 
161.11 : .565 .211 .651 .lBl .578 '322 .m .:542 .ms l 1.915 .ll8 1.7i6 .187 1.m .125 l.l4i ,144 l.l!l .166 1.157 '18 
171.11 .59 .m .m .41 .Ill .l47 .061 .l&8 .l!Sl : 1.911 .142 1.701 .192 1.5&2 .m 1.33& .m 1.184 '175 1.148 .189 
181.11 .m .m .m .m .627 .l71 .687 .414 .l!ll : 1.916 .147 1.7:50.197 1.m .14 l.l31 .15! 1.175 '184 1.138 .199 
191.11 : .i4 '366 .738 .47 .655 .399 .72 .447 .4215 : 1.911 .152 1.75 ,11) 1.565 '149 1.321 .109 I.IU . 196 I. 126 • 211 
211.11 : . w .m .771 .~l ,68l .427 .751 .478 ,4Sil 1,! .ISl 1.744 .119 1.557 '157 l.lll '171 1.152 .217 1.114 .223 
211.11 I .195 .421 .&14 .Sll '71l .457 .m .51 .411 : 1.897 .156 1.7l8 .115 1.548 .106 1.312 .188 1.142 .217 1.m .m 
221.11 : .721 .447 .8l6 .508 .741 .4&5 .814 ,541 .Sill l 1.896 .157 1,7l1 .122 I. 54 , 174 J, 29l '197 l.lll .228 1.112 .245 
Zll.ll : '752 • 471 .87 .612 .m .m .847 .574 .sm 1 1.m .m 1.725 .128 1.5l2 '182 J.2&l .217 1.12 .m 1.18 .257 
241.11 I '777 .stl ,912 .634 .m .S4l .• 878 .615 .sm I 1,887 .106 1.71! .m 1.524 .1! 1.274 .21i 1.11 .249 1.17 .207 
m.11 : .111 .m .m .67 .ll .574 .Ill .64 .6143 I 1.824 .169 I. 71l ,14 1.515.199 1.204 .220 I. I ,259 1.158 .279 
261.11 I .Bl7 .56l .m .m .161 .615 .m .m .UoB I 1.882 .171 1.717 .140 1.517 ,217 1.254 .236 1.187 .272 1.145 .292 
271.11 I .871 ,597 1.m .745 .817 .641 .985 .712 .ma : 1.871 .m 1.7 '15l 1.4!8 .210 1.244 .246 1.176 .28l !.Ill .lll 
281.11 : '112 .628 1.153 .715 .929 .67l 1.125 '752 .71!5 : 1.&7 .m 1.6!l '16 1.488 .220 1.234 .m 1.165 .294 1.12l .l14 
291.11 : .m .062 1.19i .128 .166 .71 1.164 .791 .7478 I 1,861 ,185 1.686 'U7 1.m .m 1.22l .2i7 1.1s2 .m 1.119 .328 
m.11 I .m .111 1.1l9 .171 1.118 .752 1.11 .137 .ml : 1.806 .187 !.ill .175 1.46! .215 1.212 ,278 1.11 .m '!9i .l41 
lll.ll 1.114 '74 !.Ill .115 1.14& .m I. !Sl .&& .&liB 1.86 .1n 1,671 '182 1.40 .254 1.212 .288 1.12a .m '982 'l55 
m.u : 1.m .1ss 1.m .m 1.195 .139 1.21l .13 .am : 1.858 .liS 1.06l '19 1.m .m 1.19 .3 1.115 ,l44 .m .loB 
lll.ll I 1.11 .m 1.294 1.120 1. IS .894 1.26l .99 .ms 1.85 , Ill 1.655 '198 1.m .m I. 176 .l14 1 .m '95l .l&4 
l41.11 I 1.162 .888 1.366 1.198 1.218 .952 1.l28 !.ISS .998l I 1.845 .118 1.045 .216 1.425 .289 1. lil .m '985 .l74 .!ll .4 
lSI. II 1.215 .941 1.41! 1.151 1.2bl 1.117 1.l&4 1.111 1.153 I 1.84 '11l 1.U7 .216 1.414 .3 1.151 .m .m .lB7 .924 .m __, 
m.11 : 1.275 1.111 I.Uo 1.211 1.l26 1.17 1.45 1.177 1.117 I l.ll! .111 1.028.225 1.412 .312 l.llB ,lS2 .958 .411 .liB .429 en 
171.11 : l.l41 1.167 1.559 1.291 l.l94 1.1l8 1.519 1.240 I. 186 : 1.s31 .m 1.619 .234 I. 39 'l24 1.125 .l6S ,!44 .m .892 .445 ..j:::> 
lBI.II : l.lll l.ll! 1.m 1,:548 1.406 1.21 1.sn 1.m 1.26 : I.Bl .Ill 1.01 .m l.l78 .ll6 !.II ,JB .9l ,429 .876 .101 
)91.11 : c.m1.m 1.7l 1.462 1.555 1.2!9 1.69 1.117 !.lSI 1.825 '128 1.598 .255 l.lll .lSI l.t'i4 .396 .915 .444 .as; • 4S 
411.11 : 1.055 !.lSI 1.89 1.622 1, 717 1.461 1.&4 1.567 1.588 l I. 814 . Ill 1.584 .201 l.l4! .l68 1.172 .418 .895 .464 .eJS .lll 
AVERA6E DEVELOPED SHEAR STRESS ITSFl 
.DAD AT : 1 OF ESmATED SH£AR STRENGTH 
'RDIJND 
U!iFACE LOAD IN PILE AT SECTION ft!DPOINT SEC SS-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-5 SEC S-6 SEC 1-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-5 SEC 5-6 
!TONS I SECTION 1 SECT!~ 2 SECTIDN 3 SECTION 4 SECTION S SECTION 6 TAU 1 TAU 1 TAU ! TAU I TAU I ! ! ! I 1 
.II I I ! e I I I I I I I I I ! I I 
11.11 -.263 8.447 5.632 2.816 I -2.e2 .1318 .1635 .1635 .1635 .1635 .1!24 .!112 .me .1545 .!442 
21.11 4.167 14.18 11.26 2.816 5.632 -2.82 .12!4 .lblS .1915 -.164 .1915 .3915 .1112 .2124 -.lSI .1327 
3t.l! 13.29 16.89 19.71 5.632 2.816 2. 816 .2687 -.164 .3176 .!635 1•-14 ,8644 -.1!1 .3541 .1545 1t-14 
41.11 8.333 28.16 25.34 5.632 11,26 2. 816 .2428 .!635 .4446 -.127 .1915 .7811 .1112 .4957 -.119 .1327 
51.11 12.76 33.79 33.19 8.441 14.18 5.632 .3324 1•-14 .5716 -.127 .1915 1.161 2•-14 .6373 -.11'1 .1327 
61.11 1.817 45.15 39.42 11.26 19.71 8.441 .3165 .1271 .6351 -.191 .2541 ,'1859 .2125 .1182 -.163 .1111 
71.11 16.93 41.81 41.e1 16.89 22.53 11.26 .me lt-14 .69e7 -.121 .2541 1.461 2e-14 .1191 -.1" .1118 
et.ll 16.61 59.13 56.32 19.11 31.91 11.26 .4279 .1635 .em -.254 .4446 1.376 .1112 .9216 ·.218 .3191 
?1.11 21.11 64.16 61.95 25.34 31>.61 16.89 .5115 .1635 .em ·,254 .4446 1.665 .1112 .9216 -.218 .3191 
'.II. II 11.45 81.66 71.39 31.91 42.24 19,71 .3701 .2541 .11892 -.254 .5181 1.211 .414! .9914 -.219 .3539 
;11.0 11.18 92.92 76.13 31.97 45.15 25.34 .3512 .3811 1.116 ·.31e .4446 1.127 .6174 1.133 -.212 .3191 
!21.11 15.61 111.4 84.41 36~61 47.e7 31.91 .3821 .3811 1.181 -.254 .3ell 1.229 .6174 1.214 -.218 . 2654 
~31.11 21.14 119.8 81.29 39.42 51.68 31.97 .4139 .5181 1.181 -.254 .4446 1.331 .el!e 1.214 ~.218 .31, 
.41.11 1!.71 118.3 95.14 45.15 53.5 39.42 .4457 .5181 1.143 ·.191 .3176 1.434 .ei98 1.215 ·.163 .2212 
!5I.H 19.52 129.5 9e.S5 51.6e 56.32 39.42 .me .6981 1.181 -.121 .3811 1.351 1.113 1.214 ·.119 .2654 
6UI 23.95 138.1 111 53.5 61.95 39.42 .4511 .6'181 1.217 ·.191 .51e1 1.453 1.113 1.346 ·.163 .3539 
.11.11 33.17 141.8 112.6 56,32 64.76 39.42 .5991 .6351 1.271 -.191 .5716 1.927 1.112 1.416 ·.163 .39e1 
81.0 46.89 141.e 121.1 53.5 71.39 42.24 .e141 .4446 1.524 ·.3el .6351 2.5e6 .71e6 1. 711 -.327 .4424 
91.11 61.71 143.6 129.5 56.32 76.13 42.24 .9514 .3176 1.651 ·.445 .7622 3.161 .5161 1.841 ·.3e1 .5319 
:II.H 55.75 157.7 135.2 61.95 78.84 45.15 .8677 .51el 1.651 ·,381 .7622 2.791 .8198 1.e41 -.321 .5m 
II.H 61.18 166.1 143.6 61.95 81.66 47.87 .8996 .5181 1.842 -.445 .7622 2.894 .el98 2.154 ·.3e1 .53!9 
21.11 55.22 183.1 146.4 64.76 87.29 47.87 .1582 .8257 1.842 -.518 .8892 2.m 1.316 2.154 -.m .6193 
31.11 69.14 185.8 152.1 71.39 91.11 51.68 .9155 • 7622 1.842 -.m .8892 2.913 !.215 2.154 ·.381 .6193 
41.11 71.16 191.5 157.7 73.21 92,92 51.68 .9951 .7622 1.915 -.445 .9527 3.211 1.215 2.124 -.3e1 .6636 
51.11 82.59 199.9 166.1 16.13 92,92 56.32 1.121 • 7622 2.132 -.381 .8257 3.313 1.215 2.266 -.321' .5751 
61.11 82.32 211.2 111.8 81.66 111.4 56.32 1.111 .8892 2.132 ·,445 1.116 3.221 1.417 2.266 -.381 • 7178 
1t.H 91.45 219.6 111.1 84.41 114.2 56.32 1.133 .9521 2.1!6 -.445 1.181 3.311 1.518 2.331 -.381 '7521 
81.11 119.3 216.8 185.e 84.47 111 56.32 1.296 .6987 2.287 ·,SIB 1.143 4.168 1.113 2.549 -.436 • 7963 
91.11 119.1 231.9 191.5 91.11 112.6 59.13 1.212 .am 2.287 ·.518 1.111 3.899 1.417 2.549 -.436 .84!5 
H. II 118.8 247 .e 197.1 92.92 115.4 61.95 1.171 1.143 2.351 -.518 1.211 3.444 1.822 2.62& -.436 .8415 
11.11 137.3 251.6 212.7 95.74 121.1 67.58 1.218 1.181 2.414 ·.572 1.217 3.918 1.721 2.691 ·.4'111 .em 
21.11 137.1 267.5 211.2 98.55 123.9 67.~8 l.ln 1,271 2.541 ·.572 1.271 3.463 2.1~ 2.8l3 ·.491 .8e48 
li.H 165.1 267.5 222.4 114.2 126.1 71.39 I 1.282 1.116 2.668 -.518 1.271 4.122 1.621 2.971 -.436 .8848 
II.H 171.8 281.6 228.1 117 132.3 13.21 : 1.198 1.211 2.731 -.572 1.334 3.853 1.923 3.145 -.491 .9291 
51.11 192.6 291.1 236.5 119.8 135.2 13.21 : 1.2:!1 1.217 2.158 -.512 1.391 3.956 1.913 3.187 ·.191 • 9732 
!I.H 187.6 312.6 245.1 112.6 131.1 78.e4 : .972'1 1.524 2.985 -.512 1.334 3.131 2.m 3.328 -.491 .9291 
1!.11 215.5 315.4 253.4 115.4 141.8 e4.47 I 1.121 1.397 3.112 -.512 1.271 3.613 1.227 3.471 -.m .8848 
ill.ll 211.6 337.9 261.! 123.9 138.1 91.11 : .8634 1.715 3.112 ·.318 1.181 2.771 2.733 3.471 -.112 • 7521 
91.H 224.4 357.6 271.J 126.7 135.2 111.4 I .6.143 1.969 3.239 -.191 .7622 2.137 3.138 3.612 ·.163 .5319 
11.11 266.4 366.1 278.8 141.8 129.5 117 I .6961 1.969 3.112 .2541 .5181 2.239 3.138 3.471 .me .3539 
.II 151.2 78.84 33.79 ·42.2 ·2.82 ·16.9 : ·1.62 1.116 1.115 -.889 .3176 ·5.21 1,621 1.912 -.762 .2212 __, 
0" 
c.,, 
l A II B ll C ll D :: Ell F ll B :: H :: I:: J :: K :: L ll ft :: N :: 0 ll P :: Q :: R :: S ll Tli U :: Y :: N :: X:: Y ll lll AA 
1 :: AN :: AD : 
APPLIED 
'OR YIEM I FOil YIEi 2 LOAD ftDYEftENT AT BOTTO! OF PILE SECTION IINCHESI 
11NIIIUII DEPTH= I ftiNIIIUII DEPTH • I I!DNSI SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
1AIIIIUII DEPTH= 75 IIAllftUft D£l'TH = 75 ,II I I I I I I 
IINIIIUIILOAD • I ftiNIIIUII 1 STRESS TO STRENBTH • I 11.11 .1863 .1833 .H13 .1113 .1113 .1113 
!AIIIIUII lOAD = 511 ftAllftUft I STRESS TO STRENBTH • I 21.11 .1134 .1884 .HH .1134 .H14 ,1124 
.OAD IN TONS 1 OF STR!:IIBTH 38.11 .8223 .1163 .1193 .1173 .1163 .1153 
EPTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET 48.11 .8341 .1241 .1151 .!Ill .1191 .1181 
SUI .1475 .1355 .1235 .1215 .m5 .1135 
61.11 .1636 .1476 .1336 .1296 .1226 .1196 
OR VIENS 3 TO 8 71.18 .1799 .1629 .1459 .1399 .1319 .1279 
INIIIUft ftDYEIIENT = I 81.18 .1132 .8822 .1622 .1552 .1442 .1412 
AIIIIUII IIDYEftENT = 3 91.11 .1243 .1113 .179l .1713 .1573 .1513 
INIII\Ift 1 STRESS TD STRENBTH = I 111.11 .1527 .1237 .1987 .1877 .1727 .1657 
AIIIIUII 1 STRESS TO STRENGTH = I 111.18 .1763 .1433 .1163 .1153 .1893 .1883 
Of STRENGTH 121.18 .2841 .1681 .1381 .1251 ,1181 .1971 
OYEIIENT IN INCHES 131.11 .2285 .IB9S .ISBS .1445 .126S .11SS 
-z CURVE 141.11 .2S6S .214S .IBIS .1645 .1455 .IllS 
151.11 .2814 .2344 .1994 .1814 .1614 .1474 
161.81 .3171 .2581 .2211 .2111 .1791 .1651 
171.11 .3291 .27!1 .2391 .2191 .1961 .1821 
181.11 .3494 .2994 .2564 .2374 .2124 .1974 
191.11 .37SI .3241 .2781 .2581 .2311 .2161 
211.11 .4141 .3481 .3111 .2781 .2511 .2341 
211.11 .4322 .3732 .3212 .m2 .2712 .2S42 
22ft.! I .4688 .3958 .3438 .3218 .28911 .2728 
231.18 .4881 .4221 .3681 .3431 ,3111 .2931 
241.11 .ms .ms .3895 .3635 .331S .3125 
251.11 .5438 .me .4138 .3868 .3538 .me 
261.11 .5747 .4997 .4387 .4197 .3737 .3537 
27ft.! I .6181 .5381 .4671 .4371 .4111 .3811 
281.18 .6361 .SS91 .4931 ,4631 .4251 .4151 
291.11 .6727 .5917 .5227 .4917 .4517 .4297 
311.11 .7135 .6255 .5555 .5225 .481S .4595 
311.11 .7494 .6614 .5884 .5544 .5114 .4874 
m.11 .7962 .7112 .6262 .5m .5472 .5232 
331.11 .8448 .7498 .6718 .6338 .5188 .5638 
341.H .9119 .8119 .7219 .6829 .6359 .6199 
351.H .9515 .8485 .7645 .7255 ,6775 .6515 
361.11 1.115 .9138 .8168 .7768 .7278 ,69911 
371.11 1.176 .9642 .8742 ,8332 .7832 .7532 
381.H 1.151 1.131 .9371 .8931 .1441 .8121 
391.11 1.236 1.119 1.113 .9676 .9196 .8836 
411.11 1.382 1.252 1.153 1.113 1.157 1.119 __, 
.II .9135 .8755 .8635 .8785 .8795 .em ~ 
~ 
; A I l B l l C : l 0 : l E : l F : : 6 l I H I I 1 l I J :I K 1: l l l tl :: N t t 0 l t P It Q II R t: S I : T t: U t: Y f l W : t I : l Y : l 1 : : lA t: AB : l AC :: AD II AE I I AF l : ~ :: AH : l AI 
lA" CI!N'RESSION TEST 1-1 
.DAD D!STRIIUTION CURVES 
.......... - .................. -............................... _ .. ____ .... _____ ., ___ , ___ ,. ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. - .......................... .. 
Jo\TE DRIVEN •24 SEPT 82 






LENGTH OF TELLTALE RODS 
ROD 13 ROD 14 ROD 15 ROD lo 
31.38 42,18 53.88 ol.88 
m.o m.to m.t 760.0 









DEPTHS TO mPOINTS OF mE SECT!OIIS lfE£11 
SECl!ON 2 SECl!ON l SECI!ON I SECT!ON 5 
ITTHT21 1112-rm 1113-TTII 1114-1151 
-v.n -2u -31.4 -42.l 





.. ---· ............ -- .................................... -.................................... ------· .................... -.................................. -.................................................................................................. -- .............. -......................................... -- .................................................................................. .. 
lLE AREA !SQ INCHES! • 21.1 
DUNGS "OD\I..US 11511 • 15118 
IIAL lEii6TH IFEETI • 5V 
ILE PERl mER !INCHES! ............. , ........ .. 
; TO TELLTALE DI~LS IINCHES1 ................. .. 
SATURATED UNIT NEIGH! OF SOIL IPCFI • Ill l 
INTERNAL FRICTION ANSLE IIIEGREESI • II IR~DIANSI• ,!VBI : SECTION I 
50 
64.5 
DEPTH TO .MATER TABlE IFEETI • -1 : ·l.lt 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONL! 1.315 
TELLTALE DIALS TO BUTT ~ASURE"ENTS IINCHESI .... ll : ,2JIB 
DEPTHS TO lOTIO" t:i PILE SECT!OIIS IFEETI 
SECTION 2 SECTION 3 S!CTION I S!CT!OII 5 SECTION 6 
-15.2 -26.1 -30.8 -17.7 -51.5 
15.21 26.11 l6.81 17,71 58.51 
ESTI~TED SHEAR STRE!ffiiH AI 8011011 OF SECTIIIIiS ITSFI 
.oilS .ma 1.221 1,530 t.Bil 
...................................................................... --· ...................
...................................... - .................................. - ....................
.................................................... -- ......................................
.......................................................................... 0 .......................












































PILE It/IT DEFLECTION llllCilSI 
IJ'STRUII COR~RS 























• 711 .344 
.123 .30l 
.742 ,312 
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.m .m 




























































.65 0 422 





.751 • Sll 
.78 .552 



































































































































llfASliiEO TELllllE OAT! IINCH£SI 
TELL TilE . TELLIIlE TELLTilE 
W. l W. I •• 5 
Ill! Ofl.TI DR DELTA DR D£LTA 
1,131 I 1,541 I 1,412 I 
1.431 .us 1.551 .116 1.481 .118 
1.428 .111 1,551 .113 1,114 .118 
1.122 .117 1.541 .123 1.465 .127 
t.ltl .m 1.m .m t.m .m 
t.llt .Ill 1.52! .Ill 1.116 ,116 
1.1 .m 1.513 .151 t.m .151 
1.m .146 t.m .16 1.121 .169 
t.J85 .151 1.m .11 1.112 .18 
t.l78 .tot 1.182 .m 1.m .111 
t.m .11 1.411 .m t.3BI .us 
t.3u .111 t.l6 .111 t.m .121 
I.lsl .m t.m .111 l.lS! .m 
1.m .194 t.l31 .m 1.m .116 
l,l38 .111 1.121 .138. l.lll .151 
l.lll .tl8 1,111 .111 1.m .11 
t.l22 .111 t.m .m t.ll8 .t84 
t.ltl .m t.m .11 t.m .111 
t.m .m t.m .112 t.m .21 
1.291 .11 1.311 .til 1.269 .221 
1.2V2 .147 1.36 .214 1.255 .231 
1.281 .155 1.15 .211 1.24! .21! 
1,271 .Ill t.ll! ,225 1.23 ,212 
1.21! .17 1.328 .236 1.211 .214 
1.251 .11 1.315 .211 1.212 .21 
1.252 .117 1.311 ,26 1.19 .312 
1.m .m 1.211 .21 1.111 .m 
1.231 .212 1.282 .282 1.115 .l27 
1.221 .21 t.m .211 l.tSJ .m 
1.221 .211 1.262 .ll2 1.11 .l52 
1.212 .221 1.251 .m 1.121 .m 
t.21l .m t.m .m 1.111 .l78 
1.111 .m 1.22! .m t.III .m 
t.tB5 .m 1.211 .ll7 1.111 .m 
t.m .m 1.215 .m 1.m ,417 
1.115 .271 l.t!l .l71 1.112 .ll 
1.155 .281 t.tl .l84 1.118 .144 
t.tll .215 t.tll .m t.m .m 
t.m .m t.t55 .m 1.121 .m 
















































AYERASE DEYELilf'ED SHEAR STRESS ITSf l 
DAD AT I 1 OF ESmATED SHEAR STRENGTH 
ROUND 
~RFACE LOAD IN PILE AT SECTIOII ft!DPOINT SEC 65-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-5 SEC 5-6 SEC 1-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-5 SEC 5-6 
ITDIISl SECTIOII 1 SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTIOII 5 SECTION 6 TAU 1 TAU 1 TAU 1 TAU 1 TAU 1 1 1 1 1 1 
.II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
11.11 62.18 -24.5 7.431 2.471 4.918 -2.48 .7588 -.631 .1!83 -.148 ,1459 3.232 -1.13 .1167 -.139 .1949 
21.11 -18.8 14.72 9.917 4. 954 12.27 -4.95 .1159 .1951 .1983 -.145 .3412 .4935 .1548 .1167 -.118 .2214 
31.11 -31.2 27.18 12.38 14.86 9.817 ))))) .1661 .2!186 -.149 .1996 .1939 .2811 .4696 -.153 .1812 .1262 
41.11 -37.5 36.81 19.81 17.34 ti.27 2.471 .1711 .3357 .1491 .!Ill .1934 .2'183 .5463 .1534 .1816 .1259 
51.11 -37 •• 44.17 22.2! 24.77 12.27 7.431 .t2lll .4322 -.149 .2468 ,1956 .5451 .7133 -.153 .2111 .1622 
61.H -37.6 51.54 29.72 2'1.72 14.72 9.!17 .1859 .4318 ))))) .2'162 .1951 .7918 .7111 ))))) .2414 .1619 
71.11 -37.7 56.44 37.15 34.68 1!.63 12.38 .2978 .3811 .1491 .2'171 .1432 1.268 .6211 .1534 .2421 .1932 
81.H -37.7 63.81 44.58 39.63 24.54 14.16 .3557 .3797 ,1983 .2'181 .1912 1.515 .6179 .1167 ,2428 .1244 
91.11 -37.8 73.>2 47.16 52.11 2'1.45 22.29 .3597 .5246 -.198 .4456 .1414 1.532 .115311 -.117 .3632 ,1921 
11.11 -31.6 78.53 56.97 56.!7 36.81 24.77 .4716 .4259 ))))) .3981 .2379 2.118 .6931 ))))) .3244 .1548 
11.11 -31.7 85.89 64:41 64.41 41.72 27.25 .5295 .4245 ))))) .4479 .21159 2.255 .6919 ))))) .3651 .tau 
21.11 -38.1 95.71 71.83 74.31 41.72 34.68 .5336 .4717 -.149 .6436 .1391 2.272 .7676 -.153 .5244 .1916 
31.11 -44.3 115.5 79.26 79.26 49.18 37.15 : .5370 .5188 ))))) .5961 .2356 2.291 .8443 ))))) .4857 .1534 
41.H -38.1 111.4 84.21 91.64 49.18 44.58 : .6494 .5179 -.147 ,8416 .1889 2. 766 .8428 -.161 .6851 .1578 
.51.H -31.9 ll5.3 89.17 96.61 56.44 44.58 : .7613 ,5171 -.147 .7931 ,2343 3.242 .am -.161 .6462 .1525 
61.11 -32.1 122.7 99.17 114.1 61.35 52.11 I ,8192 . .4667 -,198 .842!1 .1845 3. 489 .75H -.117 .6868 .1211 
71.11 -32.1 131.1 116.5 111.5 611.26 54.49 : ,8772 .4654 -.198 .8926 .2325 3. 736 .7573 -.117 .7274 .1513 
81.11 -32.1 137.4 111.5 123.8 68.72 59.44 I ,9351 .5131 -.246 1.189 .1831 3. 983 .8348 -.267 .8872 .1191 
91.11 -38.4 147.2 118.9 131.3 7UB 61.92 : .9391 .5611 -.246 1.191 .2m 4.111 .9114 -.267 .8883 .1821 
11.11 ·32.2 152.2 123.8 14!.2 81.99 66.88 : 1.151 .5592 -.344 1,!89 .2787 4.476 .9111 -.374 .9688 .1114 
11.11 -32.3 159.5 131.3 146.1 85.89 71.83 : 1.119 .m8 -.295 1.191 .2778 4.723 ,9178 -.321 .9695 .!BIB 
21.11 -32.3 1o6.9 133.8 158.5 91.81 76.78 : 1.167 .6543 -.491 1.337 .2769 4.971 1.165 -.534 1.191 .1812 
31.H -32.4 174.2 143.7 163.5 93.26 84.21 : 1.225 .6141 -.393 1.387 .1716 5.216 .9831 -.427 1.131 .1163 
41.11 -26.2 181.6 153.6 171.9 111.6 89.17 : 1.283 .5538 -.344 1.388 .2262 5.463 .9112 -.374 1.131 .1472 
51.11 -21.1 186.5 158.5 181.8 113.1 96.61 I 1.395 .552'1 -.442 1.535 .1279 5.939 .8998 -.m 1.251 .1833 
61.11 -21.2 193.9 161.1 191.7 115.5 99.17 : 1.453 .6494 -.591 1.682 .1275 6.1116 1.157 -.641 1.371 ,1831 
71.11 -26.4 216.1 168.4 198.1 111.4 116.5 : 1.413 .7451 -.591 1.732 .1716 5.974 1.212 -.641 1.412 .ISIS 
81.11 -21.3 213.5 173.4 211.6 117.8 113.9 : 1.461 • 7926 -.541 1.636 .1763 6.221 1.291 -.587 1.333 .1497 
!1.11 ·14.1 221.9 178.3 218.1 122.7 118.! : 1.519 .8411 -.591 1.686 .1754 6.467 1.367 -.641 1.374 .1491 
81.11 -7.96 225.8 188.2 213.1 127.6 126.3 : 1.631 • 7414 -.491 1.687 .1256 6. 944 1.216 -.534 1.374 .1167 
11.11 -8.11 235.6 195.7 221.4 131.1 136.2 : 1.634 .7885 -.491 1.785 -.122 6.961 1.283 -.534 1.454 -.179 
21.11 II. 57 Zll.l 198,1 222.9 137.4 141.2 : 1.692 .8851 -.491 1.688 -.174 1.218 1.441 -.534 1.376 -.148 
ll.ll lb. 72 247.9 218.1 231.3 137.4 153.6 I 1.814 • 7863 -.442 1.835 -.31! 7.684 1.281 -.481 1.495 -.217 
41.11 16.67 261.1 213.1 237.8 142.3 161.1 : 1.754 .9318 -.491 1.885 -.368 1.472 1.515 -.534 1.536 -.211 
ji.ll 2'1.14 267.5 222.9 241.3 144.8 173.4 : 1.812 .8815 -.344 1.885 -.m 1.118 1.433 -.314 1.536 -.367 
61.11 41.41 277.3 227.9 247.7 147.2 185.8 : 1.816 .9766 -.393 1.984 -. 761 7.735 1.589 -.427 1,617 -.495 
11.U 84.84 272.4 237.8 251.2 149.1 195.1 : 2.144 .6839 -.246 1.984 -.918 9.131 1.113 -.267 1.617 -.591 
38.11 91.11 287.1 245.2 252.6 152.2 215.6 : 2.141 .8281 -.147 1.985 -1.16 8.688 !.347 -.161 1.617 -.681 
11.11 119.6 296.9 252.6 25S.t· 157.1 215.5 I 2.144 .8751 -.149 1.937 -!.15 : 8.715 1.424 -.153 1.578 -.151 




OR VIEi I FOR VIEM 2 LOAD ftOVEftENT AT BOlTON OF PILE SECTION !INCHES! 
INIIII.Jft J)EPTH • I ftiNII!IIIt DEPTH = • !TONS I SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
~lii!U!I J)EPTH= 7S ftAIIIfilft DUTN = 75 .N I I I I I I 
lill!UII LOAD • . I ftiNiftUII I STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 11.11 -.116 .1142 .1112 .HI2 -.112 -.Ill 
Ulllllfl LOAD= 511 ftAllftUII l STRESS TO STRENSTH • I 21.11 .1151 .m1 .1151 .1131 ·.111 .liil 
JAJI IN TONS l Of STREII6TH 31.H .1262 .1152 .1112 .1142 .HI2 .1182 
lPTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET 41.H .1360 .1216 .1136 .1166 .1116 .1116 
51.11 .1468 .1288 .1198 .me .H48 .1118 
61.11 .1592 .1382 .1262 .1142 .1182 .1142 
JR VIENS 3 TO 8 71.H .1713 .1483 .1333 .1193 .1113 .1!63 
:NIIIUII IIIIVEIIENT • I 81.11 .1852 .1592 .1412 .1252 .1152 .em 
llllfilft l!ll'IEftfNT • 3 91.!1 .1124 .1724 .1534 .1324 .1214 .1114 
:NIII!Jft l STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 111.11 .1181 .1861 .1631 .1411 .1251 .1151 
tllllll!l I STRESS TO STRENGTH = I III.II .1332 .1982 .1722 .1462 ,1292 .1182 
If STRENSTH 121.11 .1519 .1129 .1839 .153! .1369 .1229 
JVEIIENT IN INCHES 131.H .1695 .1265 .1945 .1625 .1m .1275 
·t CURVE 141.11 .1844 .1394 .1154 .1684 .1484 .13!4 
151.11 .1983 .1513 .1153 .1763 .1533 .1353 
161.11 .2161 .1661 .1261 .1841 .ISIJ .1381 
171.H .2316 .171l6 .1356 .1916 .1636 .141b 
181.11 .2413 .1913 .1463 .1963 .1683 .1443 
191.11 .2657 .2157 ,IS77 ,1147 ,1737 .1487 
211.11 .2796 .2176 .1676 .1116 .1776 .1516 
211.H .2953 .2313 .1713 .II83 .1833 .!543 
221.H .3119 .2429 .IQ89 .1m .079 .1561 
231.H .3256 .2546 .1,66 .1316 .1926 .1586 
241.H .3452 .2712 .2192 .1412 .nn .1632 
251.H .351l6 .2826 .2186 .1~56 .1136 .1646 
261.U .3725 .29~ .228S .1515 .lllr.i .161r.i 
271.11 ,3919 .3169 .2389 .1589 .1139 .1719 
281.11 .4158 .3188 .2488 .1678 .1198 .1738 
291.11 .4217 .3317 .2587 .1747 .1247 .1767 
311.11 .43M .3444 .2684 .1824 .1314 .1794 
311.11 .4551 .3591 .2811. .191I .1381 .1831 
321.11 .4682 .3692 .2892 .Ifl2 .1432 .1862 
331.11 .4839 .3829 .2989 .2159 .1m .1879 
341.11 .SIN .3941 .3181 .2121 .1541 .18911 
351.H .5157 .4167 .3167 .2197 .1m .1917 
361.11 .5341 .4211 .3291 .2291 .1691 .1941 
371.U .5482 .4372 .3412 .2412 .1792 .1112 
381.H .5816 .4646 .3656 .2636 .2116 .llll6 
J!I.H .5fll .4781 .3761 .2731 .2191 .1221 




A :: I:: t :: D :: E :: f :: 6 II K :: I I I I II K I : l I I " I I N II 0 I: P :: Q I: R II 5 I I 1 :I U I: Y I I ~ :: I II Y :: l : I AA :: AI :: At :I AD :: AE : : Af :: A6 : : AK : : AI : : AJ ; ; AK ;: Al 
M" tDIWRESSIDN TEST H 
~DAD DISTRIBUTION CURVES 
.......... ~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
lATE DRIVEN •21 S£Pl 82 : LEN&TH OF TELLTILE ROOS OEPTKS TO mPOINTS Of PILE SECTIONS CFEETI 
lATE TESTED •27 SEPT 81 : ROD II ROD 12 ROD ll ROD 14 ROD IS ROD 16 &ROUND SECTIOIC I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
CFEETI 8.l 21.2 ll 4l.8 55.7 67.5 SURFACE 1&5-1111 Clll-1121 Clll·ll31 CTIHI41 CTIHI51 1115-1161 
IINCHESI 99,6 242.4 li4 m.6 661.4 Ill I ·1,15 ·1.14 ·19. 9 ·l1.7 ·43.5 ·55.4 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY I 1.146 1.141 19.89 ll.69 4l.54 55.39 
• - --- ................ ---- ...... -- -- .. - .... --- .. -- -- ............................. - .. - .................................................... ·-----------
........................................... -- .......................... _ .............................................................. - .. - ..................................... - ....... -
- - 4 -- ------- .. - ------ - .... -- --
'ILE AREA lSi INCHES! • 21.4 SATURATED UNIT IIEISHI OF SOIL CPCFI • 131 : DEPTHS 10 JOITOft OF PILE SECTIONS IFEEII 
'OIJII65 IIODULUS ITSII • 15181 INIERHoL fRICTION AN5LE ID£&REESI • 41 IRADIANSI• ,6981 : SECTION I SECIION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION S SECTIOi 6 
•IIALLEN&IH IFEETI • 68 DEPTH TO VATU !AILE IFEETI • ·7.5 : ·2.19 ·14.1 ·25.8 ·37.6 ·49.5 ·61.3 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY z.m 13.!9 2S.79 l7.S9 49.49 61.29 
ILE PERIII£1ER !INCHES I .... ., ., ,. ,. .... , .. , , 56 : ESTIIIATED SHEAR STRENGTH AT 80!11111 Of SEtTIONS !ISfl 
·S TO TELLTALE DIALS !INCHESI.,,..,.,.,,.,.,,, 71.5 TELLTALE DIALS TO IUTIIIEASUmEHTS IINCHESI ,., II : .1141 .sm .9278 1.263 1.611 1.935 ------·----.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
PILE BUll DEFLECIIOH IINCIIESI : "EASURED TELLTALE DATA I INCHES I TELLTALE 
PPliED : UI'STREM CORNERS DOWNSIREAA CORNERS AVERAGE : TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTAlE TEllTALE TELLTALE NO. 6 
LOAD : ~ISSCltllil mE ILLINOIS SIDE MISSOURI SID£ ILLINOIS SIDE PILE BUll NO, I N0.2 NO, 3 NO. 4 NO. s Ill PI 
liONS I : OR DfllA DR DELIA DR DELTA DR DELTA MYEftEHI DR DEW DR DELTA DR DELIA DR DELIA DR DELTA DR DELIA 
,II : .416 I .us I .m I .m I I 1.57 I 1.519 I 1.47 I 1.577 I 1.723 I 1.586 I 
11.11 : . 494 ,118 .45 .115 .512 .116 • 5 .liS .116 1.568 .112 1.m .113 1.466 .114 :.m .114 1.721 .112 1.582 .114 
21.11 : .m .111 .451 .112 .511 .liS .SIB .113 .1143 I.SOS .115 1.511 .116 1.46 .II 1.566 ,Ill 1.113 .II 1.514 .111 
31.11 : .m .13 .461 .12l .524 .128 .519 .124 .126l 1.562 .118 1.m .Ill 1.45l .117 1.5.56 .121 !, 713 .12 I.Sll .Ill 
41.11 I .521 ,145 .48 .135 .531 .142 .s3 .m .1393 1.m .111 :.s .m 1,445 .125 1.547 .ll 1.692 .131 1.551 .135 
51.11 .534 .158 .-m .147 .551 .ISS .542 ·.m .1518 1.m .1:5 !.494 .125 1.437 .133 1.538 .139 1.611 .143 1.539 .147 
61.H .55 .174 .517 .162 .566 .17 .556 .161 .1668 1.552 .118 1.418 .131 1.429 .14i 1.527 .IS 1.661 .ISS 1.525 .161 
71.11 .517 .191 .524 .m .sn .187 .571 .116 .1833 1.55 .12 !.482 .ll7 1.42 ,IS 1.515 .162 1.654 .169 1.519 .117 
it.ll .514 .118 .54i .196 .6 .114 .589 .194 .IllS : 1.546 .124 1.m .m 1.411 .159 1.514 .173 1.61 .183 1.493 .193 
91.11 .613 .127 .559 .114 .62 .124 .616 .Ill .119 : 1.54l .121 1.469 .IS 1.412 ,168 1.492 .185 1.626 .197 1.477 .119 
111.11 .622 .146 .511 .Ill .64 .144 .123 .128 ,1375 1.54 .13 1.46l .156 1.393 .177 1.419 .1!8 1.613 .II 1.46 .126 
111.11 .645 .169 .597 .• 152 .661 .165 .642 .111 .15il : 1.sl1 .m 1.451 ,162 1.313 .187 1.466 .Ill 1.599 .124 1.441 .145 
121.11 .665 .189 .615 .17 .682 .186 .661 .166 .1178 1 I.5l4 .m 1.451 .168 1.m .m 1.454 .123 1.583 .14 1.425 .Ill 
131.11 .61l .211 .632 .117 .111 .215 .671 .112 .1m : :.sl: .m 1.445 .174 1.366 .114 1.444 .m 1.569 .154 1.489 .!17 
141.11 : .114 .221 .651 .216 .m .m • 694 .199 .2148 I 1.528 .142 1.439 .18 1.357 .Ill 1.431 .146 !.SS4 .169 1.393 .Ill 
151.11 : .m .m .668 .223 .741 .245 .71 .215 .2323 : 1.525 .145 1.433 .186 l,l41 .112 ) .42 ,157 1.541 .m 1.376 .21 
161.11 I .145 .26! ,682 .237 .166 .27 .719 .221 .25 1.523 .111 1.421 .191 1.34 .13 1,417 .11 1.527 .196 1.358 .228 
111.11 : .763 .287 .m .254 .786 .29 .7lS ,24 .2678 : 1.52 .IS :.m .m 1.332 .138 1.396 .181 :.m .m :.344 .m 
181.11 : .711 .ll5 .m .27 .815 .319 .751 .256 .285 : 1.517 .Ill 1.417 .112 1.323 .147 1.315 .Ill 1.511 ,222 l.ll7 .259 
111.11 : .su .m • 735 .29 . .826 .ll .11 .275 .ll55 : 1.514 .156 1. 41 .119 !.ll4 .156 1.171 .216 1,485 .238 1.319 .277 
111.11 : .122 .l46 • 751 .316 .846 .35 .m .m .3235 I 1,511 ,159 1.414 .115 1.315 .115 1.36 .217 1.471 .252 1.293 ,2!3 
Ill. II : .142 .366 .169 .324 .865 .l69 .8 .315 .l41 : 1.518 .162 1.398 ,121 1.295 .17S l.l48 .229 1.451 .266 1.276 .ll 
221.11 : .1>2 .386 .786 .l41 .us .319 .819 .l24 .36 : 1,515 .165 :.m .121 1.217 .Ill 1.337 .24 1.444 .279 1.2>1 .m 
231.0 : .18 ,414 .813 .l58 .YI4 .418 .m .341 .3178 I 1.512 .168 1.316 .133 1.271' • lt2 1.320 .lSI !.4l .m 1.246 .34 
241.11 I .m .m .821 .l76 .m .m .JSl .l58 .m : 1.4H .171 1.31 .m 1.269 .211 1.314 .213 1.416 .ll7 1.229 .357 
~51.11 : .917 ,441 .838 .m ,942 .m .87 .m .4138 : 1.m .174 1.314 .145 1.26 .21 1.312 .275 1,413 .32 1.212 .374 
261.11 I ,936 ,46 .155 .41 
·" .464 .817
 .392 .4315 : 1.493 ,177 1.367 .152 !.lSI ,219 1.211 .216 I.Jn ,334 1.196 .39 
271.11 : .955 .479 .172 .427 .91 .484 .9 .415 .4488 I 1.49 .18 1.361 .158 1.242 .221 1.211 .m 1.313 .35 1.179 .417 
281.11 : .914 .491 .89 .445 .m .513 .92.1 .m ,461 I 1.411 .113 1.355 .164 1.233 • 231 1.216 .311 1.359 .l64 1.163 .423 
291.11 : ,Hl .517 ,918 .463 l.lli .522 .m .m .4163 I 1,414 .116 1.349 .17 1.224 .246 1.254 .323 l.l4S ,318 1.146 ,44 
lU.II : 1.115 .Sl9 .921 .482 1.14 .544 .956 .411 .5165 : 1.411 .189 :.m .m 1.214 .256 :.24 .m 1.329 .394 1.121 .459 
111.11 : 1.145 .569 .945 .5 1.11 .• 514 .m .m .5313 : :.m .m l.l36 .113 1.214 .216 1.221 .l49 !.l!4 .419 1.11.416 
321.11 : 1.151 .581 .96 .SIS I.H4 .511 .919 .494 .5441 : :.m .m !,l2! .It 1.195 .275 1.215 .362 !.2H .424 1.194 .m 
3ll.ll 1 1.111 .m .911 .Sl4 1.116 .u ),111 .512 .5641 : 1.47 .I 1.322 ,197 1.184 .286 1.212 .m 1.21l .44 1.174 .512 
341.11 I 1.111 ,625 .991 .546 1.m .m 1.117 .522 .5115 I 1.464 .114 !.l15 .214 1.113 .297 1.186 .391 1.266 .457 1,155 .531 
151.11 : 1.121 .645 1.11 .565 1.15 .654 1.134 .m ,6118 I 1.462 .118 1.317 .212 1.162 .318 1.111 .m 1.25 .m 1.136 .ss 
361.11 : 1.142 .666 1.128 .58l 1.112 .m 1.152 .557 .ms : 1.459 .Ill !.l .219 1.152 .318 1.157 .42 1.233 .41 1.117 .569 --' 
171.11 :1.116 .1 1.148 .613 1.217 .711 1.11t .5114 .ms : 1.454 .116 1.2'11 .221 1.14 .l3 ).141 .436 !.liS .518 .995 .591 : ...... 
381 • .11 : 1.1!6 .12 1,167 .622 1.211 .m 1.195 .6 .6m : 1.45 .12 1.281 .238 1.121 .342 I.IU .451 1.198 .525 .915 .611 : C> 
191.11 : 1.221 .745 l.lil .637 1.26 .764 I.IU .611 .689l : 1.445 .125 1.273 .246 1.115 .355 1.11 .467 1.171 .545 .954 .6~1 
411.11 : 1.258 • 781 1.111 .&66 1.291 .812 1.13 .m • 7211 : 1.44 .11 1.262 .257 1.1 .17 1.187 .4l I. Ill • 512 • 9ll .664 
AVERASE DEVElOPED SHfAR STRESS ITSFI 
.DAD AT I I t OF EST!mED SIIEAR STRENSTH 
iROOIID I I 
:tlifACE LOAD !N PILE AT. SECT!ON mPD!NT I SEC 8S-2 SI:C 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-S SEC 5-6 I SEC 1-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-S SEC S-6 
ITDNSI SECT!IIJI I SECT!ON 2 SECT!ON 3 SECT!ON 4 SECT!Illl S SECT!ON 6 I TAU 1 TAU 1 TAU 1 TAU 1 TAU 1 I 1 t 1 1 1 
.I! I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
11.11 -4.11 2.248 2.267 I -4.SI 4.534 I .2166 -31-4 .1412 .1813 -.163 I !.811 -.Ill .1444 .1644 -.112 
ll.ll 4.582 6.744 4.534 2.267 -2.2S 4.S34 I .3S32 .14H .1412 .1816 -.123 I 3.196 .1674 .1444 .1647 -.177 
31.11 !3.27 11.24 9.!68 9.168 -2.2S 6.811 I .4999 .1393 3o-17 .2146 -.164 I 4.382 .1662 31-17 .!621 -.112 
41.11 2!.9S 17.98 13.61 11.33 2.248 9.168 I .5867 .1792 .1412 ,!643 -.123 5.143 .1336 .1444 .1312 -.177 
SI.H 43.43 22.48 !B. 14 13.61 8.992 9.168 I .7334 .1785 .1823 .1834 -.Ill 6.428 .1324 .1887 .1661 -.Ill 
61.11 52.11 29.22 22.>7 21.41 11.24 !3.61 I .8211 .1185 .1412 .!657 -.143 7.189 .1998 .1444 .!312 -.127 
71.11 48.11 38.21 29.47 27.21 1S.74 18.14 I .8471 .1581 .1412 .2174 -.143 7.424 .2666 .1444 .1643 -.127 
BI.H 69.48 42.71 l6.27 3!.74 22.48 22.67 I .9917 .1164 .1823 .1674 -.113 8.711 .!963 .1887 .1326 -.112 
91.11 71.17 5!.71 41.81 38.54 26.97 27.21 I 1.121 .!971 .1412 .2191 -.114 8.940 .3322 .1444 .!6S6 -.1!3 
!H. II 86.85 SB.45 47.61 47.61 26.97 36.27 I 1.117 .!961 !o-IS .3731 -.168 9.716 .3314 lo-14 .29S5 -.liS 
!II.H 95.54 6S.I9 56.67 54.41 29.22 47.61 I 1.194 .1541 .1412 .4554 -.332 11.47 .2596 .1444 .3617 -.218 
121.11 114.2 7!.93 63.47 61.21 38.21 47.ot I !.281 .!531 .1412 .4158 -.171 11.23 .2579 .1444 .3293 -.116 
131.11 112.9 7B.o8 66.11 o5.74 47.21 52.14 I 1.368 .1929 .1412 ,33S2 -.189 11.99 .3252 .1444 .2655 -.IS6 
141.11 121.6 85.42 74.81 74.81 51.71 54.41 I 1.454 .!919 ))))) .4!79 -.149 12.75 .ms ))))) .33!1 -.131 
ISI.II 131.3 92.16 81.61 79.34 5D.28 63.47 I 1.541 .1918 .1412 .4185 -.132 13.S! .32!7 .1444 .ms -.182 
161.H 126.2 98.91 88.41 91.68 58.45 72.54 I 1.628 .1898 -.141 .5829 -.255 14.27 .3211 -.144 .4617 -.IS! 
171.H 134.9 113.4 95.21 97.48 61.69 77.18 I 1.775 .1481 -.141 .6652 -.290 15.56 .2497 -.144 .5269 -.185 
181.H 143.5 111.1 112.1 112.1 67.44 83.88 I 1.861 .1471 ))))) .6252 -.297 16.32 .2481 ))))) .4952 -.186 
191.11 152.2 119.1 116.5 113.3 71.93 88.41 I 1.888 .2277 -.124 .7489 -.298 IUS .3839 -.133 .59l2 -.186 
IH.I! 1ol.! 125.9 113.3 ll7.9 78.08 92.94 I 1.975 .2267 -.182 .7189 -.258 17.31 .3821 -.189 .56 IS -.161 
211.11 169.6 132.6 122.4 122.4 83.17 99.75 I 2.162 .1846 5o-16 .7196 -.311 18.17 .3113 6!-16 .5621 -.187 
121.H 178.3 m.4 126.9 129.2 87.67 114.3 I 2.149 .2246 -.141 .7513 -.3H 18.83 .3786 -.144 .S!SI -.188 
131.11 187.1 146.1 133.8 133.8 94.41 116.5 I 2.235 .2236 1•-14 .7114 -.211 19.59 .3769 lo-14 .563S -.137 
241.11 !95.7 152.9 141.6 141.6 ,8.91 113.3 I 2.322 .222S St-16 .7531 -.261 21.3S .3752 6!-16 .sm -.163 
251.11 214.3 IS9.6 147.4 147.4 111.2 122.4 I 2.419 .2215 9o-15 .8354 -.384 21.12 .3734 lo-14 .6617 -.241 
161.11 213.1 168.6 IS!.! 151.9 117.9 126.9 I 2.436 .3121 lo-14 .7954 -.344 2!.35 .5m lo-14 .6311 -.21S 
271.11 221.7 17S.3 !S8.7 161.1 114.6 129.2 I 2.S23 .3111 -.141 .8374 -.264 I 22.11 .5176 -.144 .6633 -.16S 
181.11 231.4 182.1 16S.S 167.8 119.1 m.8 I 2.619 .3111 -.141 .8791 -.264 I 22.87 .SIS8 -.144 .6963 -.16S 
291.11 239.1 188.8 172.3 174.6 123.6 141.6 I 2.696 .2991 -.141 .me -.316 I 23.63 .Sill -.144 .m1 -.191 
381.11 247.8 197.8 179.1 183.6 128.1 147.4 I 2.723 .3386 -.182 1.113 -.348 I 23.87 .S719 -.189 .7948 -.217 
lii.H 269.2 211.3 188.2 188.2 134.9 lSI.! I 2.871 .2561 So-16 .963S -.318 I 2S.1S .ms 6!-16 .7632 -.192 
l21.H 277.9 211.3 192.7 197.2 139.4 IS4.2 I 2.896 .3366 -.182 1.146 -.267 I 25.39 .5674 -.189 .8287 -.167 
131.11 299.4 218.! 211.8 211.8 146.1 163.2 I 2.983 .2945 lt-15 1.116 -.319 I 26.15 .496S lo-IS .7971 -.m 
341.11 321.9 224.8 211.8 213.1 148.4 167.8 I 3.171 .252S -.141 1.171 -.3SI I 26.91 .42S7 -.144 .9271 -.219 
lSI.II 342.4 233.8 217.6 222.2 158.6 174.6 I 3.197 .2921 -.182 1.294 -.433 I 27.15 .4925 -.189 l.I2S -.271 
361.11 351.1 242.8 224.4 231.2 157.4 179.1 I 3.124 .3317 -.124 1.336 -.m I 27.38 .559l -.Ill I.IS8 -.246 
l71.H 38S.3 251.8 2ll.2 241.3 161.8 188.2 I 3.1SI .3714 -.165 1.419 -.476 I 27.62 .6261 -.177 1.124 -.297 
381.11 416.8 265.3 23S.8 247.1 166.3 !95.1 I 3.158 .5333 -.216 1.461 -.S17 I 26.81 .8991 -.222 1.157 -.m 
l!l.ll 441.1 272.1 247.1 253.9 175.3 m:2 I 3.144 .45!2 -.124 1.421 -.396 I 27.56 .7591 -.133 1.125 -.247 
111.11 475.3 285.5 256.2 272.1 184.3 218.6 I 3.152 .5312 -.288 1.586 -.438 I 26.75 .8938 -.311 1.256 -.274 I ....... 
.H 217.4 17.98 21.41 43.17 31.47 S2S.9 I -.479 -.144 -.412 .2198 -8.94 -4.21 -.174 -.444 .1662 -5.59 I -......! ....... 
APPLIED 
'DR VIEI I FOR V!Ei 2 LOAD KII'IE!ENT AT BDTTOK DF PILE SECTION IINCHESI 
IINIIIUil DEPTH = I KINIKUK DEPTH = I ITDNSI SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
>AiliiiJft D£PTH• 75 KAXI!UII DEPTH • 75 .II I I I I I I 
I!NIIIIJK LOAD • I KINIIIIJII ! STRESS TO STREN6TH • I 11.11 .1143 .em .1123 .1123 .1!43 .1!21 
·mKIJII LOAD • 511 Ml!IIIJII ! STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 21.11 .am .1169 .1149 .1139 .1149 .1129 
DAD IN TONS I OF STREII6TH 31.11 .ll!l .1143 .!113 .8163 .H73 .1143 
EPTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET 41.11 .1296 .1216 .1156 .1116 .H96 .1156 
51.11 .1385 .1285 .12!5 .1145 .1115 .1165 
61.11 .1518 .1378 .1278 .1188 .1138 .1178 
OR VIEiS 3 TO 8 71.11 .!656 .1486 .1356 .1236 .1166 .1186 
IN!KUII KOI'EIIENT • I 81.11 .1792 .1612 .1442 .1312 .em .1112 
Al!KUII IIIIVEIIENT • 3 91.11 .1951 .1721 .1541 .1371 .1251 .Ill I 
INIIIJft t STRESS TO STRENSTH = I 111.11 .1119 .1849 .1639 .1429 .em .1149 
UIIIUil I STRESS TO STREH!iTH = I 111.11 .1291 .1111 .1751 .1511 .1381 .1171 
OF STREII6TH 121.11 .1459 .1131 .1859 .1589 .1419 .1219 
~VEIIEIT IN INCHES 131.11 .1617 .1257 ,19S7 .1667 .1457 .1227 
., Ctiiii'E 141.11 .1775 .1395 .1165 .1735 .1515 .1265 
151.11 .1924 .1514 .1154 .1814 .1554 .1274 
161.11 .2185 .1645 .1255 .1855 .1595 .1275 
171.11 • 2236 .1776 .1356 .1926 .1656 .1316 
181.11 .2382 .1892 .1442 .1992 .1692 .1322 
191.11 . 2561 .2131 .1561 .1161 .1141 .1351 
211.11 .2714 .2154 .1654 .1134 .1784 .1374 
211.11 .2862 .2272 .1732 .1192 .1922 .1382 
221.11 .3125 .1415 .1845 .1275 .1885 .1425 
231.11 .3176 .2526 .1936 .1346 .i1'126 .1456 
241.11 .3332 .2652 .2132 .1412 .1972 .1472 
251.11 .3483 .21TJ .2123 .1473 .1123 .1483 
261.11 .3634 .2884 .2214 .1544 .1164 .1514 
271.11 .3781 .3111 .2311 .1591 .1181 .1511 
281.11 .3946 .3136 .2416 .1666 .1136 .1546 
291.H .4112 .3262 .2512 .ITJ2 .1182 .1562 
311.11 .4278 .3398 .2618 .1798 .1228 .1578 
311.11 .4479 .3579 .2749 .1919 .1319 .164! 
m.H ,4597 .3657 .2817 .1937 .1317 .1637 
331.11 .4761 .3791 .2911 .2111 ,1361 .1641 
341,11 • 4892 .3892 .2962 .2122 .1362 .1612 
JSI.H .5147 .4117 .3147 .2167 .1397 .1627 
361.H .5218 .4138 .3148 .2128 .1428 .1638 
311.H .5462 .4342 .3J22 .2262 .1542 .1712 
381.11 .5623 .4443 .3413 .2313 .1573 ,1713 
391.11 .5776 .4566 .3476 .2356 .1576 .1716 
411.11 .6151 .4781 .3651 .2451 .1631 .1711 




i A ::8 :: C :: i :: E :: f ::6 :: H ::I :: J :: K :: L :: ft :: H ::0 :: P il g :: R :: S ::I il U :: Y :: W ::I :: ( ::I 
Ciliii'RESSION TEST H 
:: AA II At :: At : l AD :: IE :: Af :: AS l! AH :: AI 
LOAD DISIRIB\!HIIIt CURVES 
................................................................................................... -.................................................................................................................................... ·-............................................................................... -·-· ........................................... -.............. _ ............................................................. -................................. 
DATE DRIVEN •23 SEPT 81 : LEN&TH Of TELLTALE RODS OEr!HS TO ftiOPOINTS Of PILE SECTIDitS IFEETI 
om TESTED •31 SEPT 82 : ROD II ROO 12 ROO 13 ROD II ROD IS ROD 16 SROUIID SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTIOII I SECTIOII 5 SECTIOII 6 
IFEETl 11.2 21.6 31.9 12.12 52.62 61.!2 SURFACE 16S·ITII ITT 1-1121 ITT2-TT31 ITT3-TTII ITTI·ml ITT5·1T61 
!INCHES! 131.1 259,2 382.8 515.11 £31.1 7Sl.l I ·2.87 ·11.9 ·21.3 ·31.6 -II. 9 -52.l 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY I 2.871 11.91 21.29 31,55 11.91 52.31 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ .......................................................................................... 
Ill£ AREA lSi INCHES! • 21.1 SATURATED UlHT ~EISHI OF SOIL IPCfl • Ill DEPTHS TO BOTTO!\ OF PILE SECTIDHS IFEETI 
•0Uh6S IIDDULIJS 11511 • mu INTERNAL FRICTION ANSLE IDE6REESI • II liA&IANSI • .b!BJ i SECTIO~ 1 SECTION 2 SECIION 3 SECTION I SECTION 5 SECT ION 6 
HI AL LENGTH lfE£11 • 58 DEPTH TO MATER TABLE IFEETI • -7 ·5. 71 ·16.1 ·21.1 -36.7 ·17.2 -57 .s 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY 5. 712 16.11 26.41 30.06 17,16 57.~1 
'ilE PERIIIETER !IHCH!:SJ ...................... , so ESTIKAIED SHEAR STRENSIH AT IOTTOll OF SECTIONS ITSFI 
iS TO TELLTALE DIALS mCHESI ............... , ... 15.5 TELLTALE DI.ALS TO BUTT KEASUREKENTS IINCH!SI .... 13.25 : • 31J2 .6111 .9331 1.223 1.511 I.Bil 
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
PILE 81111 DEFLECTION IIMCHESI ftEASIJRED TELLTALE U!A I INCHES! TELLTALE 
\PPLIED : IIISTREAft CORNERS DDVNSIREAft CORNERS AVERASE TELLTHLE TELL TiLE TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLIHLE NO. 6 
LOAD I MISSOURI SIDE ILLIIIfliS SIDE MISSOURI SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE PILE JUT! NO. I ND. 2 NO. l MO. I NO. 5 !II PI 
IIOfiSI DA DlLTA Dl< D<LTA OR DELTA DR DELTA ftOYEKENI DR DELio DR DELl< DR DELli DR DELTA DR DELli DR liELTA 
.II : .726 I I I .m I .38 I e 1.688 8 1.038 I 1.698 I 1.632 I J. ~~ I 1.378 I 
lUI I ·. 7l3 .117 .Ill .Ill .m .111 .386 .m .1153 I 1.688 e 1.6lS .m 1.691 .114 1.129 .Ill 1.181 .lib 1.371 ... ~ 
21.U .713 .111 .11 I .Ill .718 .113 .395 .liS .Ill I.ISS .113 r.ll .m 1.685 .II 1.621 .111 1.178 .112 1.366 .112 
lUI I .754 .178 .12 .12 .757 .m .m .m .1238 1.682 .110 1.626 .112 I. 68 .liB 1.611 .118 1.109 .Ill 1.351 .121 
41.11 I '712 .146 .m .m • 769 .131 .118 .138 • Ill 1 r.m .m 1.62 .118 1.671 .121 1.610 .126 1.159 .Ill l.ll! ;132 
51.11 I .m .m .131 .131 .186 .151 .127 .147 .149 1.m .m 1.616 .m 1.168 .13 :.m .m 1.119 .111 1.335 .113 
61.11 : .81 .181 .m .m .m .m • 3B5 .ns .1568 1.671 .111 1.111 .127 1,161 .137 1.587 .145 l.l:li .852 1.32l .155 
71.11 .83 .111 .m .m .821 .186 .398 .1!8 .1753 : 1.m .m 1.616 .132 1.!51 .114 1.577 .155 1.127 .Ill 1.31 .168 
Bl.li I .851 .128 .118 ,118 .811 .110 ,Ill .133 .ma 1 1.16! .m 1.011 .137 1.618 .IS 1.567 .105 1.111 .171 1.m .m 
li.N : .878 .Ill .126 .126 .862 .127 .m .111 .IllS 1.666 .m 1.597 .141 1.611 .157 1.557 .175 1.115 .185 1.286 .192 
111.61 : .m .183 .111 .m .!BI ,151 .16 .18 .1415 : 1.<~3 .m 1.591 .117 l.tll .167 1.517 .185 1.392 .196 1.212 .m 
111.11 I • 931 .216 .17 .17 .912 .177 .18 .I .16)8 1.11 .m I, 586 .151 r.m .m 1.537 .ns 1.381 .Ill 1.25! .119 
121.11 I .962 .236 .l!J .1!3 .939 .211 .511 .123 .I BY 1 r.m .ll 1.581 .157 1.11' .179 1.!27 .115 '· 31>9 .121 1.217 .131 m.u .991 .265 .m .m .966 ,2JI .526 .116 .21n : 1.055 .ell 1.m .162 1.611 .187 1.518 .Ill l.l58 .Ill 1.231 .111 
141.11 I 1.118 ,292 • 21 .21 .m .m .552 .172 .2483 : r.6:2 .m 1.m .m 1.011 .194 1.518 .121 1,317 .Ill 1.211 .m 
I~Ui I 1.15 .321 .20 .26 1.m .29 .m .m .2676 : 1.65 .138 1.566 .m 1.598 ,J 1.49! .Ill 1.m .:sl 1.21 .168 
161.11 I 1.185 .35! .283 .283 1.152 .317 .m .m .2953 I 1.648 .II 1.561 .177 J. 59 .liB 1,19 .142 1.326 .161 1.199 .179 
m.n I 1.111 .3! .32 .32 1.183 .318 .63 .25 I 327 I 1.115 .143 l.SSS .18l l.lil .117 I, 118 .151 I.lll .m 1.185 .193 
161.11 I 1.146 .12 .m .313 1.111 .m .657 .277 .lSI I 1.612 .146 1.ss .1ee 1.571 .124 1.167 .165 J.lll .181 1.172 .216 
19!.11 I 1.178 .152 .m .m 1.112 .411 .m .m .381 I 1.639 .119 1.515 .l•l 1.m .m 1.157 .175 1.29 .l 1.16 .218 
lei.U I 1.216 ,19 .m .m 1.171 .Ill .715 .m .4163 1 r.m .m 1.51 .m :.m .m I.IU .186 1.211 .m 1.117 .231 
:11.11 I 1.253 .527 .13 .4l 1.21 .115 • 71! .36! .451~ I l.bll .151 J.Sl5 .113 1.551 .117 1.137 .195 1.265 .m 1.131 .214 
22t.H : 1.295 .569 .1!1 .161 1.2S .m .78 ,I .1143 I 1.031 .157 1.529 .II! 1.511 .151 1.126 .21! 1.253 .237 1.121 • 257 
231.11 I 1.331> .61 .1!1 .1!1 1.291 .556 .m .m .5258 1 1.m .16 1.521 'Ill 1.515 .163 1.115 .217 1.21 .25 1.117 .211 
lii.H I 1.3!2 .656 .531 .531 l.lll .59l .157 .177 .sm I 1.125 .163 I.SIB .12 I.Sll .171 1.413 .22! 1.227 .26) 1.193 .285 
lSI. II I 1.132 .116 .58 .sa 1.311 .616 ,,.. .521 .6133 1 1.121 .167 1.512 .126 1.51! .179 1.312 :21 1.m .m 1.18 .298 
2U.N I 1.111 ,167 .629 .121 I.I:S. ,711 .15 .57 .om : 1.111 .17 1.516 .132 1.51 '188 1.31 .~2 1.2 .29 1.165 .313 
271.11 : 1.519 .123 .m .m 1.191 .156 1.111 .621 .1191 1 1.m .m 1.5 .138 1.511 • 197 1.36! .263 1.111 .m 1.151 .327 
281.11 l 1.612 .116 .131 .131 1.552 .117 1.m .m .me : 1.611 .177 l.lfl .Ill 1.492 .210 1.357 .275 1.174 .311 1.137 .311 
2ll.ll : :.u3 .m .791 .111 1.m .181 1.122 .112 .II! 1 1.111 .18 1.111 .151 1.483 .215 (,liS .217 1.16 .33 1.121 .351 
)11.18 1 1.m 1.m 1.131 1.131 1.91 1.17S 1.3!1 .981 1.118 : 1.!11 .181 1.18 .158 1.171 .221 1.321 .lll 1.138 .352 • 996 .382 ....... 
311.11 12.1351.319 1.167 1.167 1.901 1.231 1.m 1.m 1.156 I 1.1 .181 1.114 .111 1.m .m 1.31 .322 1.12 .37 • 976 .112 I '-I 
w 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
AVERAGE DEVElOPED SHEAR STRESS ITSF l 
lllAD AT : ! OF ESmATED SHEAR STRENGTH 
GROUND : 
SURFACE lOAD iN PiLE AT SECTION ftiDPOiNT SEC 6S·2 SEC 2·3 SEC 3-4 SEC 1·5 SEC 5-6 : SEC 1·2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 1-5 SEC 5·6 
ITONSI SECTION I SECTION 1 SECTION 3 SECTiON 4 SECTION 5 SECTION. 6 TAU ! TAU ! TAU ! TAU l TAU ! : ! l 1 ! l 
.n I i I I I I I I I I I : I I I I I 
11.19 ·9.51 7. 716 2.597 ·2.62 7.643 ·5.19 .1m .1161 ,1189 -.211 .2615 : .1128 .1653 .1167 -.m • i739 
21.11 -5.11 12.86 5,194 2.617 2.518 ))))) .me .1587 .8538 .Iii I .1515 : .1165 .2476 .1577 .1112 .B345 
31.19 -.566 15.13 15.58 ))))) 7.613 I .2853 -.113 .3251 ·.158 .1575 : .9111 -.115 .3488 ·.129 .1135 
11.11 3.914 23.15 15.58 5.235 12.74 2.597 .3311 .tm .2161 -.m .2189 1.154 .2441 .2316 -.!27 .1374 
51.11 8.371 25.72 21.78 15.71 12.74 5. i94 .m5 .1124 .1159 .1014 .1551 1.518 .1597 .1135 .1512 .1122 
61.11 8.186 33.41 25.97 21.94 17.83 7.791 .5212 ,1546 .1151 .1642 .2169 1.601 .24i I .1126 .8525 .1361 
71.11 12.66 38.58 31.17 28.79 21.38 i2. 99 .6153 .1536 .1496 .1711 .1524 : 1.965 .2395 ,1531 .1422 .1112 
81.18 12.17 46.31 33.76 39.26 22.93 12.99 .6611 .2595 -.us .me .2149 : 2.118 .4149 -.123 .2762 .1347 
91.11 16.91 48.87 1!.55 47.11 25.18 18.18 .8155 .1515 -.116 ,4175 .1513 : 2.571 .2363 ·, i24 .3659 .1989 
181.11 21.11 56.59 51.94 17.11 33.12 21.78 .8512 .1962 .1818 .2895 .2543 : 2.715 .1581 .1181 .2367 .1672 
111.11 25.88 61.i3 51.94 61.21 35.67 25.97 ,9453 .2127 -.!72 .5175 • i99B : 3.119 .3161 -.185 .1149 .1314 
121.11 25.69 61.45 57.11 68.15 41.76 25.97 .!m .2549 -.228 .5615 .3148 : l.l6i .3976 -.244 .4615 .2UI 
m.n 31.16 74.59 64.93 7!.67 45.86 31.17 1.185 .2111 -.121 .5132 .3127 3.465 .3i21 -.129 .4196 .1991 
111.11 34.63 79.74 71.12 78.52 48.41 36.36 1.188 .1911 -.115 .6231 .2482 : 3.769 .3115 -.188 .5193 .1632 
151.11 34.44 87.45 72.72. 86.37 51.95 38.96 : 1.225 .3151 -.285 • 7327 .2412 : 3.912 .me -.316 .5991 .1625 
161.11 31.25 95.17 81.51 88.99 56.15 38.96 I 1.271 .3135 ·.177 .6814 .3522 I 4.154 .4734 -.191 .5572 .2316 
171.11 38,72 112.9 88.31 96.84 56.15 44.15 : 1.314 .3119 ·.178 .8438 .2151 : 1.197 .4711 -.191 .6911 .1612 
181.18 43.19 liB. I 93.51 117.3 61.14 14.15 I 1.411 .3H9 -.289 .9551 .3511 : 4.581 .4694 -.319 .7888 .2312 
191.11 47.66 113.2 98.69 115.2 63.69 46.75 : 1.515 .2'1'19 -.344 1.865 .3191 I 4.815 .4678 -.369 .8716 .2295 
211.11 52.13 IIS.l 116.5 123.1 68.79 46.75 : 1.611 .2451 -.345 1.122 .4541 5.118 .3823 -.371 .9172 .2986 
211.1! 51,94 i2b.! 114.3 125.6 76.43 49.34 : 1.644 ,2435 -.237 !.liB .5588 5.251 .3791 -.254 .8322 .3669 
221.11 56.42 m.8 116.9 i36.l 78.98 51.94 : 1.689 .3m -.482 1.182 .5571 : 5.394 .5152 -.431 • 9662 .3663 
231.11 61.89 138.9 127.3 141.3 84.17 54.54 : 1.784 .2419 -.291 1.185 .6185 : 5.698 .3758 ·.315 .9685 .4111 
248.11. 65.36 146.6 132.5 151.8 86.62 57.11 : 1.829 .2931 ·.114 1.348 .6175 : 5.811 .4573 -.433 1.113 ,3,4 
251.11 H. IS 151.8 137.6 159.7 89.17 59.73 : 1.921 .2921 -.461 1.158 .6165 6.144 .1557 -.493 1.192 .3988 
261.11 78.96 159.5 115.1 167.5 96.81 59,73 : 1.969 .m; ·.461 i.462 • 7o39 : 6.281 .4533 ·,494 1.196 .5123 
271.11 83.13 167.1 153.2 172.7 99,36 64.93 : 2.111 .289! -.498 i. SIB .7194 6.438 .4588 -.437 l.24i .4665 
281.11 92.55 172.3 161.1 181.6 114.5 64.93 : 2.119 ,2342 -.419 1.575 .8144 6.733 .3653 -.438 i. 288 .5355 
291.91 97.12 162.0 166.2 188.5 119.5 71.12 : 2.113 .3397 -.465 l. 632 .8124 6. 715 .5299 -.498 1.331 .5341 
311.11 il6,2 191.3 171.4 214.6 ll7.2 71. 9i : 2.148 .3919 -.913 2.115 .8893 6.858 .6lil -.967 1.618 .532i 





FOR VIEM 1 FOR VIEW 2 LOAD IIOVE!ENT AT BOTTO! OF PILE SECTION UNCHESI 
!!Nl!IJI DEPTH o I ft!Niftll! DEPTH o I ITONSI SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
!AXI!Uft DEPTH• 71 IIAII!U! DEPTH • 75 .I! I I I I I 8 
niNl/MI LOAD = I niNI!U! I STRESS TO STRENGTH • I lUI .1157 .1127 .1117 .1127 -3•-4 .1117 
KAXIn!l!l LOAD • 4!8 nAI!!U! I STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 21.11 .1118 .1168 .1148 .1138 .1118 .1128 
LOAD ITOIISI I OF STRENGTH 31.11 ,1191 .1131 .1171 .1171 .1148 .1841 
DEPTH tFEETl DEPTH IN FEET 41.18 .1287 .11!7 .1137 .1117 ,1167 .1!57 
51.11 .1391 .1~1 .1211 .1151 .1111 .1881 
61.11 .1472 .1342 .1242 .1162 .1192 .U62 
'OR VIEIS 3 TO 8 71.11 .1611 .1461 .1341 .1231 .1151 .1111 
11NI!!I!I !OVE!ENT • I 81.11 .1781 .1611 .1471 .1321 .1231 .1181 
1AXI!IJII !OVE!ENT • 3 91.11 .1952 .1762 .1612 .1422 .1322 .1252 
1INin!l!l I STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 111.11 • 1216 .1986 .1786 ,1616 .1416 .1396 
1Aill\ll!l I STRESS TO STRENGTH ' 1 111.81 .11!3 .1163 .1963 .1733 .1593 .8493 
i OF STRENGTH 121.1! .l611 .1371 .1151 .1891 .1731 .1630 
10VEMENT IN INCHES 131.11 .1866 .1576 .1326 .1156 .1876 .1756 
:-: CURVE 141.11 .21!1 .1791 .ISle .1221 .1131 .16ll 
151.11 .2359 .2119 .1739 .1419 .1219 .1159 
A :: e :: C :: 0 :: E :: F ::6 :: H ::I :: J :: K :: l ::! :: N ::0 :: P :: Q :: R :: S ::I :: U :: V :: N ::I :: y :: l :: 
161.11 .2619 .2249 .1939 • 1599 .1379 .1229 
171.11 .2911 .2511 .2171 • IBII .1581 .141! 
!BUI .3154 .2734 • 2374 .1964 .1124 . 1554 
191.18 .3428 .2988 .2618 .2168 .1918 .me 
288.11 .3725 .3265 .2855 .2385 .2115 .1935 
211.11 .4!49 .3559 .3119 .2639 .23l9 .2149 
221.11 • 4383 .3863 .3413 .2893 .2563 .2383 
231.11 .m2 .4212 .3722 .3182 .2852 .2642 
241.11 .5144 .4574 .4164 .3484 .3144 .2924 
2511.11 .5566 .4976 .4446 .3836 ,3486 .3256 
261.!1 .6862 .5442 .4882 .4242 .3862 .3632 
271.11 ,657! .5929 .5339 .4679 .4289 .4139 
26UI • 7123 .6453 .5833 .5143 .4733 .4483 
291.11 • 7181 • 7171 .6431 .5711 .5281 .5!11 
31M I 1.136 .9624 .8964 .8144 • 7684 • 7l64 




1 A 11811 Cll Dll Ell ill 611 Hil Ill Iii Kll Lll n:: N II Oil Pll Qli R:: s:: Til U~: Yll Nil Ill ill 111AAIIA811ACIIAullAEIIAfiiA6llAHllAI 
DAn COnPRESSIDN TEST 2-1 
Llli!D DISTRIBUTION CURY£S 
·--·------------··-----------------------------------------·------------·---·---··--------------·--------·-------------- .. --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DATE DRIYEN •25 AU6 82 : LENGTH OF lEU TAL£ RODS DEPTHS TO ftiOPOINTS Of PILE SECTIONS IFEETl 
DATE TESTED •31 AU& 82 : ROD II ROD 12 ROD 13 ROD 14 ROD 15 ROD 16 GROUND SECTION 1 SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
IFEETJ 11.69 21.19 26.69 39.19 48.69 58.19 SURFACE IGS·TTll 1111-TT21 1112-1131 ITT3-TT41 ITT4-TT51 1115-TT61 
I INCHES! 128.3 142.3 321.3 471.28 584.3 698.3 I -3.51 -11.8 •19.8 ·29.3 ·41.3 -4U 
FOR PLOT PIJI!Pt!SES OIU.Y I 1.511 !1.75 1!.75 29.25 41.25 49.75 
----------------------------------·-·----------------------·-------------------------·-------·-----------··-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PILE AREA ISQ INCHES! : 21.4 SATIJ!!TED UNIT 11EI6HT OF SOIL !PCFI • 131 I DEPTHS TO IOTTDn lJf PILE SECTII!fjS !FEETl 
Yllt.lll5S l!llDIJLIIS 11511 : 15HI INTERNAL FRICTION ANGLE IDE&REESI • .41 IRADIAIISl• .6981 I SECTION 1 SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SfCTIDN 5 SECTION 6 
Al1AL LENGTH !FEETI • 68 DEPTH TO !lATER TABLE IFEETI • -19 : -7.U -16.5 ·23.1 -35.5 ·45.1 -54.5 
FOR PLOT PIIIIPOSES DilLY 7.113 16.51 23.1!1 35.51 45.11 54.51 
'ILE PERiftETER lliiCHESI ...... ,,,,, ,, , , 56 : ESTIIIATED SHEAR STRENGTH AT BOTIOft OF SfCllDNS !TSFI 
3S TD TELLTALE DIALS IINtHESI .... ,, , , ...... , 44.25 TElLTALE DIALS TO IVTT IIE!SIJRENENTS IINCHESI .... 17 : .3819 .9H1 1.151 1.514 1.774 2.143 
-------------·----·---·----------·----·----------------.. ----------------------------------------- ----------------------·------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PILE IVTT DEFLECTION HNCII£51 IIEASIJRED TELLTALE DATA IIIICH£5) TEllTALE 
lPPllED : UPSTRE!ft COR!IERS D!MISTREAn CORNERS AYERABE TELL TILE TELLTALE TELLTALE TELlTALE TELlTALE 110. 6 
LOAD : ftTSSOlll!l sm IlliNOIS SIDE ftiSSOURI SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE PILE BUTT llO. 1 NO.2 NO. 3 NO. 4 NO. 5 fT!Pl 
ITONSI DR DELTA OR DELTA DR DELl! DR DELTA ll!IYEIIENT DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELIA DR DELTA DR DELTA 
.II 2.999 I 2.884 I 2.763 I 2.944 I I .362 I .466 I .168 I .412 I .42 I .462 I 
5.11 2.997 .112 2.878 .96 2.759 .114 2. 937 .117 .1148 .~4 .112 .469 .113 .112 .m .415 .Ill .422 .1!2 .465 .!83 
11.11 2.m .He 2.878 .H6 2. 756 ,ft7 2.936 .118 .1173 .364 .112 .469 .Ill .m .115 .418 .116 .425 .1!5 .468 .lib 
15.11 2.985 .114 2.873 .Ill 2. 751 .112 2.931 .113 .1125 .366 .114 .473 .117 .176 .188 .412 .11 .429 .m ,472 .11 
21.11 2.978 .121 2.868 .116 2.744 .119 2.924 .12 .119 .369 .117 .475 .119 .18 .112 .416 .114 .434 .114 .478 .116 
25.11 2.969 .13 2.859 .125 2. 7J6 .127 2.915 .129 .1278 .319 .117 .478 .112 .184 .116 .422 .12 .44 .12 .485 .123 
31.11 2.96 .139 2.852 .132 2.729 .134 2.916 .138 .1358 .m .m .481 .115 .188 .12 .427 .125 .446 .126 .492 .13 
35.11 2.949 .IS 2.848 .136 2.12 .143 2.893 .151 ,145 ,373 .111 ,484 .118 .192 .124 .432 .13 .m .m .s .• 138 
41.11 2.936 .163 2.833 .151 2. 71 .153 2.879 .165 .158 .375 .113 .488 .122 .195 .127 .438 .1:16 .46 .!4 .5!8 .116 
45.11 2.922 .177 2,821 .163 2.699 .164 2.865 .179 .1718 .378 .116 .49 .124 .2 .132 .443 .141 .466 .146 .516 .154 
51.1! 2.91 .189 2.818 .176 2.686 .177 2.851 .193 .1838 .379 .117 .494 .128 • 214 • ll6 .449 .147 .474 .154 .524 .162 
55.11 2.895 .114 2.793 .191 2.671 .192 2.837 .117 .1985 : ,38 .118 .498 .112 .218 .14 .454 .152 .481 .161 .532 .17 
61.1! 2.879 .12 2. 775 .II! 2.655 .118 2.919 .!25 .1155 : .382 .12 .5 .134 .213 .145 .46 .158 .488 .168 .54 .178 
65.11 2.859 .14 2.754 .13 2.634 .129 2.798 .146 .1363 : .384 .122 .514 .138 .218 .IS .465 .16J .495 .175 .547 .185 
71.11 2.831 .168 2. 725 .159 2.616 .157 2. 77 .174 .1645 : .386 .114 .SIB .142 .222 .154 .47 .168 .511 .181 .555 .m 
75.11 2.79 .219 2.684 .2 2.565 .198 2. 728 .216 .2158 : ,388 .126 .519 .143 .226 • 158 .475 .173 .517 .187 .562 .I 
81.11 2. 742 .257 2.638 .246 2.518 .245 2.679 .265 .2531 : .38'1 .127 .513 .147 .23 .162 .481 .m .513 .193 ,56, .1!7 
85.11 2.684 ,315 2.578 .316 2.46 .313 2.619 .325 .1123 : .m .129 .516 .1s .235 .167 .486 .184 .52 .I .575 .113 
91.11 2.m .386 2.517 .377 2. 389 .374 2.549 .395 .383 I .393 • 131 .519 .153 .239 .171 .491 .189 .525 .185 .582 .12 
95.18 2.538 ,4!1 2.43 .454 2.312 .451 2.171 .473 .4598 ,395 .m .524 .158 .244 .176 • 495 .193 .531 .111 .588 .126 
111.11 2.438 .561 2.327 .557 2.21 .553 2.37 .574 .5613 .197 .135 .527 .161 .249 .181 .512 .I • 538 .118 .595 .Ill 
115.11 2.342 .657 2.235 .649 2.118 .645 2.278 .666 .6543 .398 .136 .53 .164 .254 .186 .517 .115 .m .121 .612 .14 
111.11 2.226 .m 2.117 • 767 2 • 763 2.161 .783 • 7715 .411 .139 .534 .168 .259 .191 .514 .112 .55 .13 .689 .147 
115.1! 2.134 • 865 2.128 .856 1.919 .854 2.171 .873 .862 ,413 .141 .538 .172 .261 .195 .518 .11! .555 .135 .614 .152 
121.11 1.917 1.&82 1.814 1.18 1.688 1.175 1. 849 1.195 1.183 .414 .142 .541 .175 .268 .I .524 .122 .561 .141 .62 .158 
125.11 1.81 1.189 1.6971.187 1.582 1.181 1.743 1.211 1.191 .m .m .544 .178 .273 .1!5 .528 .126 .567 .147 .625 .163 
131.11 1.548 1.451 1.427 1.457 1.313 1.45 1.4721.472 1.458 .418 ,146 .548 ,182 .277 .119 .534 .132 .572 .152 .63 .168 
m.tt 1.261.739 1.127 1.757 1.121.743 1.174 1.77 1.752 .m .147 .551 .185 .282 .114 • 543 .141 .577 .157 .635 .173 : ..... 




:illlfACE LOAD IN PILE AT SECTIOH ftiDPOINT 
IIlllS I SECT!Illl I SECTION 2 SECTIOII 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
.H I I I I I I 
5.11 S.U7 2.816 4.115 -2.14 -2.82 2.816 
11.H 2.374 2.816 8.231 2.14 -2.82 2.816 
15.11 7.381 8.441 4.115 4.28 -2.82 2.816 
li.H 16.21 5.632 12.35 4.28 2o-13 5.632 
2S.H 13.~ 14.18 16.46 8.56 2e-13 8.447 
31.H 18.58 16.69 21.58 11.7 2.816 11.26 
35.H 23.5! 19.71 24.69 12.84 8.447 14.18 
41.H 21.61 25.34 2UI 19.26 ll.26 16.89 
4S,H 37.42 22.53 32.92 19.26 14.18 22.53 
SI.H 38.61 31.97 32.92 23.54 19.71 22.53 
55.11 39.81 39.42 32.92 25.68 25.34 25.34 
61.0 44.81 39.42 45.27 27.82 . 28.16 28.16 
65.11 49.11 45.15 49.38 27.82 33.79 28.16 I 
71.11 54,82 SUB 49.38 29.96 36.61 33.79 I 
75.11 59.83 47.87 61.73 32.1 39.42 36.61 I 
BI.H 61.11 56.32 61.73 36.38 39.42 39.42 
85.11 66.12 59.13 69.96 36.38 45.15 36.61 I 
!1.11 71.13 61.95 74.18 38.52 45.15 42.24 I 
95.11 76.14 71.39 74.18 36.38 51.68 42.24 I 
111.11 81.14 73.21 82.31 41.66 51.68 42.24 I 
115.11 82.23 78.84 91.54 41.66 51.68 47.87 I 
111.0 91.16 81.66 94.65 "·" 51.68 47.87 I 115.11 96.16 87.29 94.65 "·" 53.5 41.81 : 121.11 97.25 91.92 112.9 47.18 53.5 47.87 I 
125.11 116.1 92.92 111.1 44.94 59.13 45.15 1 
131.11 117.3 111.4 111.1 49.22 56.32 45.15 I 
1J:I.H 118.5 187 119.3 57.78 45.15 45.15 1 
141.11 113.5 119.8 l31.7 53.5 47.87 45.15 : 
ntLnnLJI:. u~YI..I-V• Lu ;,m;rm ;)lnLOI;) •lOW'" I 
I 
SEC SS-2 SEC 2·3 SEC 3·4 SEC 4·' SEC 5-6 
TAU l TAU l TAU l TAU l TAU l 
I I I I I 
.me -.135 .1411 .1132 -.127 
.1311 -.145 .1374 .1965 -.127 
.1195 .1161 -.114 .1382 -.127 
.2621 -.181 .1819 .1834 -.127 
.1991 -.164 .1782 .1668 -.191 
.23'11 -.199 .2228 .1536 -.191 
.271!8 -.133 .2673 .1856 -.127 
.2673 .1276 .1297 .1558 -.127 
.4198 -.278 .3182 .11n -.191 
.3469 -.152 .2116 .1746 -.164 
.2841 .1741 .1634 .1166 I 
.3752 -.157 .3136 -.117 I 
.3637 -.116 .4864 -.116 .1271 
,3522 .1348 .4381 -.129 .1635 
.4947 -.371 .6684 -.143 .1635 
,4318 -.145 .5718 -.159 7e-15 
.4117 -.291 .7575 -.169 .19115 I 
.5115 -.325 .8121 -.127 .1635 1 
.44Bb -.199 .11583 -.279 .1915 I 
,4885 -.244 .9394 ·.195 .1915 I 
.4769 -.m 1.125 -.195 .1635 I 
.5168 -.348 1.121 -.112 .1635 1 
.5153 -.197 1.121 -.167 .1271 1 
.4937 -.267 1.259 -.125 .1271 : 
.5849 -.487 1.493 -.276 .3116 I 
.5221 -.261 1.396 -.138 .2541 I 
.5115 -.331 1.389 .2479 )))}) : 
.5514 -.5Bb 1.764 .1197 .1635 I 
l Of EST!MTED SHEAR STRENGTH 
SEC 1-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3·4 SEC 4-5 
1 l l 1 
I I I I 
.1143 -.139 .1227 .1188 
.3431 -.161 .1195 .1642 
.3128 .1289 -.113 .1919 
.6859 -.211 .1582 .1554 
.5214 -.171 .1551 .1118 
.6m -.111 .1938 .1121 
.7299 -.148 .2325 .1569 
.6998 .1418 .1258 .1136 
1.173 -.319 .26BI .1671 
.9183 -.158 .1841 .1m 
.7437 .1934 .1421 .1144 
.9624 -.174 .3423 -.114 
,9523 -.129 .4231 -.177 
.9221 .1387 .3811 -.186 
1.295 -.413 .~13 -.195 
1.131 -.161 .4973 -.139 
1.235 ·.322 .6588 -.112 
1.339 -.361 .6975 -.165 
1.175 -.111 .7395 -.185 
1.279 -.271 .8171 -.131 
1.249 -.348 .9785 -.131 
1.353 -.387 .9753 -.174 
1.323 -.219 .9153 -.111 
1.293 -.297 1.m -.183 
1.531 -.541 1.298 -.184 
1.367 -.291 1.214 -.192 
1.331 -.367 1.218 .1646 




































FOR Y!EN I FOR Y!Ei 2 LOAD 
1!Nlllllft DEPTH = I K!NlftUII DEPTH • I I TONS I SECTION I 
~l!lllft DEPTH• 75 ftAI!ftllll DEPTH • 75 .II I 
,!N!IK!ft LOAD • I ft!N!IIIJ!I 1 STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 5.11 .Hll 
1Ailftllll LOAD • 211 ftAIIKIIII 1 STRESS TO STREN&TH • I U.H .H58 
_DAD IN TONS 1 OF STREII6TH 15,H .H93 
lEPTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET 21.11 .mt 
~.II .122! 
31.H .1283 
'OR Y!US 3 TO I 35.H .135' 
I!M!IIIJ!I IIOYEIIENT • I II.H .1471 
IAI!Illft IIOYEKENT • 3 45.11 .1571 
I!MllUI 1 STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 51.H .1694 
IAI!IUI 1 STRESS TO STRENSTH • 1 55.11 .1134 
. OF STRENGTH 61.H .1917 
11YEJ1ENT In !NtHES 65,H .1177 
·z CURYE 71.H .!442 














KDYEIIENT AT BOTTDK OF PILE SECTION UNCHESI 
SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 
I I I I 
.1121 .1111 .1121 .Hll 
.1148 .1128 .1118 .1128 
.H63 .1153 .1133 .1143 
.llll .H81 .1161 .H61 
.1171 .1131 .H91 .1191 
.1223 .1!73 .1123 .1113 
.1219 .1229 .1169 .1139 
.1311 .1331 .1241 .1211 
.149! .1411 .1321 .1271 
.1584 .1514 .1394 .1324 
.1694 .1614 .1494 .1414 
.1847 .1737 .1617 .1517 
.!117 .1197 .1767 .1647 
.1262 .1142 .1112 .1872 
.1667 .1517 .1367 .1227 
.2115 .1955 .1785 .1645 
.2668 .2498 .2328 .2168 
.3348 .3161 .2988 .2828 
.4168 .3188 .3718 .3531 
.5155 .4155 .4665 .4415 
.59511 .5731 .5541 .5361 
.7n3 .6863 .6653 .6473 
.7961 .7731 .7521 .7331 
1.114 .9894 .9674 ,9484 
1.118 1.191 1.171 1.149 
1.382 1.355 1.332 1.312 
1.674 1.645 1.618 1.612 
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ltln CDIIPRUSIO!I TEST 2-2 
_OAD DISTRIBUTION C~S ................... ________________________________________________________________________ ., ___________________________________________________________ ., ______________________________________________________________ .. _ 
HHE DRIVEN •IS AUG 81 : LENGTH DF TELL TALE RDDS DEPTHS TO mPDINTS OF PILE SECTIONS !FEET! 
lATE TESTED =24 M16 82 ROD II ROD 12 ROD 13 ROD 14 ROD 15 ROD 1b &ROUND SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION b 
IFEETI !l.iB 21.48 31.78 42.127 52.53 o2.B3 SURFACE ISS- TT II ITTI-TT21 ITT2-TT31 ITT3-TT41 ITTHTSI ITTS-Tlbl 
IINCHESI 132.9 257.7 lB!.l SIS. 52 b3i.3 7S3.9 I -3.59 -12.4 -22.7 -33.1 -43.4 -Sl.8 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY I 3.587 12.37 22.72 33.15 4l.4l S3.7B 
·------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.. ·-------------------------------·-------·--------------------------------------------------------
llE AREA ISQ llltHESI • 21.4 SATURATED UNIT NEIGH! Of SOIL IPCFI = 131 : DEPTHS TO BOTTOn Of PILE SECTIONS IFEETI 
·DIIII&S IHI!II.li!S 11511 • 15111 INTERNAL FRICTION ANGLE IDEGREESI • 4i IRAD!ANSI• .b98! : SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
X!Al LEN&TH IFEETI • 59.4 DEPTH TO IIATER TABlE !FEET! = -17.5 : -7.17 -17.6 -27.9 -38.2 -48.6 -S8.9 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES DNL Y 7.174 17.57 27.!7 38.23 48.03 58.93 
ILE mlii(TER lliiOfSI ........................ so : ESTIMTED SHEAR STRENGTH AT BOTTilll OF SECTIONS ITSFI 
S TD TELLTAlE lllll.S llii0£SI ................... 40.81 TELLTAlE DIALS TO BUTT IIEASUREftENTS I!NCHE~I .... 15.69 : .l913 .9561> 1.249 !.542 1.837 2.129 
--------··----------------------------.. ·--------------------------------------------------------- ---·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .. ------------------
PILE BUTT DEFLECTION I!NCIIESI I!EASURED TEll TALE DATA I!NCHESI TELLTALE 
PPllED : li'STREAII CORNERS DONNSTREAII CORHERS AVERAGE TELLTALE TELLTAlE TELLTAlE TELLTALE TELLTALE NO. b 
LOAD : nzssoon SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE ft!SSOURI SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE PILE BUTT NO. I N0.2 110. l NO. 4 110. 5 I TIP I 
(J0NS) : DR lELIA DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA PIOVEftENT Oft DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA 
5.H : 2.157 I 2,749 I 2.54 B 2.712 I I .242 I .844 I .991 I .99 I .351 ! .sss I 
II.H I 2.~ .HI 2. 745 .114 2.53b .114 2.719 .l!ll .113 .243 .Ill .847 .Ill .994 .m .993 .Ill .352 .Ill .sse .Bil 
15.11 : 2.154 .Hl 2.739 .u 2.slz .m 2.717 .liS .me .m .m .as .IBo .m .no .990 .lib .351> .115 .SS9 .e!4 
21.11 : 2.153 .114 2.731 .117 2.52b .114 2. 711 .liB .eus .24b .1!4 .852 .118 1.111 .II !.Ill .111 .lb .il9 .SbS .II 
25.11 : 2.15 .117 2.725 .124 2.S1 .12 2. 712 .!1 .1153 .247 .1!5 .855 .111 1.115 .114 !.liS .liS .3b4 .1!3 .S6B .Ill 
31.11 : 2.141 ·"' 2.718 .131 2.513 .127 2.698 .1!4 .1213 .248 .1!6 .857 .m 1.119 .116 1.119 .119 .368 .117 .572 .!17 
35.11 : 2.145 .112 2.71 .139 2.517 .Ill 2. b94 .118 .12SS ,25 .liB .86 .lib !.Ill .122 1.114 .124 .372 .121 .Sib .121 
41.11 : 2.142 .115 2. 712 .14.7 2.511 .139 2. 689 .123 .131 .251 .1!9 .Sol .m 1.117 .126 1.118 .128 .377 .126 .sa .m 
4S.H : 2.131 .119 2.695 .154 2.495 .!45 2.685 .127 .13bl .252 .II .861> .122 1.122 .Ill 1.122 .132 .382 .Ill .S85 .!3 
51.11 2.133 .124 2.087 .162 2. 488 • 152 2.079 .133 .!428 .254 .112 .869 .125 1.126 .135 1.127 .ll7 .387 .ll6 .589 .134 
55.11 2.128 .129 2.679 .17 2.48 .lb 2.m .m .1495 .251> .114 .872 .128 1.13 .ll9 !.132 .142 ,392 .141 .S9S .14 
61.11 2.122 .135 2.67 .179 2.473 .107 2.o6o .14o .1Sb8 .257 .115 .875 .131 1.134 .143 1.138 .148 .398 .147 .598 .143 
bS.II 2.115 .142 2.61>1 .188 2. 465 .175 2.m .m .1645 .259 .117 .878 .134 1.138 .147 !.143 .153 .413 .152 .m .1s2 
71.11 2.117 .IS 2.652 .197 2.456 .184 2.651 .161 .173 .26 .118 .881 .137 1.142 .151 1.148 .158 .419 .158 .bll .ISS 
~ 75.11 2 .157 2.042 .!17 2.447 .193 2.642 .17 .IBIB : .202 .12 .884 .14 !.14b .ISS 1.15l .lbl .415 .164 .019 .Bb4 
BI.H !,, .167 2.631 .!18 2.437 .113 2.632 .18 .192 : .264 .122 ,887 .143 1.151 .16 1.158 .108 .421 .!7 .625 .17 
BS.H 1.97t .171 2.617 .132 2. 425 .!IS 2.62 .!92 .1143 : .205 .123 .891 .147 1.1511 .165 !.lb4 .174 .427 .176 .631 .170 
91.11 l.t64 .191 2.612 .147 2.41 .13 2.61S .117 .1188 : .267 .125 .894 .IS 1.16 ,169 !.169 ,179 .433 .182 .637 .182 
95.11 1.m .112 2. 575 .174 2.38S .ISS 2.58 • 132 .1433 : .209 .127 .897 .153 1.165 .174 1.174 .184 .438 .187 .b4l .188 
111.11 1.'117 .IS 2.534 .215 2.346 .!94 2.54 .172 .!828 : .271 .129 • 911 .IS7 1.11 .m 1.18 .19 .445 .194 .649 .194 
115.11 1.174 .113 2.499 .25 2.31 .23 2.51S .217 .2175 : .m .131 .914 .16 1.174 .183 1.185 .195 .4S .199 .bSI .190 
l!I.H :.131 .m 2.461 .281 2.274 .200 2.471 .24! .253S : .274 .132 .'117 .163 !.179 .188 1.19 .I .m .m .6Sl .198 
115.0 1.792 .m 2.412 .337 2.m .m 2.423 .289 .3115 : .270 .134 .912 .loB 1.185 .194 !.190 .!16 .4o2 .111 .o64 .:e~ 
121.H I, 7Sl .314 2. 36b • 383 2.184 .3Sb 2.l8 .m .3438 : .279 .Ill .m .111 1.19 .199 1.111 .111 .408 .!17 .b69 .114 
12S.H 1.693 .364 2.311 .m 2.120 .414 2.m .3Bo .4115 : .28 .138 .m .m 1.194 .113 1.117 .!17 .m .124 .673 .liB 
131.11 : 1.646 .411 2.202 .487 2.178 .462 2.277 • 435 .4488 : .282 .14 .922 .178 1.199 .118 1.!12 .122 .48 .129 .bBS .ll 
13S.O : 1.614 .453 2;2!S .S34 2.128 .512 2.220 .4Bo ,49o3 : .284 .142 .925 .181 1.113 .!12 !.119 .1:19 .487 .136 .692 .137 
141.11 : 1.536 .m 2;.151 .598 !.t64 .570 2.163 .549 .561 : .286 .144 .92'1 .185 1.119 .!18 1.124 .134 .m .!42 .698 .143 __., 
145.11 : 1.4113 .574 2.193 .656 1.917 .m 2.115 .617 .bl15 : .287 .145 .m .188 1.113 .!22 1.13 .14 .499 .148 .714 .149 ......., 
151.11 : 1.364 .693 1.98 .769 1.792 .748 z.m .m • 7315 : .289 .147 .m .191 1.119 ,128 1.136 .!4b .585 .154 .711 .!Sb 1.0 
DAD AT 
'ROOND 
UlifACE LOAD II PILE AT SECTION ftiDPOINT 
!TillS I SECTION I SECTION 2 SECT!Dfl 3 SECT!Oll 4 SECTION 5 SECTIOH 6 
·" I I I I I I li.U -1.71 5.144 I I -5.14 5.194 
15.H 3.131 7. 716 I I -2.57 -2.61 
21.0 4.139 11.29 5.194 2.584 -5.14 2. 597 
15.11 5.149 15.43 7. 791 2.584 -5.14 ))))) 
31.11 6.15! 18.11 12.91 2.58.4 -5.14 ))))) 
35,11 11.81 21.58 15.58 5.168 -7.72 ))))) 
41.11 11.81 25.12 lB. II 5.168 -5.14 -2.61 
45.11 12.12 31.97 23.37 2.584 -2.57 -2.61 
51.H 17.51. 33.44 25.97 5.168 -2.57 -5.19 
55.11 22.29 36.11 29.57 7. 752 -2.57 -2.61 
61.U 23.31 41.15 31.17 12.92 -2.57 -11.4 
65.el 28.14 43.73 33.76 15.51 -2.57 ))))) 
71.11 2'1.15 48.87 36.36 18.19 ))))) ))))) 
75.11 33.79 51.44 38.96 21.67 2. 572 )))i) 
SUI 38.53 54~11 44.15 21.67 5.144 ))))) 
85.H 39.54 61.73 46.75 23.26 5.144 ))))) 
91.11 44.28 64.31 49.34 25.84 7. 716 ))))) 
9S,H 49.12 66.88 54.54 25.84 7. 716 2.597 
.H.H 53.76 72.12 57.14 . 28.42 11.29 ))))) 
.15.11 511.49 74.59 59.73 31.11 11.29 -7.79 
11.11 59.51 79.74 64.!3 31.11 12.86 -lB. 2 
15.11 64.24 87,45 67.5f 31.11 12.86 -5.19 
21.11 72.71 87.45 72.72 31.11 15.43 -7.79 
25.11 73.12 95.17 72.72 36.18 18.11 -15.6 
31.11 78.46 97,74 77.91 36.18 18.11 2.597 
35.11 13.21 111.3 81.51 43.93 18.11 2.597 
4t.tl 87.!4 115.5 85.71 41.34 21.58 2.597 
45.11 88.95 111.6 88.31 46.51 21.58 2.597 
51.11 93.68 113.2 96.19 46.51 21.58 5.194 
AYE RASE DEYELII!'ED SHEAR STRESS IT Sf l 
SEC 65-2 S€C 2-3 S€C 3-4 SEC 4-5 SEC 5-6 
TAU % TAU % TAU 1 TAU 1 TAU % 
I I I I I 
.1841 .1165 I .1162 -.214 
.1261 .1598 I .ISJI .1115 
.1682 .1155 .1542 .1596 -.161 
.1657 .1582 .1181 .1596 -.117 
.2177 .1139 .2159 .1596 -.117 
.2498 .1134 .2161 .2661 -.161 
.2473 .1561 • 2711 .2131 -.153 
.2448 .1551 .4314 .1165 .1m 
.2868 .1546 .4317 ,1599 .1543 
.3289 .1541 .4321 .2132 .IllS 
.3264 .2168 .3786 .3199 .1618 
.3684 .2!63 .3789 .3733 -.153 
.3659 .2591 .3792 .3736 3o-17 
.4181 .2585 .3794 .3738 .1533 
.4511 .2142 .4872 .3217 .1165 
. 4831 .3112 .4875 .3741 .1165 
.4451 .3197 .4878 .3743 .1598 
.4871 .2554 .5956 .3743 .1161 
.4846 .3181 ,,58 .3745 .2131 
.5266 .3176 .5961 •• 279 .3743 
.5241 .3166 .7139 .3748 .6427 
.4771 .4126 .7578 .3748 .3738 
.5637 .3151 .8656 .3217 .4818 
.5166 .4648 .7583 .3753 .6954 
.5517 .4115 .8661 .3753 .m1 
.6117 .4111 • 7591 .5354 .3191 
.5982 .4191 .9215 .m9 .3723 
.5957 .4617 .8672 .5356 .3723 
.6378 .3536 !.129 .5356 .3!85 
% OF EST lnATED SHEM STRENSTH 
SEC 1-2 S€C 2-3 S€C 3-4 S€t 4-5 
I I 1 % 
I I I I 
.2149 .1113 I .1689 
.3224 .1671 I .1344 
.4298 .1113 .1434 .1135 
.4234 .1654 .1865 .1115 
.5319 .1186 .1729 .1135 
.6384 .1181 .1731 .1725 
.6321 .1632 .2162 .1381 
.6256 .1621 .3455 .e691 
.7331 .1616 • 3457 .1136 
.8415 .1611 .3459 .1382 
.8341 .2162 .3132 .2174 
.9416 .2157 .3134 .2421 
.9352 .2718 .3136 .2422 
1.141 .2712 .3139 .2424 
1.151 .2135 .3112 .2179 
1.131 .3243 ,3914 .2425 
1.137 .3238 .3916 .2427 
1.245 .2671 ,4769 .2427 
1.238 .3221 .4772 .2428 
1.346 .3216 .4774 .2775 
1.339 .3215 .5637 .2431 
1.219 .4313 .6169 .2431 
1.441 .3189 .6932 .2186 
1.321 .4859 .6173 .2433 
1.428 .4291 .6936 .2433 
1.535 .4286 .6179 .3471 
1.529 .4275 .7372 .2781 
!.522 • 4827 .6945 .3473 





































OR VIEi I FOil VIEi 2 LOAD ~OYE!ENT AT BOTTOII OF PILE SECTION I INCHES I 
INIIIIJII DEPTH = I !INI!U/1 DEPTH = I ITOHSI SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
AllllJft DEPTH= 61 !AX!ftllll DEPTH • 75 5.11 .1!12 .11!2 .1112 .1112 .1112 .em 
IN!Illft LOAD = I KINiftiJII t STRESS TO STRENGTH = I 11.11 .1125 .1115 .1115 .1115 .1125 .1115 
41III!IIt LOAD= 211 IIAI!ftllll t STRESS TO STRENGTH • I I5.11 .li45 .1115 .1115 .1115 .1125 .1135 
DAD IN TONS t OF STREIISTH 21.11 .1177 .1137 .1117 .1117 .1127 .IBI7 
;PTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET 25.11 .I ItS .1155 .1125 .1115 .1135 .1135 
31.11 .1157 .1187 .H37 .1127 .1147 .1147 
35.11 .1192 .1112 .1152 .1132 .1162 .1162 
JR VIENS 3 TO 8 41.11 .1241 .1141 .071 .HSI .1171 .UBI 
:NIIRJN !OI'I:!ENT • I 45.11 .1284 .1164 .1174 .llb4 .1174 .H84 
llii'LIII 1\!JVEI\fNT • 3 51.11 .1332 .1212 .1112 .1182 .1192 .1112 
:NIIRJft ! STRESS TO STRENGTH = I 55.11 .1382 .1242 .1132 .1112 .1112 .1122 
illlllft ! STRESS TO STRENGTH = I 61.11 .1447 .1287 .1167 .1117 .1127 .1167 
Of STRENGTH 65.11 .1517 .em .1217 .1147 .1157 .1157 
lVEI\ENT IN iNCHES 71.11 .1584 .1394 .1254 .1184 .l!e4 .1184 
., C\Ji'IE 75.11 .1654 .1454 .1314 .1224 .1214 .1214 
81.11 .1739 .1529 .1359 .1279 .em .1259 
85.11 .1854 .1614 .1434 .1344 .1324 ,1324 
91.0 .1981 .1731 .1541 .1441 .1411 .1411 
95.11 .1219 .1949 .1739 .1639 .1619 .em 
111.11 .1586 .1316 .1186 .1976 .1936 .1936 
liS. II .1916 .1626 .1396 .1276 .1236 .12lhl 
111.11 .2269 .1959 .1719 .1589 • I539 .1619 
IIS.H .2731 .2391 .2131 .21I! .1961 .1981 
121.0 .3126 .2786 .2516 .2386 .2326 .2356 
125.11 .3686 .3316 .3136 .2896 .2826 .2886 
131.11 .4151 .3771 .3471 .3331 .3261 .3251 
135.11 .4618 .4218 .me .3738 .3668 .3658 
141.11 .5238 .4828 .me .me .4258 .4248 
145.11 .5796 .53.0 .5126 .4846 .4766 .4756 
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Ill" COIIPRESSION IESI 2-3 
LOAD DISIRIBUTION CURVU 
--~-·-·----~-~------~---------------------.. ----------.. ---------------------------------------.. --------------------------------·-------------~-----·------------------------------------------------
lilliE DRIVEN •27 AU6 82 I LENGTH OF TELLTALE RODS DEPTHS TO "IDPDINTS OF PILE SECTIONS IFEEil 
lATE TESTED •3 SEPT 82 I RDD II ROD 12 ROD 13 RDD 14 ROD 15 ROD 16 &llOIJND SECIION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
IFEETI 11.11 24.11 36.81 48.998 61.!1 74.71 SUIIFACE 165-1111 IIT!-117l ITI2-IT31 I Til-Till ITIHTSI 1115-Tlbl 
IINCHESI 133.3 288.1 1.41.7 587.98 742.8 896.1 I -3.26 -13.1 -25.8 -38.3 -51.! -63.7 
FOR PLOT Pl.l!POS€S Olil. Y I 3.261 12.!7 2S.82 38,32 Sl.86 63.11 
---·---------·-----------·-------·------------------------------------------------------------------------·----------·------------·--------------------------------·---------------·-----~--------------------
'ILE !REA ISII INCH€SI • 21.4 SATURATED UNIT 11El6lll Of SOIL IPCFI • Ill I I!£PTHS TO BOliO" Of PILE SECTIONS IFEETI 
'0111165 IIODIII.US ITS II , ISS II INTERNAL FRICTION ANBLE IDESREESI • II IRADI~NSI• .6981 I SECIIOII I SECTION 2 SECI!ON 3 SECI!ON 4 SECTION 5 SECI!ON 6 
iliA!. LENBIH IFEETI ' 1Z DEPTH TO WATER TABlE IF££11 : -16.4 I -6.52 -19.1 -32.1 -11.1 -57.3 -71. I 
FOR PlOT PURPOSES ONLY 6.521 1!.12 32.22 11.41 57.31 71.11 
'ILE rEl!t~TER !INCHES I ........................ 56 I ESTIIIATEO SHEAR STREN6TH AT SOliDI! Of SECTIONS IISFI 
'S TO TELLTAlE DIALS IINCHESI ................... 55.16 TELLTAlE DIALS 10 BUll ftEASUII~EMTS llNCHESI .... 9.75 : .3557 .'1812 1.313 1.689 2.155 2.418 
-----·--------------------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------------------·-------------------------------------------------.. ·-----------------------------------· 
PILE BUll OEFLECIION UNCHESI IIEASUREO TELLTALE DATA !INCHES I TELLTALE 
PPLIED I ~SIREA~ CORNERS OOIINSTREAII CORNERS AVERA BE TELLTALE IELLI~LE TELLTALE IELLTAI.E TELL I ALE NO. 6 
LOAD I ft!SSOURI SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE "ISSDUIU SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE PILE BUTT NO. I N0.2 N!l. 3 MD. 4 MD. 5 III PI 
!TONS I I DR DELIA DR DELTA OR DELTA DR DELTA IIOvtiiENT DR DELl~ OR DELIA DR DELIA DR DELTA DR DELIA DR DELTA 
.II I 2.861 I 2.m I 2.195 I 2.38! 8 I .81! I .573 I 1.25 I 1.2'1'1 I 1.19 I l.l74 I 
5.11 1 2.856 .m 2.696 .183 2.89 .liS 2.386 .113 .114 .81 .Ill .57S .112 !.253 .113 1.312 .113 1.1!2 .112 !.378 .184 
lUI : 2.81! .112 2.613 .116 2.88S .I! 2.38 .119 .H!3 .8!2 .113 .57! .116 1.257 .117 1.318 .m I. 197 .187 !.381 .1!1 
!5.11 I 2.84 .121 2.689 .!1 2.88 .115 2.313 .116 .1155 .814 .liS .583 .II 1.262 .m 1.312 .113 1.212 .112 1.387 .Ill 
21.11 I 2.831 .I) 2.684 .m 2.871 .121 2.365 .124 .1225 .81S .116 ,587 .111 1.267 ,ll) 1.318 .II! 1.218 .118 1.m .m 
25.11 I 2.82 .Ill 2.678 .121 2.867 .128 2.3S6 .133 .1318 .817 .118 .589 .116 1.272 .122 1.324 .125 1.215 .125 1.1 .i26 
lUI I 2.817 .154 2.612 .127 2.857 .138 2.345 .144 .1418 ,81! ,II .5!4 .121 1.27! .12! 1,331 .132 [.222 .132 l.IIB .131 
35.11 I 2.794 .167 2.669 .ll 2.851 .111 2.33J .IS6 .1493 .82 .111 .598 .125 1.281 .134 1.333 .131 1.23 .II l.ll5 .Ill 
41.11 I 2. 718 .183 2.669 .13 2.84 .ISS 2.31! .17 .15!5 I .822 .113 .611 .128 1.29 .14 1.311 .142 1.238 .148 1.424 .15 
45.11 I 2.155 .116 2.633 .166 2.122 .173 2.2!8 .191 .181 I .821 .m .615 .132 1.2!6 .116 1.318 .II! 1.247 .157 1.m .m 
Sl.ll I 1.726 .llS 2.612 .187 2.787 .118 2.26! .12 .ll25 I .825 .116 .61 .137 1.312 .152 1.361 .162 1.25S .165 1.411 .167 
55.11 I 2.61 .181 2.572 .127 2.142 .153 2.225 .161 .1S63 I .827 .liB .614 .Ill 1,318 .ISS !.366 .167 1.261 .171 [,418 .174 
61.11 I 2. 621 .1116 2.515 .181 2.681 .213 1.171 .218 .213! I ,82! .12 .618 .145 1.312 .162 1.372 .173 1.267 .177 1.453 .17! 
65.11 I 2.562 .29! 2.163 .236 2.625 .27 2.lll .278 .2718 I .831 .122 ,622 .II! 1.318 .168 1.378 .17! 1.213 .883 1.15! .ISS 
71.11 I 2.SI5 .3S6 2.117 .292 2.5i .325 2.159 .33 .3258 I ,832 .123 .626 ,153 1.322 .172 1.384 .185 1.179 .18! !.165 .191 
75.11 I 1.453 .188 2.367 .332 2.5!! .316 1.9!8 .391 .3768 I .834 .125 .629 .156 1.328 .178 1.385 .186 1.265 .195 l.l7l .197 
81.11 I 2.l!S .166 2.382 .397 2.163 .m 1.!57 .432 .4318 I .m .121 .m .16 1.334 .181 [.394 .liS 1.291 .lll 1.178 .lSI 
85.11 1 2.342 .m 2.243 .456 2.41 .485 1.8!9 .49 .487S .838 .12! .637 .164 1.339 .18! 1.182 .113 1.298 . liB [.164 .ll 
!1.11 I 2.286 .575 2.189 .51 2. 356 .53! 1.842 .517 .5428 .84 .131 .64 ,167 1.311 .1!1 1.411 .ll 1.315 .us 1.1!1 .117 
95.11 I 2.238 .623 1.111 .558 2.316 .58! 1.713 .5!6 .S!IS .812 .133 .645 .112 1.35 .I 1.411 .liS 1.311 .121 1.499 .125 
111.11 I 2.182 .679 1.165 .614 2.24! .646 1.738 ,651 .6415 • 811 • 135 .64! .116 1.355 .115 1.121 .122 1.318 .128 1.se7 .m 
115.11 I 2.131 .127 2.145 .651 2.213 .6!2 1.6! .6!! .6!3 .846 .137 .6S2 .17! 1.36 .II 1.428 .129 t.m .m 1.m .m 
118.11 : 2ol76 .785 1. !89 .71 2.143 .752 1.632 .7S7 .751 .817 .138 .656 .183 1.366 .116 1.434 .m 1.332 .112 1.52 .[16 
115.11 I 2.116 ,845 1.!32 .767 2.164 .811 1.515 .811 .Sill ,81! .14 .66 ,187 1.312 .122 1.11 .lll [.33! .II! 1.527 .153 
121.11 i 1.!48 .913 1.871 .828 2.118 .877 1.512 .877 .8738 .IS .111 .664 .Ill 1.378 .128 1.447 .146 1.316 .IS6 1.531 .16 
125.11 I 1.889 • !12 LSI! .8! 1.!56 .m 1.45 .!39 .m .852 .113 ,668 .liS 1.384 .131 !.454 .ISS 1.354 .[64 1.512 .168 
131.11 I 1.823 1.138 1.139 .!6 1.8! l.HS 1,382 I,H7 1.113 .854 .115 .672 .1!9 1.3! ·" 1.161 ,[62 1.361 .m 1.51! .17S 135.11 I 1.718 1.113 1.671.12! !.812 l.ISl 1.315 1.184 1.177 .856 .147 .615 .112 1.395 .liS 1.46! • 17 1.37 ,18 I.SSS .164 
141.11 I 1.645 1.216 1.565 l.l34 1.1l3 1.182 1.217 l.l82 1.11! ,859 .15 .681 .118 1.411 .154 1.417 .178 1.376 .186 1.567 .193 
145.11 I 1.531 1.33 1.464 1.235 1.613 1.2!2 1.199 1.2t 1.287 .861 .152 ,681 .114 1.413 .163 1.48[ .182 l.lB! .1!! 1.517 .213 .,... 
151.11 1.316 1.515 1.245 1.454 1.387.1.518 .884 1.515 1.513 .861 .ISS .694 .121 1.122 .[12 1.4'1'1 .2 1.111 .211 l. 5! .216 I re 
LDAD AT 
SRIIIIND 
~ACE LOAD IN PILE AT SEtTIDII ftiDPOINT 
IIIIlS I SECTIDII 1 SECTION 2 SECTION 3 S£CT!ON 4 SECTIOM 5 SECTION 6 
.II I I I I I I 
5.11 .5838 2.114 2.191 I -2.17 4.181 
11.11. 5.269 6.221 2.191 4.391 -4.15 I 
15.11 9.955 11.37 4.181 2.1!5 -2.17 2.191 
21.11 11.54 16.59 6.271 4.391 -2.17 2.191 
25.11 15.22 16.59 12.54 6.564 I 2.191 
31.11 19.91 22.81 16.72 6.584 I 4.181 
:r.t.ll 21.49 29.13 11.11 St-13 12.44 2.191 
11.11 25.11 31.11 25.11 4.391 12.44 4.181 
45.11 29.87 35.25 29.2i 6.584 16.59 4.181 
S.ll 31.45 43.55 31.35 21.95 6.221 4.181 
55.11 :r.t.l3 47.69 35.53 19.75 8.295 6.271 
61.11 39.82 51.84 35.53 24.14 8.295 4.181 
65.11 44.51 55.99 39.71 24.14 8.295 4.181 
71.11 15.19 62.21 39.71 28.53 1,295 1.181 
75.11 49.71 64.28 45.91 11.56 18.66 4.181 
81.11 54,46 68.43 51.16 24.14 12.44 6.271 
15.11 59.15 72.58 52;25 31.73 11.37 4.181 
91.11 63.13 71.65 56.13 35.12 11.37 1.111 
95.11 111.52 81.17 51.52 32.!2 12.41 1.359 
IN. II 73.21 85.12 61.61 37.31 12.44 11.15 
IIS.H 77.8'1 87.19 64.79 11.71 12.44 8.359 
111.11· 78.47 93.3\ 68.96 11.71 11.52 8.359 
115.11 83.16 97.16 73.11 11.71 16.59 1.359 
121.11 83.71 113.7 77.32 13.91 16.59 8.3S9 
125.11 88.13 117.8 81.51 16.19 18.66 8.359 
131.11 93.11 112.1 15.68 18.29 18.66 8.359 
135.11 97.81 114.1 89.16 51.87 21.71 8.359 
141.11 116.6 121.3 96.13 52.67 21.71 11.15 
145.11 111.3 128.6 112.1 41.71 35.25 8.359 
151.11 121.1 136.9 116.6 61.45 22.81 11.15 
AYERASE DEVELOPED SHEAR STRESS I TSFI 
SEC 65-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-1 SEC 4-5 SEC s-6 
TAU l TAU l TAU l TAU l TAU 1 
I I I I I 
.1483 -lf-4 .1358 .1354 -.114 
.1624 .11189 -.139 .1458 -.169 
.1765 .1132 .1341 .1729 -.169 
.1563 .1721 .1322 .1114 -.169 
.1389 .1675 .1121 .1125 -.m 
.1188 .1116 .1738 .1125 -.171 
.19116 .1715 .3226 -.213 .1726 
.1469 .IllS .3548 -.138 .1378 
.1611 .!IN .3889 -.171 .2169 
.1166 .2134 .1612 ,2687 .1341 
.1217 .2129 .2715 ,1957 .1338 
.1348 .2721 .1953 .2717 .1686 
.1489 .2715 .2669 .2717 .16!6 
.1287 .3752 .1917 .3157 .1686 
.1771 .3153 .4874 -.119 .2415 
.1911 .3117 .4462 .1999 .1129 
.2152 ,3391 .3691 .3478 .1132 
.2536 .3139 .3655 .4228 .1132 
.2331 .3728 .4391 .3199 .1681 
.2175 .4171 .3995 .1248 .1332 
.2958 .3721 .3m ,1998 .1681 
.2757 .1161 .1676 .1611 .1127 
.2897 .4155 .5393 .4291 .1372 
.21>91> .4395 .5733 .1665 .1372 
.2837 .1391 .6171 .1685 .1718 
.2977 .4385 .6111 .5161 .1718 
.3461 .4133 .6112 .5831 .2161 
.3259 .1125 • 7451 .5156 .1715 
.2715 ,4363 1.111 .1112 .1185 
.2171 .5119 .7711 .6611 .2161 
1 Of ESTIIIATED SHEAR STREMSTH 
SEC 1-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-1 SEC 4-5 
l 1 1 l 
I I I I 
.1359 -lf-4 .1267 .1211 
.1755 .1713 -.129 .1863 
.2151 .1153 .1253 .1432 
.1584 .1756 .1241 .1654 
.nl6 .1689 .1761 .1666 
.3339 .1136 .1294 .1666 
.2172 .173! .2412 -.126 
.4131 .1125 .2642 -.181 
.4527 .1121 .2895 ·,Ill 
.2997 .2175 .1211 .1591 
.3393 .2171 .2114 .1159 
.3789 .2776 .1454 .1613 
.1185 .2771 .1987 .1613 
.3611 .3828 .1427 .2147 
.4978 .3115 .3629 -.111 
.5374 .3119 .3322 .1184 
.5771 .3459 .2748 .2159 
.7129 .3111 .2721 .2513 
.6562 .3814 .3268 .2172 
.6956 .1151 .2971 .2516 
,8317 .3795 .2918 .2961 
.7751 ,1113 .3481 .2751 
.8116 .1137 .IllS .2511 
.7579 .4181 .me .2762 
.7975 .1479 .4522 .2771 
.8371 .1173 .1775 .2996 
.9131 .4115 .1168 .3453 
.9163 .1117 .5519 .3231 
.7633 .1151 .7751 .1651 






































DR VIEW I FOR V!EN 2 LOAD ftOVEftENT AT BOTTO! OF PILE SfCJION UNCIIESI 
INIIIUn DEPTH z B ftiNiftUII DEPTH o I !TONS I SfCJIDN I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECJION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
AIIIIUft DEPTH= 75 IIAliiiUII DEPTH = 75 ,II I I I I I I 
INIIIUII LOAD • I ftiNIIIUft I STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 5.11 .1132 .1122 .1112 .1112 .1122 .em 
<UftU!ILOAD = 288 IIAllftUII I STRESS TD STRENGTH = I lUI .1166 .lllb .112b .1116 .1126 .112b 
lAD. IN IONS 1 OF STRENGTH 15.11 .1111 .1161 .1141 .1131 .1141 .1131 
oPTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET 21.11 .117l .1191 .1161 .1141 .1151 .1141 
25.11 .1m .1155 .1195 .1165 .1165 .em 
31.11 .ll17 .1217 .1127 .1197 .1197 .1177 
JR VIEWS 3 TO 8 35.11 .1393 .1253 .1163 .1163 .1113 .093 
iNIIIUII IIOVEIIENT • I 41.11 .1477 .1327 .1217 .1187 .1127 .1117 
UIIIU!I ftOY!'IENT • 3 45.11 .1714 .1534 .1394 .1364 .1284 .12b4 
:NIIIUII 1 STRESS TO STREN6TH = I 51.11 .1981 .1771 .1621 .1521 .1491 .1471 
liiiMJ!I I STRESS TO STRENliTH = I 55.11 .1399 .1169 .1999 .1989 .1869 .IBJ9 
Of STRENGTH 61.11 .1957 .1717 .1537 .1427 .1387 .13b7 
JVEIIENT IN INCHES 65.11 .2517 .2237 .2147 .1937 .1897 .1877 
., CIIRYE 71.11 .3149 .2749 .2559 .2m .2389 .2369 
75.11 .3548 .3231 .Jill . 2931 .2841 ,2821 
81.11 .4172 .J7l2 .3512 .3392 .3332 .3312 
85.11 .4611 • 4261 .4111 .3871 .3821 ,3811 
91.11 .5145 .4785 .4515 .4355 .1315 .4285 
95.11 .5614 .5224 .4914 .4794 .4734 .4694 
111.11 .6155 .5745 .5455 .5285 .5225 .5175 
115.11 .6592 .6172 .5862 .5672 .5612 .5572 
111.11 .7163 • 6713 .6383 .m3 .6123 .6183 
IIS.II .7727 • 7257 .6917 .6717 ,6637 .6597 
121.11 .1364 • 7864 • 7494 .m4 .7214 .7174 
125.11 .8958 .84J8 .8148 • 7838 .7748 ,7718 
131.11 ,9614 .9174 .8664 .8444 .8354 .8314 
135.11 1.134 .9794 .9364 .9114 .9114 .8974 
141.11 1.133 1.m 1.129 1.115 .9948 .9898 
145.11 1.239 1.177 1.128 1.119 1.192 1.188 
151.11 1.453 1.387 1.336 1.318 1.297 1.292 
....... 
~ 
A :I ·s :: C I I f) :: E :: F :: 6 :: H :: I :: J :: l: :: L :: ft : :- H :: 0 :: P :: Q I: R :I S I: T I: U l I 1J l: II ~ l J : l Y :: Z· :: AA l: AS I: AC :1 AO : l A£ :: ~F :: AS I : AH I: AI 
~" COIII'RESSIOM TEST 2·4 
OAII DISTRISUTIDH CURVES 
ATE !)RIVEN =26 AiJ6 82 
·ATE TESTED •2 SEPT 82 
ILE AREA lSD INCIIESI • 21.1 
OIJ!j$5 IIDDI.I.US ITSII • 15111 
CIAL LEI&TH IFEETI • 61 
ROD II 
IFEETI ll.64 
I INCHES! 139.1 
ILE PERl lifTER IIIICHESI ....................... . 




LENSTH OF TELLTALE RODS 
ROD 13 ROD II 
32.31 42.12 
388.1 512.64 
RDD 15 ROD 16 
53.12 63.42 
631.1 161.1 










INTERNAL FRICTION AN6LE IOE6REESI • II IRADIAMSI= .6981 : SECTION I 
DEPTH TO WATER TABLE IFEETI • -2t : ·6.18 
FOR PlOT PURPOSES ONLY 6.182 
56 
65.5 TELLTALE DIALS TO BUTT "EASIJRmKTS !INCHES! .... 11.69 : .3312 
PILE BtiTT DEFLECTION IINtHESI 
'Pt. lEI I lfSTREAII COR!IERS DillfiiSTREAft CORNERS AVERASE TELLTALE TELLTALE 
LOA& I "ISSIIIIII SIDE ILLINOIS SID£ ftiSSOURI SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE PILE BUTT Ill. I W0.2 
:roiisl : DR DELTA DR DeLTA DR DELIA DR DELTA MVmNT DR DELTA DR DELTA 
.II I 2.!11 I 2.811 I 2.!1 I 2.91! I I .111 I .361 I 
15.11 I 2.911 I 2.841 .136 2.884 .126 2.895 .114 .119 .119 .112 .367 .116 
31.11 : 2.933 .liB 2.195 .182 2. 853 .151 2.813 .136 .1458 .183 .186 .376 .115 
45.11 I 2.111 .161 2.114 .163 2.185 .125 2.814 .895 .1125 .186 .119 .385 .124 
61.11 : 2. 713 .228 2.53 .341 2.614 • 296 2.645' .261 .2838 .192 .115 .m .m 
75.11 : 2.441 .197 2.21 .631 2. 336 • 514 2.366 .513 .5628 .196 .119 .115 .144 
91.11 : 2.258 .683 2.12! .848 2.11 .17 2.158 .151 .m .282 .125 .415 .151 
. 15.11 : 1.263 1.618 1.22 1.657. 1.721 1.186 1.19 1.119 1.56 .217 .13 .416 .165 
21.11 I .515 2.396 .• 486 2.lll .965 1.945 .149 2.16 2.298 .212 .m .438 .111 
DEPTHS TO "IIIPOIMTS OF PILE SECTIONS IFEETI 
SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTIIIII I SECTIOII 5 
1111-TT21 1112-TT31 1113-TTII f111-TT51 
·ll.4 ·21.1 ·32.1 ·12.5 
11.:111 21.73 32.11 12.16 





SECTION 2 SECTIDH 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTlDN 6 
-16.6 -26.9 ·31.3 ·11.1 ·58.1 
~~ a6 ~u ~M ~% 
E51111AIED SHEAR STR£NSTH AT IOTTII!I OF SECTIONS IISFI 
.9114 1.286 1.51!1 1.815 2.167 
llfASUREO TELLTALE MIA I!NtHESI TELLTALE 
TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTALE NO. b 
NO, 3 NO. 4 11). 5 til PI 
OR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTR DR DELTA 
1.132 I .686 I .381 I .634 I 
1.142 .II .696 .11 .313 .119 ,64t .m 
1.1s1 .m .711 .125 .328 .124 .654 .e2 
l.lb1 .135 .128 .112 .316 .142 .614 .14 
1.181 .155 .142 .156 .362 .158 .691 .151 
1.112 .11 .158 .172 .m .m .m .11s 
1.111 .185 .772 .U6 .396 .192 .m .m 
1.133 .111 .IY .111 .Ill .II .142 .118 






URI' ACE LOAD IN ~ILE AT SECTIDH niDPOINT 
ITDNSJ SECTIOII I SECTIOII 2 SECTIIIII 3 SECTIO~ 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
·" I I I I I I 15.11 -4.59 11.29 11.39 ))))) -2.51 -5.!9 
31.11 -.526 23.15 25.'7 I -2.57 -11.4 
45.11 -.789 38.5! 28.51 18.14 1e-13 -5.19 
61.11 u.t3 IU7 54.54 2.577 5.141 -2.61 
75.H 15.99 64.31 61.52 5.154 1.116 ))))) 
98.11 28.11 74.59 8t,51 z.m 15.43 -2.61 
115.11 37.11 91.12 93.51 1.1l1 15.13 -5.19 
.21.11 45.51 118.1 911.19 15.46 12.86 -18.2 
AVERASE DEVELOPED SHEAR STRESS ITSFJ 
SEC 65-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-5 SEC 5-6 
TAU I TAU I TAU I TAU I TAU I 
a I I I I 
.1881 -.1!2 .2153 .1531 .1543 
.1291 -.156 .5382 .1531 .1618 
.1218 .2173 .2182 .3721 .1175 
.2115 -.117 1.177 -.153 .1613 
.2114 -.167 1.293 -.153 .1598 
.2'111 -.123 1.615 -.265 .3133 
.• 2821 -.112 1.171 -.159 .4271 
.2254 .2411 1.611 .1537 .6427 
I IIF ESTI"ATED SHEAR STRENSTH 
SEC 1-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC !-5 
I I I I 
I I I I 
.2631 -.1!2 .1614 .1336 
.3826 -.165 .41~ .1336 
.3584 .2292 .1691 .2354 
.6215 -.131 .8314 -.134 
.5973 -.114 1.115 -.133 
.8614 -.135 1.256 -.168 
.8363 -.119 1.382 -.111 















'OR VIEN 1 
IJNIIIUN DEPTH = 
1AIIIIIJII DEPTH= 
IINIIIIIll LOAD = 
IAIJIIUft LOAD • 
DAD IN TONS 
EPTH IN FEET 
5R VIEWS 3 TO B 
ININUN NOVEftENT = 





INiftUK I STRESS TD STRENGTH = 
HIJI!UK I STRESS TO STRENGTH = 
DF STRENBTH 
JVEI!ENT IN INCHES 
-z tuRYE 
FOR Y!EN 2 
ft!Hiftun DEPTH = 
ftKXII!IJII DEPTH • 
K!mUft I SlllESS TO STRENGTH = 
ftAllftl.ll I SIRESS TO STRENGTH = 
! OF STRENGTH 






liONS I SECTION I 





98.11 • 7413 
115.11 1.534 
12e.BB 2.267 
ftOYEmT AT BOTTON OF PILE SECTION fiNCHES! 
SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 
I I I I 
.IllS .ms .HIS .IllS 
.1318 .1218 .1218 .1228 
.1911 .1m .1721 .1721 
.2519 .2m .2299 .2279 
.ms .ms .ms ,491S 
• 7123 .6813 .6813 .1m 
1.499 1.463 1.461 1.4S4 














A :: B I I C :: t• :: E :: F l: 6 :: H :: 1 I: J. I: ·K l: L :: PI l: H l: 0 :: P :: Q :I R :: 5 :: T l: U :I Y l l W : l . X :: Y i: Z l l AA l: HB :: AC I: Ail :: HE l l AF :: HS :: AH l l AI 
•Aft COIIPRESSJON TEST 2-5 
DAD DJSTRJBUTIOfi CURVES 
ATE ORIYEN •28 SEPT 82 
ATE TESTED •6 OCT 82 
ILE AREA ISO INCHES I = 21. I 
JUIISS nDDIA.US 'ITSII • !Sill 
HAL LENGTH IFEETi : 68 
ROD II 





LENGTH OF TELLTALE RODS 
ROD 13 Rill 14 
32,.17 42.49 
386.1 SH,SS 
ROD IS ROD 16 
52.89 63.19 
634.7 758.3 










IIITERHAL FRICT!Ofi ANGLE ID£61!EESI • 41 IRAOIAIISI• .6981 I SECTION I 
DEPTH TO iATER TABlE !FEET I = -13 I -6,79 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY 6. 793 
lLE PERIIIUER I INCHES I .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. 56 
iTO TELLTALE DIALS IINCHESI ................... 56.13 TELLTALE DIALS TO BUTT IEASIIftEnENTS IINCHESI .... 9,125 l .37!5 
PILE BUTT DEFLECTION IINCHESI I 
'PLIED UPSTREA! CORNERS DONNSTREM CORNERS AVERm I TELLTALE TELLTALE 
Lllt\ll ft!SSOURI SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE ~ISSOURI SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE PILE BUTT I NO. I NO. 2 
!TONS I DR D£LTA DR DELTA DR DEm DR DELTA IIOI'Ei£NT I DR DELTA DR DELTA 
.II .l64 ! .388 I .264 I .274 I I I 1.9 I 1.711 I 
25.11 .l82 .liB .411 .116 .279 .liS .293 .119 .117 I 1.894 .116 1.691 .II 
51.11 .41 .146 .m .m .liS .141 ,321 .147 .1443 : 1.888 .112 1.678 .123 
75.11 .417 .193 .469 .181 .341 .177 .36 .!86 .IBIS I 1.88 .12 1.665 .136 
ill. II .495 .131 .497 .119 .389 .125 .411 .137 .1255 : 1.873 .127 1.651 .15 
25.11 .SS9 .195 .591 .m .455 .191 .491 .217 .199 I 1.865 .135 1.637 .164 
51.11 .642 .278 .617 .289 .536 .272 .568 .294 .2833 I 1.859 .141 1.624 .177 
15.11 .136 '372 • 717 .389 .631 .367 .668 ,391 .3815 I 1.852 .148 1.61 .191 
11.11 1.!26 .662 1.177 .689 .924 .66 .966 .692 .6758 I 1.845 .ISS 1.593 .118 
:25.1! 1.311 .947 1.374 .986 1.212 .m I .261 .99 .9678 I I.BJB .162 1.575 .126 
:26.!1 2.!82 1. 718 1.142 1.751 1.983 1.719 2.!32 I. 758 1.737 I 1.839 .161 1.571 .13 
DEPTHS TO ntDPOJNTS OF PIU SECTIONS IFEETI 
SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 
ITTI-TT21 ITT2-TT31 ITTHT41 ITT4-TT51 
-12.1 -22.3 -32.7 -43.1 





DEPTHS TO BOTTOft OF PILE SECTIONS IFEETI 
SECTIU. 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION S SECTIDH 6 
-17.2 -27.5 -37.8 -48.2 -58.5 
17.19 27,49 37.81 48.21 58. Sl 
ESTIIIATED SHEAR STRENGTH AT IIDTlOft OF SECTIONS ITSFI 
.8281 1.121 1.413 1.718 2.1!8 
IEASURED TELL TALE DATA IINCHESI TELL TALE 
TELLTALE TaL TALE TELLTALE Nil. 6 
.. Ill. 3 Ill. 4 NO. ~ ITIPI 
DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA 
1.754 I 1.671 I I. 713 i 1.731 I 
1.741 .Ill 1.659 .112 t.698 .m 1. 715 .116 
1.725 .129 1.639 .ll2 1.675 .138 1.692 .139 
I. 7IS .149 1.616 .!55 1.619 .165 1.661 .167 
1.686 .168 1.593 .178 1.622 .191 1.m .m 
1.665 .189 1.567 .114 1.593 ,12 1.615 .126 
1.645 .189 1.543 .128 1,563 '15 1.572 .1~9 
1.625 .129 !.SIB .153 1.535 .178 1.541 .!B7 
1.6!l .152 1.488 .183 1.511 .2e9 1.518 .223 
t.m .11s 1.161 .21 1.472 .241 1.472 .259 





:uilmE LOAD IN PILE AT lECTIDH !lliPDINT 
!TONS I SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTIOU SECTI!JH 6 
.II I I I I I I 
n.tt 6.414 11.11 7. 791 -2.51 7. 716 2.597 
51.11 .. 12.83 28.21 15.58 7.770 15.43 2.597 
75.11 27.12 41.15 33.76 15.55 25.72 5.194 
1H,U 37.41 59.16 46.75 25.92 33.44 11.39 
125.11 51.16 74.59 64.93 38.88 41.15 15.58 
151.11 58.18 92.61 83.11 49.25 56.59 13.31 
175.11 68.53 111.6 98.69 62.21 64.31 23.31 
111.11 18.88 136.3 114.3 8&.35 66.88 36.36 
125.11 89.23 161.6 !l7.3 91.12 19.14 46.15 
226.11 84.61 m.s 111.3 98.51 81.31 59.13 
AVERAGE DEYElll!'ED SHEAR STRESS !!SF I 
SEC .SS-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-~ SEC ~-5 SEC S-6 
TAU l TAU l TAU l TAU l TAU 1 
I I I I I 
.21.29 .1517 .2158 -.213 .1101 
.3878 .2632 .1622 -.158 • 2657 
.6148 .1531 .3785 -.211 .1251 
.1291 .2571 .4329 -.155 .4172 
.9111 .2111 .5414 -.141 .5214 
1.116 .1965 .1131 -.152 .6816 
1.151 .2466 .7582 -.143 .8414 
1.138 .4565 .1151 .2188 .6318 
1.179 .1735 . 7594 .2212 .6831 
.em 1.141 .5917 .3349 .4074 
l DF ESTiftATED SHEAR STREH5TH 
SEC 1-2 SEC 2-3 SEC 3-4 SEC ~-5 
l l l l 
I I I I 
• 7195 .1624 .1927 -.151 
1.147 .me .1449 -.112 
1.632 .1848 .3319 -.149 
1. 911 .3184 .3865 -.111 
2.431 .2417 .4833 -.133 
2. 768 .2313 .6283 -.117 
3.1!6 .2919 .6169 -.131 
3.171 .5514 .6294 .1913 
2. 912 .9342 .67el .1618 

















'Ill! iTEM I 
11MIIIIII DEPTH • I 
1111111111 »EPTH• 75 
11NIIUI LOAD • I 
1111111.111 LOAD • 251 
.DAD IN TOMS 
lEPTH IN FEET 
"DR YIEMS 3 TO 8 
IIMIIUI IIOI'EIIEIIT • 
'111111111 IIC'IriiENT • 
IMIIUI 1 STRESS TO STREliSTH • 
-'11111.111 1 STRESS TO STREMBTH • 
OF STRENSTH 
:O'IEIIEWT IN INCHtS 
-z CURVE 
FOR YIEM 2 
MINIIUI DEPTH • 
IIAIIIUIIIEPTH • 
MINIIMI 1 STRESS TO STREN6TH • 
ftAXIIUI 1 SIRES$ TO STREHSTH • 
1 OF STREMBTH 































MOVEMENT AT BOHOn Of PILE SECTION llltC!t:Sl 
SECTIOH 2 SECTIOH J SEtllON 4 SECTION S 
I I I I 
.1877 .1147 .1151 .H27 
.1221 .1167 .em .u77 
.em .1349 .1289 .liM 
.1783 .1613 .1513 .1313 
.1386 .1136 .1986 .1826 
.21es .ms .1595 .m5 
. m5 • 2565 • 2325 • 2175 
• 5734 '5294 • 4984 • 4724 
.8461 .7991 .1641 .7331 
















, M ; ; D i; 1. ; : li : i t. :; r i i l:i ; ; H ; ; I ; : J I: k. ; : L .: : r1 :: H l I 0 :! P :: Q ! i ~ :: S :: T i: U : i V : l N :: X I l Y : i l :: AA : i HB ! : AC :: AD :I AE I! Af i: A& :: HH :I AI 
oAft COIII'RESSION JEST 2-6 
.DAD DISTRIBUTION CURVES 
lt1lE DRIVEH =13 SEPT 82 
lAJ£ JESTED •23 SEPT 82 
'ILE AREA ISII INCHES! = 21.4 
'OIJIISS ftDDil.US ITS.ll • 15!11 







LENSJH OF TELL TALE RODS 
ROD 13 ROD 14 
34.56 47.36 
414.7 568.32 
ROD 15 ROD 16 
61.26 73.16 
723.1 876.7 





SATIIIATED IIHJT MEI&HT Of SOIL IPCFI • 131 : 
SECTIOII I 
ISS· TTl I 
-3.19 
3.191 
INTERNAL FRICTIOII AN6LE IDESREESI • 41 IRADIANSI• .6!81 l SECTIOII I 
DEPTH TD MATER TA9LE IFEETI • ·21,5 : ·6,38 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES ONLY 6. 381 
ILE PERiftETER UNCHESI .... .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. • .. 56 
S TD TELLTALE DIALS UNCHESI ................... 29,75 l£LLJALE DIALS TO IUTT 1£ASIIREMENJS IJIICHESI .. .. 11.5 l .3481 
PILE BUTT DEFLECTION UIEllf:SI : 
PPLIED : t.fSTREAft CORHERS llilliiiSTREM CORNERS AYERASE TELLTALE TELLTALE 
LOAD : ft!SSOIIRI SIDE Illllt!IIS SIDE mSOORI SIDE ILLINOIS SIDE PILE BUTT 110. I 110.2 
liONS! DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA MD YEllEN! DR DELTA DR DELIA 
.II ,973 I .823 I .942 I .545 I I 1.727 I 2.119 I 
25.11 .987 .114 .839 .116 .954 .112 .563 .118 .liS 1.722 .115 2.111 .118 
51.11 1.116 .133 .86 .137 .971 .m .587 .142 .1353 1. 716 .Ill 1.9'18 .121 
75.11 1.13 .157 .89 .167 .999 .147 .626 .tel .163 1.718 .m 1,984 .135 
1H.II 1.15 .177 • 922 ,199 I.HS .1163 .61>2 .117 .18'1 I. 711 .126 1.969 .15 
125.11 !,178 .liS • 956 ,13J 1.132 .19 • 713 .158 .1215 1.695 .Ill 1.955 .164 
151.H 1.119 .136 I.HS .182 1.163 .121 .746 .211 .16 1.618 .139 !.941 .178 
175.11 1.144 .171 1.139 .216 1.197 .155 ,796 .251 .1983 1.681 .146 1.925 .194 
!U.II 1.111 .198 1.185 .262 1.129 .IS. .844 .299 .2363 1.672 .ISS 1.91 .119 
125.11 1.181 .218 1.132 .319 !.IS .218 .914 .359 .271 1.661 .166 1.892 .127 
151.11 1.171 ,198 1,21 .387 1.191 .249 .993 .448 .3215 1.651 .176 1.87 .149 
llS.II 1.217 .234 1.259 .436 1.245 .313 1.148 .513 .m 1.641 .186 1.853 .166 
iH.H 1.247 .274 1.316 .493 1.282 .34 1.116 .561 .417 1.63 .197 1.833 • 186 
i:r.i.ll 1.297 .324 1.37 .547 1.2'13 .m 1.165 .62 .4615 1.619 .liB 1.813 .210 
151.11 1.329 .356 1.43 .617 1.32 .378 1.226 .681 .:5155 1.617 .12 1.793 .226 
i75.11 1.372 .399 1.489 .666 1.366 .424 1.295 .75 .5598 1.594 .m 1. 77 .249 
111.11 1.419 .446 1.561 .138 1.442 .5 1.368 .823 .6268 1.579 .148 1.746 .273 
DEPTHS TO ftiDPDINJS OF PILE SECTJOIIS IFEETI 
SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 
ITT1-TT21 ITT2·TT31 ITT3-TT4l ITT4-TT51 
·12.8 •25. 7 ·38.5 ·51.3 
12.83 25.68 38.48 51.33 





SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
·19.3 -32.1 -44,9 -57.8 ·71.6 
~~ nu ~~ ~~ ~~ 
ESTIMJ£0 SIIEAR STRENGTH ~T SOTTOft OF SECTIONS ITSFI 
1.152 1.473 1.836 2.212 2,565 
II£ASUIIED TELLTALE DATA UNtHESI 
TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTALE 
ND. 3 110. 4 110. 5 
DR DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA 
1.!2 I 1.595 I 1.765 I 
1.!16 .114 1.sa .m 1.751 .114 
1.88¥ .131 1.561 .134 1.732 .133 
1.869 .151 1.54 .ISS 1.718 ,157 
1.847 .173 1.517 .178 1.682 .183 
1.826 .194 1.494 .111 1.655 .11 
1.815 .115 1.469 .126 1.627 .138 
1.782 .138 1.441 .154 1.596 .169 
1.757 .163 1.414 .181 I.S65 .2 
1.131 .189 1.385 .21 1.53 .235 
1.711 .219 1.349 .240 1.485 .28 
1.672 .248 1.32 .275 1.45 .315 
1.645 .m 1.29 ,315 1.418 .347 
1.615 .315 1.2sa .m 1.383 .312 
1.584 .336 1.224 .371 t.l42 .423 
I.SS .37 1.186 .419 1.314 .461 


















.864 • 421 
.822 .463 
• 784 .511 




QAD AT i 
ROUIID : 
MACE LOAD IN PILE AT SECTIIlH "IOPOINT : 
ITDIISl SECTIOII I SECTION 2 SECTIIlH 3 SECTION I SECTION 5 SECTION 6 : 
.11, I I I I I I : 
25.11 11.25 6.221 12.51 2.191 ·2.17 I : 
51.11 26.69 21.71 21.91 6.271 -2.87 1.181 : 
75.11 51.51 ll. 18 33.44 8.m 1.147 6.271 
:81.11 71.11 19.77 18.17 11.15 11.3) 6.359 : 
L25.11 85.59 66.36 62.71 11.63 11.66 11.15 i 
:51.il 115.2 81.87 77.32 22.99 24.08 16.72 I 
:75.11 121.8 99.53 91.95 33.11 31.11 22.99 I 
:11.11 152.9 112.1 112.9 37.62 39.11 29.26 I 
'25.11 189.3 126.5 129.6 13.89 51.81 33.11 i 
'51.11 221.5 151.1 14£.3 51>.13 71.51 18.17 I 
!75.11 253.7 165.9 171.1 56.13 82.95 51.16 I 
·u.u 291.1 181.6 186.1 62.71 87.19 66.88 I 
:25.11 326.5 213.2 216.9 66.88 93.31 81.51 I 
:51.11 367.1 219.8 229.9 73.11 117.8 83.59 I 
;)5,11 . Ill. 9 211.5 252.9 .81.51 117.8 83.59 I 
'"·" 165.1 259.2 281.1 111.3 113.7 111.8 I 
AYERASE DEVELO!'ED SII!:AR STRESS ITSfl 
SEC SS-2 5tC 2-3 stC 3-4 SfC 4-S 5tC 5-6 
TAU I TAU I TAU I TAU 1 TAU I 
I I I I I 
.3136 -.115 .1749 .1691 -.135 
.1887 -.Ill .2449 .1391 -.Ill 
.6985 -.114 .4198 .1712 -.m 
.8389 .1281 .6298 .1111 .1335 
.9191 .8611 .8117 -.167 .1371 
1.151 .1592 .9196 -.132 .1362 
1.261 .1261 .m6 .1389 .1353 
1.171 -.115 1.261 -.131 .1691 
1.615 -.151 1.131 -.133 .3169 
1.617 .IBIS 1.511 -.235 .3712 
1,822 -.191 1.924 -.412 .5468 
1.928 -.121 2.101 ·.417 .3372 
2.134 -.161 2.344 -.441 .1969 
2.171 -.168 2.621 -.578 .1112 
2.216 -.216 2.869 -.139 .m2 
2.351 -.317 3.119 -.156 ·.JIB 
i 
: 


















: 6. 756 
I OF ESTlftATED SHEAR STRENGTH 
SEC 2-3 SEC 3-1 SEC 1-5 
I I ' I I I 
-.Ill .uea .8378 
-.1&3 .1663 .em 
-.111 .2851 .1383 
.1271 .1276 .em 
.1581 .5161 -.137 
.1563 .6177 -.117 
.1212 .6b52 .1212 
-.Ill .8552 -.116 
-.119 .9711 -.172 
.1817 1.122 -.118 
-.187 1.387 -.211 
-.m 1.112 -.222 
-.158 1.592 ·.21i 
-.161 1.782 -.315 
-.195 1.916 -.239 
























uR VIEW I FOR YIEN 2 LOAD 
INIIIUII DEPTH • I mUIIJII HPTH • I !TONS I 
UIIIJII DEPTH> 75 KAIIIIIJII i!EPTH • 75 .II 
lliiiJII Lll.ID • I lllNIIII.!I ! STRESS TO STREN&TH • I 25.11 
UIIIJII LOAD • 511 IIAXIIMI ! STRESS TO STREN&TH = I 51.11 
l~ ll TONS l or STREI161H 75.H 
OPTH IN FEET DEPTH I~ FEET 111.11 
125.11 
151.11 
lR VIE!IS l TO 8 175.11 
'li!MI IIIYEKENT • I 211.11 
1111!1111 IIOVEII[WT • 3 225.11 
Nllllll ! STRESS TO STREIWTH • I 251.18 
ii!IIUII ! STRESS TO STRENGTH • I 275.11 
OF STMTH 311.81 
1V£IIM IN I NMS 325.1i 
1 CURVE 351.11 
375.18 
411.11 
II{JYEKENT AT BOTTO! OF PILE SECTIDII IINCII!SI 
SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 
I I I I I 
.1118 .1878 .1118 .1818 .HIS 
.mY .1159 .1159 .H29 .1139 
.m5 .13!5 .1115 .1115 .H85 
.1663 .1423 .1193 .1143 .H93 
.1936 .1616 .1316 .1246 .1156 
.1259 .1869 .1499 .1399 .1269 
.1581 .un .1661 .1511 .1351 
.1878 .1338 .1798 .1618 .1428 
.2124 .1514 .1894 .1684 .1434 
.2527 .1797 .1197 .1827 .1487 
.2921 .2121 .1311 .1131 .1631 
.3198 .2418 .1518 .1218 .1798 
.3131 .2651 .1661 .1341 .1891 
.3Y6Y . 2YI9 .1889 .1459 .1939 
.4391 .3238 .2821 .1631 .1111 
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DAft CIJIIPRESSIDN TEST 2-7 
lOAD DISTRIBUTION CURYES 
lATE DRIY£N •16 SEPT 82 
DATE TESTED •29 SEPT 82 
'ILE AREA fSU INCHESI • 
1Dfllf6S ftODIA.US ITSII • 







·IL£ PERiftETER fiiiCIIESI ........................ 




LEif&TH OF TELLTALE RODS 
ROD 13 ROD 14 
36.5 48.3 
438 579.6 
ROD IS ROD 16 
61.2 72 
722.4 864 
FOR PLOT PURPOSES DNL Y 
SAlliiATEJ IJifiT lfEI&HT OF SOIL IPCFI • 131 
INTERNAL FRICTIDl Alf&I.E fiEiiiiEESI • 41 fRADIANSI• .6981 








FOR PLOT PURPOSES DilLY 
56 I 









DEPTHS TO ftiDPOINTS OF PILE SECTIONS IFEETI 
SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTION 4 SECTION 5 
fTTI·TT21 fTT2-TT31 fTT3-TT41 fTT4-TT51 
-13.1 -24.9 -36.7 -48.6 
13.18 24.93 36.73 48.58 
DEPTHS TO 80TTOft OF PILE SECTIONS fFEETI 
SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECTIOII4 SECTION 5 
·19.1 -31.8 ·42.6 -54.5 








ESTIMTED SHEAR STREN&TH AT IOTTIJII OF SECTIONS fTSfl 
1.138 1.398 1.133 2.171 2.415 ---·----·------·-·---·---------.:.. ...... --·------··----....;-.... ---·-----·-----.......................... ---·---------........................................................................... ______________ ............ _____ .., __________ .. _ .... _ 
PILE IUTT DEFLECTION IIIICIESI ftEASIIRED TELLTALE DATA fiNCIIESI TEI.LTAI.E 
PPLIED I lfSTREM ClmlOS DOIIISTRENI CIIRJIERS AYERA&E TELLTAlE TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTALE TELLTALE NO. 6 
LOAD I ftiSSOURI SIIIE ILLINOIS SIIE ftiSSDUtll SIIE ILLIIOIS SIDE PILE BUTT NO. I 110.2 NO. 3 110. 4 110. 5 IT! PI 
!TONS I I DR DELTA DR IIELTA DR IIELTA DR DELTA IIIYEftENT DR DELTA DR DELTA Dft DELTA Dft DELTA DR DELTA DR DELTA 
.II I .434 I .618 'I .621 I .372 I I 1.982 I 1.896 I 1.88 I 1.921 I 1.852 I 1.966 I 
25.11 I .458 .124 .628 .12 .644 .123 .395 .123 .1225 1.974 .liB 1.882 .114 1.17 .II 1.91 .liB 1.832 .12 1.946 .12 
51.11 I .48 .146 .654 .146 .665 .144 .423 .151 .1468 1.965 .117 1.166 .13 1.85 .13 1.8!16 .142 1.817 .145 1.922 .144 
75.11 I .52 .186 .686 .171 .716 .115 .451 .186 .i83B 1.957 .125 1.851 .145 1.831 .149 1.862 .166 1.782 .17 1.895 .171 
111.11 I .548 .114 .722 .114 .74 .119 .489 .117 .116 1.948 .134 1.833 .163 1.814 .176 1.834 .194 1.752 .I 1.864 .112 
125.11 I .582 .148 .761 .153 .781 .16 .524 .152 .1533 1.94 .142 1.817 .17! 1.782 .198 1.816 .122 1.72 .132 1.83 .136 
151.11 .613 .179 .814 .196 .821 .2 .561 .1st .191 1.932 .15 1.812 .194 1.758 .122 1.18 .148 1.619 .163 1.797 .169 
175.11 .654 .22 .846 .238 .165 .244 .612 .23 .233 1.925 .157 1.786 .11 1.736 .144 1.153 .175 1.656 .196 1.76 .216 
211.11 .715 .271 .889 .281 .912 .291 .649 .217 .28 1.916 .166 1.769 .127 1.112 .168 1.723 .215 1.619 .233 1.716 .25 
125.11 .751 .317 .928 .32 .955 .334 .693 .321 .323 1.917 .175 1.153 .143 1.688 .192 1.693 .235 1.584 .268 1.676 .29 
251.11 .819 .375 .917 .369 1.118 .381 .75 .371 .3773 1.898 .184 1.736 .16 1.664 .216 1.662 .266 1.543 .319 1.625 .341 
275.11 .857 .423 1.123 .415 1.154 .433 .8 .428 .4248 1.888 .194 1.117 .179 1.639 .241 1.631 .297 1.514 .348 1.577 .389 
lll.ll .917 .473 1.169 .461 1.112 .481 .851 .419 .4735 1.877 .115 1.698 .198 1.611 .269 1.599 .329 1.477 .375 1.547 .419 
;25.1i .959 .525 1.116 .518 1.151 .53 .917 .535 .5245 1.865 .117 1.678 .218 1.583 .297 1.565 .363 1.441 .411 1.512 .464 
151.11 1.113 .579 1.17 .562 1.213 .582 .968 .596 .5798 1.853 .129 1.656 .24 1.552 .328 1.533 .395 1.411 .451 !.453 .513 
US. II 1.175 .• 641 1.232 .624 1.265 .644 1.14 .668 .6443 1.837 .145 1.631 .265 1.515 .365 1.492 .436 1.355 .497 1.396 .57 





IDRFACE LOAD IN PILE AT SECTION !IDPOINT 
!TONS I SECTION I SECTION 2 SECTION 3 SECIION 4 SECTION 5 SECTION 6 
.II I I I I I I 
25.11 11.14 13.49 -9.17 18.14 4.496 I 
51.0 24.13 29.22 I 21.21 6.744 -2.27 
15.11 34.17 44.96 9.168 38.54 8.992 2. 261 
Ill. II 48.16 65.19 29.41 41.81 13.49 4.534 
125.11 58.21 83.17 43.17 54.41 22.48 U68 
lSI. II 68.34 98.91 63.41 58.94 33.12 13.61 
115.H 14.1l 119.1 17.18 71.28 41.21 22.67 
211.11 88.62 131.1 92.94 83.88 62.94 38.54 
225.11 112.5 t52. 9 111.I 91.48 74.18 49.87 
251.11 116.4 !11.8 126.9 113.3 96.66 72.54 
215.11 134.1 191.1 141.6 126.9 114.6 92.94 
JII.H 155.4 219.1 161.1 136.1 113.4 99.75 
325.H 181.6 227.1 179.1 149.6 117.9 121.1 
351.11 215.1 249.5 199.5 151.! l2S.9 141.6 
375.N 245.9 269.7 226.7 161.1 137.1 165.5 
411.11 297.2 299.1 253.9 I67.8 141.6 184.1 
AVERAGE DEVELOPED SHEAR 5TRES5 ITSFI 
SEC SS-2 SEC 2·3 SEC 3-4 SEC 4-5 SEC 5-6 
TAU I TAU I TAU 1 TAU 1 TAU l 
I I I I I 
.I886 .4179 -.494 .2467 .1813 
.3483 .5284 -.494 .31H .1m 
.4921 . 6491 -.535 .5343 .12I6 
.5712 .6459 -.216 .4941 .1619 
.6851 .72SI -.216 .5114 .2425 
.8368 .6411 .1823 .4561 .3638 
.9149 .1616 .m5 .4112 ,4437 
I.l31 .7989 .1647 .3786 .4413 
1.182 • 7555 . 2471 .4213 .4396 
1.m • 7937 .2471 .3118 .4361 
1.375 .9136 .2478 .2225 .3924 
1.491 ,8698 .4528 .5898 .1661 
1.614 .8671 .5352 .7544 -.222 
1.646 .9146 .8645 .4712 -.265 
I.724 .1785 1.194 .4311 -.5I3 
1.655 .BISl 1.564 .4726 -1.13 
I Df EST!IIATED SHEAR STRENGTH 
SEC 1-2 SEC 2-l SEC 3-4 SEC 4·5 
1 1 l l 
I I I I 
.4847 .3929 -.353 .1423 
.8147 .5191 -.353 .2135 
1.265 .6252 -.383 .3184 
1.465 .6122 -.147 .2851 
1.761 .6985 -.I47 .3332 
2.151 .6112 .1589 .2632 
2.352 .7321 .1883 .2418 
2.641 .m5 .1118 .2185 
3.137 .1277 .I767 .2431 
3.332 .7646 .1767 .1142 
3.533 .8811 .1767 • 1284 
3.829 .8379 .3239 .3114 
4.124 .em .3828 .4354 
4.231 .8114 .6184 .2714 
4.431 .75H .8539 .2487 
























'OR YIEN i FOil VIEW Z LOAD 
IINIIIUII II£PTH • I niNiftllll DEPTH • I HONSI 
lAIIIIUII llf~TH• 75 !Ali111J11 DEPTH • 75 .II 
IINIIMI LOAD • I !INJIIIJII 1 STRfSS TO STRENSTH • I 25.11 
iAIIIMI tOAll • 511 MIIIMI 1 STRESS TO STREN&TII • I 51.11 
OAD IN TOllS 1 Of STREII6TH 75.11 
EPTH IN FEET DEPTH IN FEET III.H 
125.11 
151.11 
OR YJEIIS 3 TO 8 175.11 
INJIIlln IIOYEI£NT = I 211.11 
m!Ut nDI'EnENT • 3 225.11 
INIIIUII 1 STRESS TO STRENGTH = I 251.11 
UIIIUII 1 STRESS TO STRENSTH = I 215.11 
llF 5TREII6TH 3H.H 
JI'!OIIENT IN INCHES 325.11 
·z CURVE 351.11 
375.11 
411.11 
nDVEIIEWT AT IOTTIIII Of PILE SECTION IINCIESI 
SECTION I SECTION 2 S£CTIDII 3 SECTION I 5£CTION 5 
I I I I I 
.1153 .em .1133 .1153 .1133 
.1314 .1184 .1184 .1164 .1134 
.1612 .1412 .1372 .1212 .1162 
.1853 .1563 .1m .1253 .1m 
.1153 .1783 .1593 .1353 .1253 
.1459 .li19 .1739 .1479 .1319 
.1817 • 1287 .1!47 .1637 .1427 
.2215 .1595 .1185 .1815 .ms 
.2554 .1874 .1384 .1954 .1624 
.3114 .2254 ,1694 .1194 .1164 
.3397 .2547 .1921 .1367 .1851 
.3783 .2853 .2113 .1513 .1183 
.4181 .3171 .23il .1721 .1241 
.4622 .3512 .2632 .19!2 .1112 
.SitS .3915 .2915 .2215 .ms 



























100 REM PILE DATA ANALYSIS ACCCOROINC TO METHODS OUTLINED 
1 10 REM IN PAPER BY FLLLINIOUS. 
1:?0 REM 
130 REM INPUT LOAD lEST DATA INTO SYSTEM MEMORY 
1•0 REM -------------------------------------------------------· --------1!50 !NIT 
160 PRINT "LJMA~E SURE THAT THE CORRECT TAPE IS IN THE MACHINE ' 
170 PRINT ·~QHAT FILE IS THE LOAD TEST DATA IN~ "; 
180 INPUT F 
198 PRINT !33.0,0,8. I 
200 FINO F 
210 INPUT !33.At 
22111 PRINT 133.0.2.0.0 
230 Bt~SEC!At,Q. II 
240 IF Bt<~'·L" THEN 289 
250 PRINT "JTHIS IS THE LAST FILE ON THE TAPE,,g~~· 
260 CALL "WllT",3 
270 co 10 100 
280 FINO F 
290 T:.TYPI01 
380 IF lu2 THEN 348 
31111 PRINT ''NO DATA HERE. TRY ACAIN~g~, .. 
320 CALL "WAil",3 
33l!l CO TO 100 
340 INPUT 133.At.Bt.Ot,X•.N 
35S DELETE P 
360 DIM PIN.21 
378 FOR Ia! TO N 
380 INPUT t33.P!I. 11 .Pil.21 
390 NEXT l 
400 R!NIT 
418 PRINT "LWHICt-4 METHOD 00 YOU WANT TO USE"" 
<428 PRINT "1' FOR Vl.i'oOERVEENS METHOD" 
430 PRINT "2 FOR CHINS NEiHOO" 
<440 PRINT "3 FOR OE BEERS' METHOD" 
o450 PRINT "4 FOR BRINCt-4 HANSEN'S METHOD" 
460 PRINT "5 FOR CAY ISSON' S M£. THOO" 
471il PRINT "6 FOR INTERSECTION METt-400'' 
481il PRINT "7 TO SEE A PLOT OF THE LOAD TEST DATA" 
4QII! PR[NT "9 TO INPUT ANOTHER DATA F'ILE" 
~00 PRINT "10 TO STOP" 
~lfll INPUT Rl 
~20 CO 10 R! OF 550. 1020.58Siil,3619. 1870,7740,9650.~39.100.530 
530 END 
~40 REM VANOERVEENS METHOD 
5~0 REM ------------~-------------------------------·------~------------
~61!1 PAGE 
~78 DELETE M 
!58fl PRINT "WHAT 00 '\'OU IIANT HIE FIRST ASSUMPllON TO BE ON THE ULTIMATE" 
~Q0 PRINT "LOAD AND THE INCREMENT IN THIS LOAO AND THE MAXIMUM.LOAO? • 
60fl INPUT PJ.O.P2 
61 II! Mtl!l 
620 F'OR J•PI TO P2 STEP 0 
630 FOR l•l TO N 
640 IF' PCJ.21•~J THEN 661il 
850 I'I~M MAX -LOCti-P!I,21/JI 
660 to!EXT I 
671!1 NEXT J 
681 PACE 
698 VIEWPORT 20,128,10.80 
701il \IlNDOW 8,1NTCPIN. 111+1 ,0.1NTIMI•8.~ 
198 
718 ~XIS 0.~.0.~ 
728 REM L~BEL ~~IS 
738 NOVE 0,0 
7~8 FOR lsB.5 TO PIN, 11+8.5 STEP 0.5 
758 NOVE 1.8 
7&8 PRINT "Hl".l 
778 NEXl I -
789 MOVE 0.0 
700 FOR 1•8.5 TO INT!Ml•8.5 STEP 8.5 
809 MOVE £!1.1 
818 PRINT "HHHH".I 
82'8 NEX'T I ----
830 MOVE !PIN, 11+0.~1/2,0 
8<40 F>RINT "JJJOEFL£C110N" 
858 MOVE 0,1TNT1Ml+0.51/2 
868 PRINT " ln! 1-P/Pul I I"; 
978 MOVE F>rT ,11 ,-LOCI 1-Pr 1,21/Pil 
989 FOR ls2 TO N 
800 IF PI! ,2l:>PI THEN 93lll 
008 OR•w Prl.ll,-LOC!1-PII.211P11 
Q18 NEXT I 
020 !MACE 3X.30 
038 PRINT OSINC Q20oF>1 
0~0 PI,PI•O 
050 IF PI>P2 THEN 0?0 
060 GO TO 870 
079 PRINT '100 YOU WANT TO TRY ACAIN? "; 
088 INPUT Yi 
OQ8 IF Yt="NO" OR Yts"N" TtlEN 48111 
18118 CO TO 568 
1818 REM ULTIMATE FAILURE ACCORO!NC TO CHINS' METHOD 
1028 PAC.£ 
1030 REM ---------------
1040 DELETE C.XI,YI .T 
1050 DIM CIN.21,JI15l.J2'15l,TIN,21 
1068 DATA 0.0,0.-8.01,8.02,4.0E-5.-8.0E-5,4.0£-5.0,0 
10?0 RESTORE 1069 
1080 READ J I . JZ 
1808 FOR lsi TO N 
I 10111 C!l .2hPI l.lltPCI.21 
1110 C!l.II:F>!I.II 
I 120 NEXT I 
I I 30 GOSUB I 828. 
1149 AXIS 8.25.8.882 
1150 MOVE IP!N, 11+0.25112.0 
I 160 PRINT "JJJOEFLECTION" 
1178 MOVE 8.i~1N,21+1 .0£-31/2 
llg: =~~NTs;~~g~~J~E~~Fl~LJ~EJ~~tlTJ~IJ~OJ~NJ~It~LJ~Ot~AJ~O· 
1211111 MOVE C I I. I I , C I!, 21 
1218 RORA~ J1.J2 
1228 NEXT I 
1238 T ai!J 
1248 XI•CIN,Il+C!N-1,11 
1258 YI•ClN.2l+CfN-1,21 
126111 X2•C!N,Ilt2+C!N-1. llf2 
12?0 ZlaCIN, lt•CtN,21+CIN-I, IIYCC~-1.21 
1288 TC2,li•IZI-XI•YI/21/CX2-X1t2t21 
1200 Tl2,2laYI12-TI2.11*Xl/2 







I 360 T I I+ I , 21• T I I I I+ I l- T I I+ I , ll 'fX II I I+ I l 
1370 NEXT I 
I 380 COSUB I 7~ 
1308 HOME 
lo480 PRINT "•POIIHS ULTIMATE LOAD" 
lo418 FOR 1•2 TO N 
lo420 PRINT USINC lo4o4lloi,IITII,ll 
lo430 NEXT I 
lo4o48 !MACE 3X.20,8X,30.3D 
I o450 REM 
lo460 PRINT "JJHOW MANY OF THE POINTS IN THE ., 
1-470 PRINT "0~PER PORTION OF THE CRAPH WOUI..O TOLJ'' 
I -480 PRINT "Lillo£ TO SEE THE LlN£ OF BEST FIT FOR? 
1-400 INPUT 1.. 
1!500 CIN XQ,YO 
1!510 IF L>N THEN lo460 
1520 RINIT 
1539 COSUB 1821! 
15-40 MOVE 0,TIL.21 
1550 ROPEN 2 
1~60 CRAW CtN,li.CIN,IIUtL.II+TIL,21 
1570 MOVE IPIN.11+0.~1/2, tCIN,21+1 .0£-3112 
1580 !MACE "THE BEST FI'T FOR'',X,20.X,"POINTS" 
1500 PRINT USING 1589,1.. 
1609 RCI..OSE 
1610 PRINT " 
1620 COSUB 17Ae 
1630 PRINT ",!JTO SEE THE BEST FIT FOR ANOTHER SET. ENTER THE NUMBER" 
16-40 PRINT" OF POINTS. IF YOU LI~E THIS LINE ENTER QQ "· 
1659 CIN XQ,YO 
1660 INPUT L 
1670 IF L•09 THEN 1780 
1890 IF L<~N THEN 1520 
1609 CO TO 1630 
1700 FIX 2 
1710 PRINT "JOO YOU WANT TO RETURN TO MAIN PROC. IV or Nl· 
1720 !)~~PUT Yi 
1730 IF' Yh"YES" OR V$~''Y" TH€N <100 
17-40 C.O TO 1010 
1750 WINDOW e. 120.0.180 
1760 VIEWPORT 0, 120.0.100 
1770 RETURN 
1780 WINOOW 0.120.0,100 
1700 VIEWPORT 0.120,8.100 
1800 MOVE 0. Y9 
1819 RETURN 
1820 WINDOW ~.PIN, ll+0.5,0.C!N,2l+l .0E-3 




1870 REM $DAVISSON'S METHOD. LOAD VS DEFLECTION 
1888 U2•'32 
18Q8 REM 1~11 ~or 
I Q08 C.OSU8 31 30 
1QI0 REM CET X&Y DATA FROM ARRAY P 
IQ21 GOSU8 26-48 
1Q38 PRINT "!. DAVISSON'S METHOD" 
1Qo48 RINIT 
IQ50 REM HEADER, 
1061 GOSUB 3868 
IQ78 PRINT "JWhlch 1YP• of pll• I• !hi•?" 
1QH C.OSUB 3!78 
200 
19911 REM QUESTIONS A8T WINOOW, 
21181 COSU8 27311 
2010 PACE 
20211 REM n•od•,.. 
2030 COSlJ8 38&11 
2040 CIN XQ.YQ 
20e11 R£11 AXIS 
2081l R IN I T 
2070 GOSU8 2480 
20911 COSU8 33411 
20Q0 MOVE Iii. ~g 
211ilGI PRINT "JCI"'ang• •Indo• !YI " 
2111!1 INPUT 'l'i 
?129 IF v•<>"Y" THEN 21ee 
2139 R£11 que abr •Indo• 
21 48 co TO 2eee 
2158 REM CALCULATE Pu 
2168 REM alopesAE/L 
2170 Ss3.BE+7tA/L/2000 
2180 lC7sB. 15+0/120 
2190 B•-StlC7 
2200 R£11 YwMlC+B W814l~StlC+B 
2210 X2•1W9141-BI/S 
2220 casus 3030 
2 230 MOV.E X7, \18 I 31 
2240 ROPEN I 
2250 DRAW X2,W8141 
2268 RCLOSE 
2270 REM FINO INTERSECTION OF CURVE AND LINE 
2280 FOR l•l TO zg 
22Q0 Y2~StX!I1+9 
2300 IF ~lll<Y2 THEN 2348 
2310 NEXT I 
2320 PRINT " no ;,..re.-s•cr ia"" 
233!1 CO TO 2420 
2340 11~1Y!Il-YII-11l/IXIII-X!I-111 
2350 82aYII1-MtXII1 
2360 x2 ... 182-811 IS-Ml 
2370 Y2sMtX2+82 
2390 COSUB 3340 
23Q0 MOVE 0. l Q 
2400 PRINT USING 2-470."Jd,.!JPua ";Y2;'' TONS" 
241111 FIX I 
2420 PRINT "R•tu.-,.. to lftOi,.. PI"OQ.? IY or Nl "; 
2430 GIN XO, yg 
2<140 INPUT Vt 
2450 IF Y•~"Y" OR 'l'tz"YES" THEN 400 
24&0 CO TO 1870 
2470 !MACE fo,3d.ld.FA 
2<180 REM TARCET LINE FOR AXIS, 
2490 REM SET WIN & VJE, 
2'500 COSUB 3830 
2'510 AXIS IU2,13,14,WB!Il,0 
2520 REM AXIS LABELINC ROUTINE, 
2!530 COSUB 285B 
2540 FOR lsi TO zg 
2550 COSUB 3038 
2560 MOVE euz,Xtfi,Yifl 
2570 SCALE 2.2 
?580 RDRAW IU2,J1,J2 
?SQta NEXT I 
2688 COSUB 311130. 
2611!1 MOVE eu2,XIIl,YIII 
2628 DRAW eu2,X,Y 
201 
2630 RETURN 
2840 REM GET O~TA FROM ARRAY P 
265111 zg.,.. 
2860 DELETE )(. Y 
2870 DIM XIZ~I ,Y!ZQI 
2680 FOR lsi TO zg 
28Q0 )(I ! I aP I l , I I 
2700 Yl!laPI!,21 
2710 N.ElCT I 
27213 RETURN 
273111 c.osue 3'348 
2748 PA!Po!T "JFor- plot's 100"'. load, us• '';118141;" tal'• IY or- Nl", 
275111 INPUT Yi 
2760 lF Y&a"Y" OR Y&,."Y£5" THEN 2708 
277111 PRINT ''Enter- 1110,. i111u,. load ,, tone 
2780 INPUT 118141 
27Q0 PAINT •for .. ax. del'JeetiOI', u•e ";\i812l:" .nc,es'> 
2800 INPUT n 
2810 IF Ylt"'l'" OR 'I'&:"VES" THEN 28<40 
2820 PRINT "Enter- ,.o,.. i IliUM der! ec I i 01' in I ncha• · 
283111 INPUT \18121 
28<10 RETURN 
2858 REM LABEL AXIS 
2868 J:lll 
287111 FOR la\18111 TO 118121 STEP 13 
288111 MOVE tU2,WSfii•J•l3.W9131 
28~8 PRINT tU2, IJSINC 3880o"t;I,Z": I 
2Q88 JaJ•I 
2Q18 NEXT ! 
2Q28 J&GI 
2Q"' FOR l•li8t31 TO 118141 STEP 14 
2Q4111 MOVE tU2oV811l .W8C31+J•14 
2Q5111 RMO~E eu2.e.-e 1 
2QS8 PRINT tU2, USINC 3010,"1;!tl~!:.f":l 
2Q78 J•J•I 
2Q80 NEXT 1 
2QQ8 RETURN 
3088 IMACEFA.10. 10 
31!110 IMACEFA.30 
3021!1 INPUT ze 
30 38 Y IE IIPOR T V I I I I • V 1 I 2 I . V 1 13 l , VI I 4 I 
3840 WINDOW WBIIl,W812l,V8131.W9141 
3059 RETURM 
31!!60 REM HEADER, 
3871!1 PRINT "JJJCROUP ";At;" 
3080 PRINT "DATE '';A& 
30Q8 IF A••" • THEN 3 I I 0 
3100 PRINT "COMMENTS, ":A8 
PILE ":A& 
3110 PRINT" (II• ":F;" ";ZQ;" polnu'· 
31221 RETURN 
31321 REM INITIALIZE VARIABLES 
31421 DELETE VB.VI,JI.J2.8.M.J3.14 
31~8 OIM V814l,Vl!o4l,J1151.J2151 
3160 REM SYMBOL, 
3170 RESTORE 3180 
3188 DATA 111,0,0,-1,2,1 .-2. 1,1!1.8 
3 I Q8 READ J 1 , J2 
3288 REM SET PLOTTINC PAAAMETES, 
3218 REM WINDOW 
3228 DATA 8. 1.8.188 
3218 READ W9 
3241 REM VIEWPORT, 
32&8 IF U2•32 lHEN 3278 
3268 DATA 18,78,1111,78 
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3278 RESTORE 3288 
3280 DATA ~8.117.18.78 
321HI READ VI 
331!0 REM TICS, 
3310 !3a8.1 
3320 J.4 alee 
3330 RETURN 
33~0 WINDOW 8.128.8,188 
3350 VIEWPORT 8,128.8,180 
3360 RETURN 
3378 RE~ TO CALC. AREA OF PILE. ETC. 
3388 PRINT "HI-4• 73 111" 
3308 PRINT "H14•11? !21" 
3480 PRINT " 1211"1 . 8 C 31 " 
341111 PRINT ·t~il"'. 8 141" 
3o42G!I PRINT "1611"1 8 !51" 
3o438 PRINT • ~~~~·; 
3o440 DELETE T 
3~50 INPUT T 
3o460 IF Ta>l ANO T<a5 THEN 3588 
3o4?0 PRINT "lJ4Enter end-oreo. 0 ,"; 
3480 INPUT A,O 
34Q'-!I GO TO 355a 
3500 RESTORE 3510 
3510 OA1A 21.~.14,3o4.4,14.11 456.12.21 206.14.24.347.1& 
352'-!1 FOR l2l TO T 
3530 READ A,Q 
3540 NEXT I 
3550 PRINT " leng11'' il"' feet, " 
3560 INPUl L 
3570 PRINT "" 
3580 CIN lCO,YO 
3500 LsL*I2 
3608 RETURN 
3610 REM *BRINCH HANSEN'S METHOD. QIS AND 80S CRilERION 
3620 REM NOTE, 08X METHOD USES LINEAR INTERPOLATION BETWEEN 
3&30 REM CONSECUTIVE OATA POINTS, NOT A FUNCTION FOR 
3640 REM A SMOOTH CURVE 
3650 REM ---------------------------------------------------------------3661!1 U2•32 
3678 REM INITIALIZE VARIABLES 
3680 GOSUB 5338 
3608 REM •et win end vie for pr1ntii"'Q 
3788 COSUB <4588 
371B PRINT "~ BRINCH HANSEN'S ~ETHOD, 00% AND 88S CRJTERION~J" 
3720 R !Nil 
3730 REM CET X&Y DATA 
37-40 GOSUB !51<40 
375fl PRINT "PT. OEF'L IDEFL .1' !ll I P LOAD" 
3?6fl FOR l•l TO ZQ 
3770 PRINT USING 37Q8d,XI111,Y8111,YIII 
3780 NEXT I 
3700 !MACE 20.2X.20.30.2X.!IO.o40.0X.30 
38ee xt .. x 
~18 YlaY8 
3820 REM GIS ~ETHOO: 
38'30 COSUB 5468 
58<48 PRINT "1FOR 811:¥ METHOD," 
38158 PRINT " FOR DEFLECT ION lUNGE. USE" 
'3868 PRINT It' Ill;" TO ";lo'8121; 
3878 PRINT "? IY or Nl, ": 
3888 INPUT Y* 
3808 IF 'l'h"Y" TH£H 3G28 
3fil88 PRINT "En1er MIN & MAX • lnchee, •: 
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3918 INPUT W811l,W8121 
3928 PRINT "For Y-allle, uee ~;118131;" 10" 
3Q38 PRINT W814l;"? IY or Nl, "; 
3Q4QI INPUT v• 
395QI IF .,.,. .. y" THEN 3080 
3Q60 I"RINT ''Enter I'IIN 6 MAX voluea, "; 
3Q78 INPUT W813l,W81~1 
3980 GIN lCQ,Yiil 
39Q0 GOSUB 4'558 
411180 AXIS IU2.13,14,V81Il,w8131 
41!11111 RtM LABEL AXIS 
41!120 COSUB 4Q40 
4038 REM plot poin!e. 
~940 COSUB ~~81! 
41!1!50 Xlall 
4060 YI .. Y'Ii!l 
4070 REM set •in & vie for orin! In~ 
4080 casus 4581! 
~IQ0 MOVE I.YQ 
410111 PAINT "JE•clude ooi,ts to lef1 of poi,ter." 
"IIIII CIN lCQ,YQ 
~120 COSUB 4551! 
~130 POINTER lC8,YB,z• 
4140 IF lC8<W8111 THEN 413111 
~150 FOR l•l TO zg 
4168 IF lCIIII~lC8 THEN 41Q0 
~170 Xllll•9Q9 
4 I Sl Y I II laQOQ 
4198 NEXT I 
4281 REM LINEAR FIT, 
4218 cosue 4650 
422111 REI'! SET WIN & VIE FOR PRINTINC, 
4230 COSUB 4581!1 
4248 MOVE I,YQ 
~258 PRINT US INC 4478: "Correia! ion coeH • •· .R 
4268 PRINT ''Good enougl"t rv ,., "· 
4278 C!N l!Q,'1Q 
.. 288 INF"UT vt 
42Qiill IF' Y·aa"Y" THE. ... 4320 
4381!1 A!NIT 
431lill CO TO 485111 
4328 REM ae1 •In for prin!lng 
4338 FIX 1 
4348 COSIJB o4!580 
,.358 REM colculote Pu: 
4360 COSUB 5118 
o431Ql MOVE 8,YQ 
4388 PRINT USINC 446QI,"JJPu 18111~ METHOCia ";Pill;" TONS" 
4398 PAINT ",!Run ogol" 1Y1. or return" 
44118 PRINT "to 010ln progro011 "· 
4418 C!N l!Q,YQ 
44211 INPUT Ya 
4438 IF Yea"Y" OR Yaa"YES" THEN 3718 
o4448 RINJT 
~4!58 CO TO 488 
4468 IMAC£ FA.40.10,FA 
~o478 IMACE FA,I0.30 
4488 FOR l•l TO Z9 
4498 cosua 4!5!58 
~!588 MOVE IU2,XIIIl,YII!l 
4!518 SCALE 2,2 
4521 RORAW IU2 ,.J I , J2 
~538 NUT I 
4!541 R£TURN 
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4550 VIEIIF>ORT VI Cll ,VI121 ,VII3l,VI 141 
4560 WINDOW ll811l,W8121 ,W9131,ll8141 
<1578 RETURN 
4~0 IF U2a32 THEN 4628 
4~90 WINDOW B. 1~0.0. 108 
4680 V!EliF>ORi 0,158,8.100 
.C61li!l RETURN 
4620 VIEVF>ORT 0.128.0.100 
4638 WINDOW S. 128,0.180 
<1640 RETURt-1 







4720 FOR J•l TO zg 
4730 IF XI 1!1•999 THEN <1800 
4740 Z9sZ8+1 
4750 X2aX2•X1 !II 
4?60 X5sY1 !llt2+X5 
4770 Y2sY2+YI Ill 
4 780 X3a)ll I! U<YIIIl +X3 
4?90 X4aX4+X1 !llf2 
4808 NEXT I 
4818 IF Z9<2 THEN 4850 
4828 Ra!X3-X2•~2/Z81t2/tx4-X2t2/Z8l/IX5-Y2f21ZSI 




4879 cosus 455111 
4980 MOVE IU2,ll8!11 ,Y2 
4890 Y2•M•VBI21+8 
4980 ROF>EN I 
4910 CRAll IU2ll8!21, Y2 
4Q28 RCLOS£ 
4938 RE'.TURN 
4940 REM SUBROUTINE TO LABEl AXJS, 
4Q58 PRINT IU2. 17,0.8,1 .2 
4068 JaB 
4970 FOR I•W8111 TO 118121 STEP 13 
4980 MOVE IU2,Y8flltJti3,W8131 
4090 PRINT euz, USJNC 5100o"H,!";I 
5888 hJ+I -
5018 NEXT I 
'5020 Jz0 
5030 FOR JaW8131 TO YB/41 STEP 14 
504S MOVE IU2,V811l ,Y8131+J~lo4 
5e5e RMOVE euz,e.-e. t 
586B PRINT tuz, USINC 15100, ''HHH~H''; l 
~07S JQJ+I ------
5088 NEXT I 
&898 RETURN 
5188 !MACE FA, 10.30 
511B REM cole F>u. 
5120 PS•I/12,SORIM•Bll 
&138 RETURN 
514B REM GET ~&Y DATA 
5158 ZOaN 
5168 DELETE X,Y,XI,'I'I,YB 
&178 DIM X!Z8l,YfZQI,XI!Z81.YI IZQI,YBIZ91 




5219 NEXT I 
5229 FOR !•I TO ZO 
~23a IF Xlll>S.II THEN 5258 
'52-49 x r n .. e. 01 
'5250 IF Ylli>B.81 THEN '5278 
'5269 ~£!1•1!1.01 
'5278 NEXT I 
528111 XlaX 
'5200 FOR 1~1 TO ZO 
'5300 Y81ll•SORIX!lii/YIIl 
'531111 NEXT l 
5320 RETURN 
'5330 PEM INlT VARI~BLES, 
5340 DELETE Jl ,J2.~8.VI.I3.14,11 ,lC3,Y3.M.8 
5350 0111 Jl 1'51 .J21'51 .118141 ,VI 1-41, I 111801 
5360 DATA 8,8,8.-1.2,1.-2.1.0.8 
'5378 RESTORE 5360 
5388 READ J I , J2 
5300 DATA 0,5,8.883.0.00? 
5-400 R£~0 118 
5-41013•0.1 
5-420 l4ul .BE-3 
'5430 DATA -40,120,18,89 
5-440 READ VI 
5450 RETURN 
5-460 REM ROUTINE FOR SRINCH HANSEN'S Q0:l ME.THOQ, 
5470 FOR l•Z0-1 TO I STEP -1 
5-480 xz ... xttll/2 
5o4Q0 FOR J•2 TO ZO 
5560 IF XIJI~•X2 THEN 5520 
'5510 CO TO 5!540 
!5520 NEXT J 
5530 CO TO 5570 
5'5<40 Y2• I X2- X I I J- I I I $ t Y I J I - Y IJ- I 1 l I I lC I I J l- X I IJ- I I I• Y I J- I 1 
'5558 JF Y2<0.0$Yill THEN 5600 
'5560 NEXT I 
5570 f"R JNT "JNO SUCH POJI~T FOUND" 
5'!58111 PRINT "ON CUR'IE FOR 00:l METHOD" 
!S!SQIIJ RETURN 
5680 REM 
'5610 REM SOUCHT lC IS BETWEEN XIII&XIl+ll 
5620 53= IX Ill·>! I -X lllll/40 
5630 FOR l'.dl Ill TO Xlll+ll STEP 53 
5640 X3al'. 




5600 IF A9SIY2-T1l~l THEN ~888 
!5780 r-IEXT Jt. 
!5710 FOR ~'.~XI Ill TO Xlll .. ll STEP 53 
0720 X3al'. 
5? 30 Y 3 • I X 3-X I I I I 1 $ 1 Y 1 I+ I I -'I' f I I I /I X I I I • I l -X I r I I I • Y I I I 
~748 Tl .. e.on3 
'57~8 X2alC3/2 
!5788 Y 2• t X2- X 1 I J l I 'ff Y I J + I l -'I' I J I I I 011 I J + I I -X I I J I I • Y t J I 
~778 IF ABS!Y2-T11~1 TH£N 0888 
~780 NEXT II. 
&7011 CO TO '55711 
58H FIX 1 
~8111 PRINT USJNC ~831J,",l,!PU !lilts 1'1ETHOOI• ";'1'3;" TONS" 
~828 RETURN 
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~830 !MACE FA.30. IO.FA 
58o411! REM 
58513 REM 
58611! REM •DeBEER 
58711! U2•32 
5880 REM l~ll!ALIZE VARIABLES. 
5890 GOSUB 7!531il 
5910 REM aet •I" a"d ~le fo~ p~l"t I~ 
5910 COSUB 67311 
592111 PRINT "bOeoee~·• Methad" 
593111 REM CET X&Y OAlA FROM P ARRAY 
50o4111 GOSUB 7'36111 
5051il RINIT 
596111 GIN XQ,YQ 
507111 GOSUB 657111 
508111 AXIS IU2,1iJ,II!.W8111 ,W813l 
509111 REM LABEL AXIS, 
611111!1!1 casus 1100 
601111 X 1..X 
6920 Yl aT 
603111 REM plot poi"''' 
61!lo4111 casus 651110 
605111 R£11 




611111!1 COSUB 6 730 
61 I 8 MOVE 0. yg 
612111 PRINT "JFor fit no. ":ll;" E)lc)~.o~de pointa 1o" 
6138 PRI~T "!he lefl ol '"• pol"'•~···: 
61•S GIN xg,yg 
61511! COSUB 6608 
61611! L1•2 
6171il COSUB 6730 
618111 MOllE S,YQ 
619111 PRINT ",lEwclude poi"'• 10 the l'lght" 
62111111 PRI~T •or the poinle~.· 
6211il CIN xo.v9 
6228 GOSUB 6688 
6239 REM LINEAR FJT, 
62o40 COSUB 68111111 
6250 NEXT II 
6260 COSUB 6738 
6278 MOVE III,YQ 
6280 PRINT "lU•• these I tnes? rY or N1, " 
62913 CIN XQ, Y9 
6313111 INPUT Yt 
631111 IF Ylz"Y" THEN 6'3o40 
6320 RINIT 
6330 RUN 611168 
63o40 REM cole '"'•~•ectlon 
635111 cosue 79!50 
6360 COSUB 6731!1 
6370 MOVE I,'I'Q 
639111 FIX I 
63QIII FIX 2 
6o41110 PRINT USINC 6o498o"JJINTERS£CT!ON IS AT ";Y2;'' TONS.,!" 
641111 PRINT "Run ogol" IVY, o~ go back" 
642111 PRINT "!o MOl" p~og~oM? "; 
6438 CIH X9. YO 
644111 l NPUT Yl 
6o45111 IF Y•a"Y" OR YI•"YES" THEN !!Q28 
6o468 RlttfT 
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647111 CO TO 411 
6~81 CO TO 5051 
6~00 111ACE FA, 'SO. 10,/o 
6~80 FOR 1•1 TO ZO 
6510 casus 6578 
6520 MOVE ttJ2 , X I I II • Y I I l I 
65H SCALE 2.2 
65•1 RORAW ttJ2,JI.J2 
65!18 NEXT I 
6560 RETURN 
6570 VIEWPORT VI lll,VII21 ,VI 131,VII41 
6580 \IlNDOW W81ll,W8121,\18t3l,W8141 
6508 RETURN 
6600 REM CREATE ARRAY OF COCO VALUES 
6610 casus 6570 
6620 POINTER X8.Y8,Zt 
6630 FOR lei TO zg 
6640 CO TOll OF 6650.6670 
6650 IF XI lll>X8 THEN S711 
66&0 CO TO 6600 
6670 IF XI lll>X8 THEN 6600 
6680 CO TO 6718 
6609 X I I [ l .,ggg 
6709 v 1 r n.ggg 
6719 NE.XT I 
6720 RETURN 
6739 IF U2•32 THEN 6770 
6?40 WINDOW 0.1~0.0. 108 
6750 VIEWPORT 0,150,0.100 
6760 RETURN 
6778 VIEWPORT 8.121.1. ISS 
6788 WINDOW 0.12S.I.101 
67Q111 RETURN 
6810 REM I l~d alop• end y-i~lerc•PI 
6819 ze.e 




6860 FOR 1•1 TO zg 
6878 IF XI 1!\aQgQ THEN 6030 
6888 Z8al8+ I 
6800 X2cli2+XI Ill 
6oee vz.V2+YI r11 
6010 X3•lll!ll•YII[I+ll3 
6020 X4.,)(4+X11Jit2 
6030 NEXT I 
6040 IF l8~2 THEN 6060 
6050 NtlllaiX3-X2tY21Z81/IX4-X2?21ZBI 
6060 81lll•Y2/ZB-M1!11tX21Z8 
6070 Y2&11 I II l•WB I I 1 +9 I II I 
6080 COSUB 6!170 
6QQS MOVE IU2,W8Cil,Y2 
711100 Y311l 1-:1'11 I I UW81ZI•BI Ill 
7818 ROPEN 11 
711128 ORA\1 IU2;W812l,Y31!11 
7830 RClOSE 
7040 RETURN 
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13aYAI.. I 1•1 
MOYE IU2.1..0GII!l,W8f31 
PRINT tuz, USING 73.o49,"~~,Z";It 





PRINT ·~HTHHO_H,~~~~~~,Z,Z,Z4DEFLECT!ON fiNCHES!" 
FOR lod 
MOY£ tU2, 1181 I I , LOCI 14 I I I l 
MOYE tU2.W8111.LOC!I.CIIll 
RORAW eu2.e.0s.0 
PI! I NT IU2. US INC 7358, ··~HHH"; 1-4 I I I 
NEXT ! -----
MOYE 118111, CW8141•W8131l/2 




REM CET X&Y DATA 
ZQaN 
DELETE X,Y.XI ,VI 
O!M lCIZDl, Y tZDI, XI IZQl. YIIZD1 
FOR lal TO zg 
IF Pll,ll>lll THEN 7440 
X f II,.LOC I lil. 11111 
CO TO 7451il 
X t II •l.OC If> I I , I I I 
IF' P!l,21>0 THEN 7480 
Y I I I aLOC I 0. 1111 I 
CO TO 74QII 







DELETE W8,YI,M.B,Y3,JI .J2.13,14.W7,Jl .X,Y,XI .YI 
D 111 WB I 4 I • Y I I 4 I , 1'1 f 21 , 8 I 21 . '¥ 3 I 21 , J I I~ I , J 2 t !II , I o4 I 71 , 10 I 4 I 
DA H 8, 0 . 0 , - I , 2 . 1 . - 2 • I . 0, B 
READJ1,J2 
DATA 1 .BE-3.~.5.58111 
READ 117 











l MACE 30 . I D , FA , S 
lMACE F.A,30.10,FA,S 
REM INTERSECTION NETHOO 
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775e REM INIT ~ARIABLES 
778QI GOSUB SG"S 
7778 f>R !I'll "I.J I n1eraeet 1 on raet hod" 
7780 GOSUB BOlli 
7790 GIN XO,YQ 
"ISH CHARS I ZE 2 
7810 RINIT 
7828 REM aet window for plotting 
7838 GOSUB 868111 
79<10 AXIS 13.14,\18111,118131 
78elll REM LABEL AXIS 
7868 casus 997111 
7878 REM plot pta 
7890 casus 9'53111 
7890 REM aet wl~ for print lng 
791110 COSUB 801111 
7910 MOVE 0.Y9 
7029 PRINT "Change ~toll"dow? !Y or Nl, "; 
7930 INPUT Yt 
704111 IF" Yt<>"Y" AND Y.<>"YES'' THEN 7990 
7950 PRINT "Enutr mJn.111a:o fot" X-o:oia" 
7960 PRINT "ond "'"·"a" for Y-o:ola" 
7970 INPUT ItS 
7990 CO TO 7770 
7090 REM prao by D.C.~. 
8000 COSUB 8QI0 
801111 PRINT "LM to set new location for+" 
8020 PRINT "r tO f i• tl"'e line" 
8030 PRINT '·J to see loeation of croaaea'' 
8040 PRINT • ond I ine Intersect iona" 
8050 PRINT "S 10 ••' tl"'e dealt"ed slope" 
8060 PRINT "ot'>er~riae. preaa re1urn,Z" 
8070 GIN XB.Y8 
8090 PRINT "J" 
8090 erN xo.vo 
8100 llal 
8110 REM aet win for plotting 
8120 COSUB 8600 
8130 AXIS 13.14.8,0 
8140 REM Iobel a:ola 
9150 casus 91170 
816e REM plot. pta ogoln: 
8170 COSUB 95311 
8180 COSUB 8600 
8190 POINTER XII I U. Yl C!ll,lt 
8200 lF Z••"l" THEN 9289 
821 0 MOVE X 1 I I 1 I , Y I Ill I 
8220 COSUB 8630 
8230 COSUB 860111 
8240 POINTER X.Y.Z• 
825111 X3mX-)CJ I Ill 
8260 IF X3<>111 THEN 8280 
8270 X3al .IIE-7 
8280 M!l1laiY-Y111111/X3 
8200 BllllaY-MIIIl*X 
8300 COSUB 8600 
831QI ROPEN II 
8320 MOVE 8.81111 
8338 CRAll W8121,V812l•Mrtll+8CJII 
8340 RCLOSE 
8350 cosu8 8SI18 
8368 RAPPEND II 
8370 MOVE 8,YSI 
8388 PRINT USING SOQ8,MCIII;" 1ona per Inch, ll~e ";II 
210 
93ii18 RCLOSE: 
9<480 IF" Zh"" THE.N 8230 
8411 If" Z••"M" THEN 8?2111 
8421 IF" z•,."S" TMEN 8820 
8438 IF Zh"F" THEN 8'!110 
8440 CURSOR 1880 
8450 ROPEN 1888 
8468 PRINT " • 
8<470 RCLOS£ 
8488 POINTER ~lll.YS.ZI 
8400 CURSOR 8 
8!108 CO TO 8480 
8!318 F[X II 
8!120 FIX 888 
8530 casus 8Slllll 
8540 MOVE 0,YQ 
8558 PRINT '· J" 
8560 GIN XQ,YQ 
8570 11:11•1 
9580 CO TO 8180 
8500 !MACE fd,FA,20 
8600 ~INDO~ V8111 ,V812l .W813l .V8141 
8610 VIEWPORT Vlfll,VI12l,VI!3l,Vtl41 
8620 RETURN 
8630 SCALE 2.5.2.5 
86-40 ROPEN 888 
8650 RORA~ JI,J2 
8668 RMOVE -1,-2 
8678 CI"IARSIZE I 
8618 PRINT !1; 
8800 CHARSIZE 2 
8708 FICLOSE 
8710 FIETURN 
8720 COSUB 8QIIJ 
8730 1'10VE 0.Y8 
8740 ROPEN ggg 
87!58 PRINT • "'o"e cro••·· 
8760 RCLOSE 
en0 cosue es0e 
8780 PO INTER X I II I I , Y I I l I I , z• 
87Q0 STPOINT !I,XIIIII,Yif[ll. 
8818 FIOELETE ggg 
8811!1 co to e21111 
8828 c.osue 8GII 
8830 MOVE l'l.YO 
8840 PRINT "J:Enter •lope you •on1, " 
8850 INPUT Mllll 
8860 z ...... 
8870 B I I I I • Y 1 I II l - M II I I 'fX tr It l 
8880 RDELETE I I 
88DI GIN XQ,YQ 
~80 co ro 8388 
8010 WINDOW 8,138.8,188 
8Sl28 VIEWPORT 1,138,8,10111 
803111 RETURN 
8Q<4111 REM lnl11ollze variable• 
8050 DELETE W8,VI,JI,J2.XI,YI.II.M,B.~.Y 
8QB0 0 [ M J I 151 . J 2 I !5 l , WBI 4 I , V I I 4 l , M I 2B I , B 128 I , )( I I 2Q I , Y I 128 l 
8078 RESTORE 8081 
8080 DATA 8.e.e.-t.2. 1.-2. 1.a.e 
8QQII READ J I , J 2 
0818 DATA 1.2.8,388 
iilell READ 1118 
D828 DATA 48,125,18,85 
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GH!38 READ VI 
0848 13•1' 1 
QMe 14·&• 
08618 RETURN 
0878 REM loDe! a~la. 
0088 Ja8 
0808 FOR I•W8!11 TO W8121 STEP 13 
0180 MOVE W8111•J•l3.W8131 
0 IIIII PRINT USING 02611, ·~,Z": I 
Q12Q JaJ+1 
0130 NEXT I 
0148 MOVE IW9121-W811ll/2.V813l 
9158 PJRINT "~~tl~tltl!:!.!,!def lectlon I ln. 1• 
0160 ,.e 
0178 FOR I•W9131 TO W8f4l STEP I4 
Q1BB MOVE W811l.W8131•J•I4 
9100 RMOVE 8.-0.1 
0208 PRINT USING 9270,"HHHH";I 
0210 J,.J•1 ----
0220 NEXT I 
0230 MOVE W8111, IW8141-W813ll/2 
Q24a PRINT "HHHHHHHHHHioodHHHHHJftonal" 
9250 RETURN ---------- ------
0260 IMAGE FA.10. 10 
0278 IMAGE FA.30 
0280 REM lntera•ct 
0200 COSUB 8010 
0308 MOVE II. YO 
9318 PRINT "lntera•ction of lin•••" 
0328 PRINT " >< y" 
0330 FOR lsi TO 11-1 
03411 FOR Ja1 TO 11-1 
9358 IF J<al THEN Q300 
0360 Xh 18 I J 1-B Ill !liM 111-1'1! J I l 
0370 Y3aMIJl$X3•BfJl 
0388 PRINT USING 0518,!;" and ":J;X3,Y3 
0300 NEXT J 
9488 NEXT I 
04 I e PRINT ",11 ceo 1 ion or cro••••, • 
0428 PRINT " w y• 
Q430 FOR 1•1 TO 11-1 
0440 PRINT USING 0520, l.Xt lli.YI Ill 
0450 NEXT I 
0460 PRINT "JReturn to ~ain" 
9478 PRINT "progra .. IY or Nl, "; 
0480 INPUT v• 
9408 IF Y*•"Y" OR Y$:"YES" THEN -400 
9500 CO TO 7770 
0510 IMAGE fd.fa,fd,5><.F0,7x, ,fd 
0520 IMAGE F0.3X.Id.2d.3x,fd 
0530 FOR f•l TO N ' 
95-40 casus 8608 . 
95150 I'IOVE P f I • I l , P f I ·, 2 I 
01560 SCALE 3.3 
0579 RORAW J1,J2 
0580 NEXT I 
9e08 COSUB 8680 
0600 MOVE PI I, I1,PI1,21 
0618 FOR l•l TO N 
0620 CRAW PII.11,Pfl,2l 
QS38 NEXT J 
0648 RETURN 
0658 REM ROUTINE TO DfSPLAY AND PLOT PfLE LOAD TEST DATA 
0688 JMACE •kGROUP NUrteER ",FA,/, •p fLE NUMBER ",FA, I, "OAT£ •, FA ,I, FA 
212 
Q670 II'IACE "FILE ",FD 
0680 PRINT USJNC 0868,A •• 88,08,X8 
0600 PRINT USINC Q871,F 
0780 PRINT ::.I PT. 0£FLECT%0N LOAD" 
0710 PRINT IINCHESI !TONSI" 
0720 1MACE ~)C ,.FD,5ll. 20. 30, OX, 30.30 
0730 FOR l•l TO N 
0740 PRINT USJNC Q721,J.PIJ,11 ,PI!.21 
0758 NOT I 
0768 COSUB 0838 
o778 cosua t8380 
07811 PltriiiT "JJRe1ur-n 10 10oin pr-og,.oa" 
Q7Q0 PRINT "1V o,. Nl? "; 
0888 INPUT Y• 
0810 IF Y••"Y" OR Yh"YES" THEN 418 
0828 CO TO Q6~0 
0838 CIN liQ,YQ 
0848 !3sl. 1 
08!58 !4•!50 
0868 DELETE M,JI.Jl 
0870 DIM M!2l.JI 1!51 .J21~l 
0889 RESTORE Q8Q9 
0809 DATA 9,0,11.-1,2,1.-2. 1,0,9 
QQ00 REAO J 1 , J2 
QQ19 Ma9 
0029 FOR 1=1 TO N 
QQ30 M! I I aM I I l MAX PI ! , 1 l 
QQ40 M121sM12l MAX Pl!,21 
QQ!58 NEXT l 
0069 Mlll~l MAX INTIMII1•0.5l+9.!5 
QQ78 M121:1INTIMI21/199l+ll•199 
QQ89 IhMI2l15 
0009 I3aiNTIMIIl 1/19 
10898 WINDOW 9,MIII.S.M12l 
10818 VIEWPORT ~9. 12!5. 10.80 
10120 AXIS I3.!4.0,9 
19830 JaS 
19149 FOR IsS TO Mill STEP 13 
18059 MOVE J•l3.1 
10060 PRINT US l NC 10280, "~J"; l 
10970 JaJ+1 
10080 NEIIT l 
10009 MOVE M11l/2,0 
10 I 89 PRINT "HHHHHHHJJOEFLEC T I ON liN. I" 
10110 J•8 ---------
10120 rOR 1•0 TO 1'1121 STEP 14 
10139 MOVE 0.J,I4 
101<10 RMOVE 0.-8.1 
101!50 PRINT USING 182Q0· "HHHHHH"; I 
10160 JaJ+I ------
10179 NE)CT l 
10180 MOVE 8.MI21/2 
101Q0 PRINT "HHHHHHHHH~~~LOAOHHHHHJITONSI" 10200 roR lsl-TO_N_________ ------
10210 WINDOW 0,MI11,8,MI21 
10220 VIEWPORT !58,110.10,78 
10238 MOVE PCI,II.PII,21 
U1248 SCALE 2. 2 
102~1 RDRAW JI,J2 
19268 NElCT I 
11271 I'ETURN 
18281 IMACE rA,10.10 
18201 !MACE FA,!D 
11388 VINDOV 8,128.8.1a8 
213 
10318 VIEWPORT 8.120.8.188 
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